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Abstract

This thesis explores how cultural factors impact password-sharing attitudes of Bangladeshi

people. We first proposed “Emics-Etics for Usable Security” framework to incorpo-

rate cultural factors in security design. We then conducted a literature review that

laid a foundation for applying an Emics approach (culturally specific) to address

password-sharing in Bangladesh. To understand password-sharing in Bangladesh, we

followed the Emics approach and Grounded Theory method to conduct and analyze

interviews of 25 Bangladeshi participants. We found four cultural forces (gender,

religion, social norms, and political context) that impact password sharing. We then

present our interview-data based password-sharing model that identifies connections

between perceived identity and stages of password-sharing, and describe the tensions

that arise.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Developing technical security solutions does not solve the entire security problem;

security tools also need to be designed to accommodate human behaviour [23] to

be secure. Unfortunately, human behaviour and security often contrast each other:

typically, the more secure the system is, the less human factors are accommodated.

Password authentication is one such problematic security tool that poses numerous

usability flaws. One of the least addressed flaws of the password system is that it is de-

signed to be inherently private and kept confidential, but we notice frequent password

sharing in the real world. Moreover, in some cultures, passwords are shared for meet-

ing cultural norms and expectations. Password sharing behavior poses a great threat

to software security and privacy for not meeting security policy expectations. When

considering how to understand this situation, the questions that came to our minds

were: why do people still share passwords when they usually know password sharing

is wrong? How does password sharing relate to cultural norms and expectations?

Throughout this thesis, the term “we” means I, Aniqa Binte Alam, in consultation

with my thesis advisors.

To explore these questions, we at first conducted a literature survey on culture

and password sharing. We found literature that distinguished cultures based on

the factors like geographical positions, social norms, and people’s behaviors: East-

ern/Western countries, Hofstede’s cultural dimension model [29], and strategic essen-

tialism. However, we found that such cultural differences were generally neglected in

usable security research seeming to assume that security is culturally universal.

Password-sharing has been investigated in different countries, for instance, the

USA, Australia, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), etc., but culture itself was little

considered in the methodology of these studies [5,41,67]. When we analyzed available

literature on password sharing and device sharing in terms of Eastern and Western

1
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cultures, we noticed that “gender roles” and “respect for parents” played an important

role in Eastern countries. In contrast, people from the West usually shared passwords

for convenience and necessity.

Motivated by the impact of cultural factors in usable security, we proposed a

framework named “Emics-Etics for Usable Security” in our preliminary work. This

framework is designed for incorporating cultural differences in security analysis. The

Emics (within the culture) and Etics (outside of culture) concepts are two stand-

points from which human observers can describe a culture [42]. We argue that the

security researchers (predominantly westerners) typically follow the Etics approach or

outsiders’ views to understand Eastern cultures, which have often misunderstood and

misrepresented version of Eastern values due to a lack of frame of reference. Therefore,

the cultural aspects and expectations usually remain unacknowledged. We suggest

that security researchers should apply an Emics approach or insider’s views while de-

signing and evaluating security systems to make the analysis culturally appropriate.

We explored our framework using available literature on different security issues.

We wanted to apply our Emics-Etics framework empirically to understand cul-

tural impacts on the uptake and usage of security systems. We chose Bangladesh –

an Eastern culture – because I am Bangladeshi; therefore, qualified to conduct the

study and analyze the data from an Emics perspective. We chose password-sharing

because it has never been explored in the context of Bangladesh in previous litera-

ture. We interviewed 25 participants from Bangladesh about their password-sharing

experiences in their day-to-day lives. To follow Emics guidelines, we conducted the

interviews in Bangla (the native language of Bangladesh), and the interviewer was

also Bangladeshi. Using the result of the interviews, we propose a theory to explain

password-sharing in Bangladesh.

1.1 Contributions

We offer the following contributions to the study:

1. In our preliminary work, we propose an “Emics-Etics Framework for Usable

Security” to understand cultural differences from the viewers’ perspectives: that

of viewers who live in a culture (Emics) and that of those who live outside the
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culture (Etics). In the main study, we only applied the Emics approach to

understanding password sharing in Bangladesh. Etics understanding is out of

scope for this study.

2. We provide empirical evidence through a qualitative analysis of the interview

data of 25 Bangladeshi participants about what type of passwords, when, why,

how, how long, and with what method people from Bangladesh usually share

their passwords. Our analysis also found that cultural factors like gender role,

social norm, religion, and political context also significantly impact password

sharing.

3. Using Grounded Theory, we present an empirically based password-sharing

model describing the relationships between cultural factors and the different

stages of password sharing experience in Bangladesh. This model will help to

incorporate cultural factors in password system design.

1.2 Related Publications and Presentations

A section of this work has been published as a full-paper publication [4] and a poster

presentation.

• Aniqa Alam, Robert Biddle, and Elizabeth Stobert. Emics and Etics of Usable

Security: Culturally-Specific or Culturally-Universal? In International Confer-

ence on Human-Computer Interaction, pp. 22-40. Springer, Cham, 2021.

• Aniqa Alam, Robert Biddle, and Elizabeth Stobert. Emics and Etics of Usable

Security: Culturally-Specific or Culturally-Universal? SERENE-RISC Annual

Cybersecurity Conference, 2020. (Best Academic Poster Award)

1.3 Thesis Outline

The outline of our thesis is given below:

• Chapter 2 lays a background for understanding usable security, culture and

password sharing, and Bangladeshi culture based on previous literature. We

also explain our proposed “Emics-Etics Framework for Usable Security”.
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• In Chapter 3, we describe our methodology, reporting study procedures, recruit-

ment, demographic of the participants, and data analysis processes.

• Chapter 4 explains our open codes where we present our data exploring password

sharing in terms of who, what, why, how, how long, how it felt, and sharing

techniques. This section gives an overview of password sharing in Bangladesh.

• Chapter 5 covers the axial coding phase of our analysis, supported by quotes

from the participants. We explain two axes: stages of password sharing and

cultural factors affecting password sharing. We also identify our password-

sharing model, which emerged from the Grounded Theory process.

• In Chapter 6, we explain the tensions that people face due to the conflicts

between motivation and expectations of password sharing. We discuss how

these tensions affect relationships and led to interpersonal difficulties, privacy

issues, usability issues, and security issues.

• We present our conclusions in Chapter 7. This section discusses our contribu-

tions, limitations of our work and suggestions for future work.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents relevant existing literature relating to usable security, culture,

password sharing, and Bangladeshi culture. We then elaborate on our proposed

“Emics-Etics” framework for usable security, which we applied in our investigation

method. A significant portion of this chapter is taken from our HCII 2021 paper [4].

2.1 Usable Security and Culture

The security community has generally accepted the importance of human factors in

security, acknowledging security needs to be usable to be secure [61]. Shneiderman

characterizes usability through some specific goals: learnability, efficiency, errors,

memorability, and subjective satisfaction, which can be achieved by users using the

system in a specific context [65]. However, there is no single metric for determining

the usability of a system [23].

Usable security researchers usually work on providing tactical security responses

to provide immediate results [23]. For instance, one of the earliest works entitled

“Why Johnny Can’t Encrypt: A Usability Evaluation of PGP 5.0” found that none

of the test subjects could complete the given task, which required them to understand

and use commercially available encryption software [79]. Another study conducted

roughly at the same time, “Users are Not the Enemy” emphasizes trying to understand

users rather than the problems [1]. It argues that users are not to be blamed for

compromising security; instead, they can become the defence when the rationale for

the security measures is explained to them [1]. As in both of these two papers,

it is typically accepted in usable security research to consider security systems as

culturally universal. Security systems and their ecosystems of use are usually Europe

or North America centered and developed by asserting the norms and practices of

imagined (Western) users [36]. The usability of security systems is frequently only

5
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tested with Western users or users living in the West. By doing so, the presumption

is that “Johnny” [79] from the USA would behave the same way with the system as

“Johnny” from Bangladesh. However, previous studies and theories emphasize the

consequences of cultural differences in the uptake and use of technologies, including

security software [8, 20,31].

Singh et al. [67] evaluated usability of security in reference to activity, and em-

phasized trust and user control. The activities that users need to perform have to be

easy [67]; however, the utmost security needs to be ensured as well. People perceive

security in the simplicity of the transaction process and the availability of support

when they make a transaction [67]. The authors think that trust is more important

than security. Therefore, a system must preserve human values to gain users’ trust

and convince them to use it for running day-to-day activities. However, the human

values of trust that encourage sharing information among colleagues sometimes make

it difficult to comply with an organizational security policy that says not to share

information [67]. Besides, the system should also allow users to feel that they are

in control of their information. Singh et. al. also discuss the symbiotic relationship

between security and privacy and the importance of privacy to ensure security, hint-

ing that system security can be increased by addressing privacy issues related to the

system. The importance of privacy is crucial in the banking sector as privacy leaks

would cost money and affect personal reputations [67].

Generally, privacy and security are considered as technical phenomena evaluated

through the practices of risk, danger, secrecy, trust, morality, and identity [19]. How-

ever, Dourish and Anderson argue to consider privacy and security from a holistic

view of context as a collective information practice [19]. They propose considering

the technical mechanisms (e.g., access control) and related information practices as

a collective rather than an individual phenomenon. They also propose analyzing pri-

vacy in terms of risk, danger, and morality in social and cultural encounters. Dourish

and Anderson also affirm the importance of flows of information in social settings

that provides ways to negotiate, demonstrate, and sustain patterns of identity, mem-

bership, and affiliation [19]. Secrecy and trust play an essential role in it. Secrets

create the social grouping ‘us’ and ‘them’ depending on who is eligible to know the
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secret [19]. A culture of secrecy and trust make information and its flow meaningful

to the people who are involved. In the case of information systems, as the researchers

state, “appropriate system design, recognize the information practice, selective shar-

ing of information and its appropriate management, including forgetting and not

noticing” are embedded in social groups, and these features create distinctiveness to

be identified [19]. Dourish and Anderson advocate for considering collective infor-

mation practice in security design to contribute to the development of an analytical

perspective to investigate security and privacy issues within the borders of social and

cultural factors [19].

2.2 Culture

To incorporate cultural factors in security systems, we first need to understand what

culture is. Although culture does not have any specific widely accepted definition,

one of the most common approaches defines it as “patterns, explicit and implicit, of

and for behavior acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive

achievements of human groups ... [and] ideas and their attached values.” [43].

In other words, culture refers to what a group or society believes to be true that

forms some common values and norms [6]. People’s perceived values and norms define

what they will consider good or bad and acceptable or unacceptable, which creates

a set of rules about behaving and performing tasks [6]. Cultures can be of different

levels and sizes; for instance, “Western culture,” “US culture,” “gang culture,” and

even “family culture” [6].

In our literature survey, we categorized literature based on how the participants

of the studies (or countries of focus) have experienced the consequences of digital

colonialism [44] – the East (digitally colonized) and the West (digital colonizers).

The West refers to the countries that possess (or have historically possessed) domi-

nating technological power and current sources of geopolitical and cultural epistemic

inequalities. The Eastern countries experience the consequences of these epistemic

inequalities. Our work uses the terms “East” and “West” beyond their geographic

meaning and cultural differences to symbolize cultural and intra-country inequalities.

The terms are relative to each other, meaning one country is considered as West in
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respect to the countries it dominates or vice-versa. For instance, the USA, Canada,

and the UK would be considered to have colonizing power in respect to countries like

Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, although historically, Canada and the US were also

colonized by the British (as well as French and Spanish).

Strategic essentialism [69] refers to how minority or ethnic groups create a tempo-

rary/long term sense of collective identity setting aside their cultural differences [18].

For instance, many cultural, religious, and linguistic groups in India come together

as “Indian” in terms of their common colonization by the British [18]. This notion

is essential for collective political movements and feminist studies. However, for our

work, we argue for the impossibility of essentialism in the context of security design

and acknowledge intra-country cultural differences. For instance, by our definition,

Australian aboriginal groups are considered as East (digitally colonized), although

Australia as a country is considered as the West (digital colonizer).

Hofstede’s Cultural dimensions model [29] is the most well-known framework for

cultural differences. He proposed four (later six [30]) cultural dimensions to distin-

guish the differences among national cultures: power distance, uncertainty avoidance,

individualism-collectivism, and masculinity-femininity. Power distance refers to the

extent to which the less powerful group accepts the power inequalities [30]. Power

distance scores tend to be higher for Latin, Asian and African countries and lower

for Western countries [30]. Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) refers to society’s tolerance

toward uncertain situations [30]. For instance, Bangladesh has higher UAI score (60)

compared to the UK (35), meaning people from UK are more comfortable with uncer-

tain situations [32]. In individualistic cultures, people usually feel they should take

care of themselves. In collectivistic cultures, the groups take care of their members.

Individualism scores tend to be higher in Western countries, and collectivism scores

tend to be higher in Eastern countries [30]. Lastly, masculinity refers to a preference

for materialistic choices, whereas femininity refers to a preference for caring and qual-

ity of life [66]. The masculinity score is higher in Western countries. Hofstede’s model

has been widely criticized mainly because it assumed all national people as a homo-

geneous entity; however, this model is still considered useful in organizations [37].
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If we incorporate East-West segregation with Hofstede’s model, it can be conjec-

tured that Eastern cultures are collectivistic and feminine and would have a higher

score in power distance and uncertainty avoidance. In contrast, Western cultures are

individualistic and masculine with a lower score in power distance and uncertainty

avoidance. For example, Bangladesh (an Eastern country) has higher power distance

(80) and uncertainty avoidance (60), and lower individualism (20) and masculinity

(46) scores compared with the USA (a Western country) which has higher individ-

ualism (91) and masculinity (62), and lower power distance (40) and uncertainty

avoidance (46) scores [32]. This demonstrates that some Eastern countries have low

uncertainty avoidance score and some Western counties have high uncertainty avoid-

ance score, which indicates that there is greater complexity in understanding East

and West than is shown in Hofstede’s model.

2.3 Password Sharing

Almost everyone in the industrialized world needs to interact with passwords multiple

times daily, but passwords are a problematic system with numerous flaws. One of the

least addressed issues with password systems is that they do not provide safe password

sharing. Passwords are designed to be inherently private and secret, disregarding the

fact that in some cultures, social norms and family values require them to be shared.

As a result, people frequently share their passwords for banking, social media, and

entertainment accounts [5, 41] following insecure procedures: writing them down on

paper or sending them through SMS, email, and social media.

The usage dimensions of mobile phones have expanded these days: people can now

use them as their mini computers [40]. They can generate and store contents e.g.,

photos, audio files, video files, and messages) on mobile phones and share them with

social contacts using different applications. However, the security model of the mobile

phones is still binary (locked/unlocked) as they are primarily designed to be private

devices following the “one account, one user” privacy model [40, 60]. In practice,

mobile devices are shared for various reasons by either sharing the phone PIN or by

opening the phone lock, which challenges this definition and architecture [2,40,56,60],

and weakens security.
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2.3.1 Security Implications of Password Sharing

Password sharing can cause harm to both business owners and individuals. When a

malicious user obtains passwords due to password sharing, it can result in creden-

tial fraud, account compromise, monetary loss, and cyberbullying [48]. According

to Parks Associates, the pay-TV industry was projected to lose USD 6.6 billion in

revenue from password sharing and movie piracy in 2019, and the number could grow

to USD 9 billion by 2024 [24]. In 2010, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia suffered the

seventh-highest incidence of security breaches, although they had only 0.007% of in-

ternet users in the world [5]. One of the identified causes is password sharing behavior

among co-workers and family members [5].

Password sharing also has negative security and privacy implications in personal

life. For example, one of the respondents in a password-sharing study had a distress-

ing experience sharing passwords with her boyfriend. He sent threatening emails from

her email account after their breakup to destroy her reputation [41]. Similarly, mobile

phone PIN sharing can also cause both privacy and security issues. In 2012, around

12% of US mobile phone owners reported experiencing unauthorized access that they

perceived as a violation of their privacy [9]. One of the most common privacy inva-

sion scenarios is when parents, siblings, friends, relatives, and strangers ask to use

the owner’s phone (most of the time, they ask to share PIN or open the lock in front

of them without trying to hide the password input) for a specific task (e.g., taking a

photo, playing a game, or making an emergency call) and then browse through the

personal data [3,17]. Mobile device sharing may lead to leaks of private information,

as well as changes to data, both intentional (e.g., writing a text message as an im-

postor) or unintentional (e.g., deleting contents or changing app settings) [27]. These

also bear emotional consequences for both owners and attackers. The positive and

negative sentiments resulting from unauthorized access incidents include amusement,

satisfaction, relief, annoyance, anger, guilt, humiliation, pain, regret, sadness, and

shame [17]. Sometimes relationships are ended as a consequence of negative emo-

tions. Obada-Obieh et. al. [52] studied the challenges of ending password sharing

and found that people both experienced cognitive and psychological burdens when

ending password-sharing. People need to remember with whom the passwords are
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shared and where they have reused them. Changing passwords for ending sharing

also require them changing the reused passwords. Despite having bad consequences

and experiencing burdens of password sharing, people still share passwords for various

reasons.

2.3.2 What Passwords are Shared and with Whom

Previous studies explored what type of accounts were shared and with whom they were

shared. Kaye [41] designed a survey to understand what type of accounts: for instance,

email, work email, Facebook, instant messaging, Amazon, eBay, smartphones, and

computer passwords, etc. He also found that people shared their passwords with

partners/spouses, parents, sons, daughters, colleagues, and friends. People from the

United States, India, New Zealand, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia

participated in the survey. He found that one-third of the total respondent shared

their email credentials, a quarter shared their Facebook credentials, and one-fifth

shared their work passwords. The study found women shared slightly more passwords

than men. Men aged between 46-49 shared more passwords than the age groups

13-39. People frequently shared passwords of their office workstation and library

access with colleagues and friends. In family settings, other than sharing Wi-Fi

passwords or the passwords of subscribed sites (e.g., Netflix, Expedia, etc.), people

were often found to share email credentials with family to check emails in case of

emergency (like traveling). Previous studies also found that people also shared their

banking credentials with parents, spouses, and sometimes with non-relative relations

in different cultural contexts [5,67]. People also frequently share their mobile devices

and PINs for various reasons [2, 40, 56,60].

Password Sharing among Couples for Trust and Convenience

Previous research found password sharing among couples was prevalent in different

cultures. Singh et al. ran an interview-based qualitative study between 2005-2006

to understand the practice of sharing banking passwords of Australian users [67].

Even in the context of a strict banking policy that prohibits sharing online banking

passwords and PINs among friends and family [67], the study found that couples
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(both married and de facto) share their online and mobile banking passwords with

each other. The finding of the study states that the couples share online and mobile

banking passwords because of trust, convenience, and the distribution of household

work. Some of the participants have private individual accounts, but the partners

knew the reasons for them being private (e.g., having mother/children from other

marriage to take care) [67]. It was also found that couples chose only one person in

the relationship to handle the accounts [67].

A similar study was published in 2015 in the context of the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia (KSA), and it was found that couples (only married) shared their passwords

because it was considered as a ‘need to know’ factor for them rooted in mutual trust

and convenience [5]. In KSA, men often manage both partners’ accounts since women

usually do not have physical access everywhere. In almost all households, wives are

financially dependent on husbands. Therefore, husbands usually inform their wives

of their banking credentials and asset information in case of an emergency. Both

men and women consider mutual trust and convenience are the reasons for sharing

passwords with partners. Women usually think that their partners are entitled to

know their credentials [5].

Couples from both Eastern and Western cultures share mobile devices, but gender

plays an essential role in sharing. In Eastern cultures, both of the partners check each

other’s phones, but the wife typically does so in secret. The husband does it openly

because of culturally accepted gender superiority [60]. Sometimes women rely on

their husbands for technical help with mobile devices. For example, wives take help

from their husbands to log in to their social media accounts [60]. Sometimes, mon-

itoring is viewed as coercive. For example, some women from Bangladesh reported

that their husbands installed spyware for tracking their usage [60]. They reported

feeling upset and described their coping strategy, which is to call their parents using

colleagues’ and friends’ mobile devices [60]. In the West, couples share their devices

because of proximity and convenience. For instance, while watching TV, one person

may use their partner’s mobile device to play games just because it was nearer [47].

Partners also answer calls or access devices to help navigate when the other person

is driving [47].
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Sharing Password as a Means of Necessity

Previous studies indicate that colonial banking authentication systems and legisla-

tion do not acknowledge cultural practices like money and property sharing among

extended family members. In turn, this hampers the banking accessibility of different

disadvantaged groups of different cultures. For instance, Singh et al. found in their

work that people from rural and remote Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander com-

munities in Australia usually share bank cards and PINs with both family members

and clan members [58, 63, 68]. Some members of the Ngukurr Aboriginal people of

the Northern Territory in Australia share their banking cards and PINs with their

school-going children so that they do not get “shamed” in front of the non-Aboriginal

community for not having enough money [63]. Another common practice in Aus-

tralian Aboriginal communities is “book-up”: a system to take a small and short

term loan from stores, taxis, hawkers, and airlines by sharing debit cards along with

PIN as a security check [68]. The book-up process carries clear risks, but without

this process, short-term credit would be otherwise unavailable [59]. The banking au-

thentication system also does not give any solution for areas where physical banking

is inaccessible. For instance, in the Torres Strait Island communities, there are 17

inhabited islands but only one island (Thursday Island) with a bank [67]. To access

the banking facilities from other islands, people usually have to book tickets, prepare

to stay overnight, and spend around AUD 250-300 depending on the season. Hence,

as a matter of survival, when one person from a remote island goes to Thursday Is-

land, they do everyone’s shopping and other business by taking their bank cards and

PINs [67]. In New Zealand, Maori people may share ownership of the land and houses;

but, banking systems do not allow them to access loans with shared property [39].

Mobile devices are shared with family, friends, and neighbors in rural and un-

derdeveloped areas because of a lack of affordability. In rural parts of Kenya, only

wealthy families can usually afford a mobile device [50]. In these households, the

device owner (usually the male head of the family) becomes the tech-savvy user and

performs tasks on behalf of others [60]. This situation also gives rise to small busi-

nesses: people who cannot afford a mobile device can pay to use another’s device to

communicate [21]. Similarly, in some parts of rural Uganda, mobile money is used to
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pay for goods and services [78].

Password sharing is also sometimes essential for people with disabilities. This

special group mostly prefers telephone and internet banking depending on their dis-

ability [67]. They need to share passwords both in terms of physical interaction with

bank staffs or to use the ATM machine. It was found that the majority of the people

with disabilities needed to share their access code to buy goods from the mall [67].

Password Sharing with Parents

Family values in some cultures situate parents in esteemed positions. As a result, it is

culturally expected that parents should know their children’s (even adult) monetary

status, including banking passwords. For instance, both men and women in KSA

believe that fathers should know the banking passwords of their children as they have

‘rights’ over their children’s money [5]. Women in KSA share their passwords because

their fathers monitor and safeguard their finances even after their marriages, whereas

men give banking access to their fathers out of respect. If men wish to revoke such

access, they are perceived as ‘mature’ in the family rather than secretive. Women

would share the credentials with mothers to safeguard their money as well. For men,

the majority of them would prefer to share credentials with mothers rather than their

wives. If the father dies in a family, the eldest son gets his position and handles

the accounts of the younger family members as the father would do. There has

been little work on password sharing in other Eastern cultures; however, we assume,

family values and parent-children relationships in many Eastern countries may follow

a similar pattern to the KSA.

Device sharing is also common in parent-children relationships. In some Eastern

countries, family members often charge their phones in the same place, and children

can access their parents’ accounts anytime, even after owning mobile phones by them-

selves [70]. The father figure usually bears the mobile phone cost of everyone in the

family [70]; hence, it is perceived as normal if the children make phone calls from

their parent’s phones or vice-versa. A study of Pakistani users found that women’s

(mother figures) devices are usually considered by default as a “family device” [60].
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Some women from Bangladesh reported that their children used their phones for play-

ing games and watching videos; however, children usually did not touch their father’s

phone. Parents usually have unlimited access to their adult children’s devices in

some cultures. If parents want to check their children’s mobile devices, children usu-

ally comply with upholding the image of being “good”, however, parents sometimes

secretly spy on their children’s usage [60].

Family values are often different in Western cultures. For instance, although

parents usually know the passwords of their children when they are young, it becomes

a case of family negotiation when they become teenagers [41]. Both Eastern and

Western children may know the passwords of their parents or grandparents only if the

parents or grandparents cannot set or remember their passwords themselves [5,41]. In

Western cultures, minor children who do not own mobile devices usually get access to

their parents’ mobile phones. Adult children get access to their parents’ devices only

in case of necessity or accident. For instance, if the parents are not technologically

adept, adult children often offer technical support and manage accounts for their

parents [47]. Parents sometimes monitor their minor children’s browsing histories

when they share the same devices. However, parents usually do not tell their children

about this [47].

2.3.3 Previously Proposed Solutions to Password-Sharing

Security researchers usually consider password-sharing as a bad habit, and a harmful

behaviour for security and provide technological and policy-based solutions to mit-

igate this behaviour. Frequent password resets and the use of biometric passwords

are some common suggestions to limit this behaviour [24]. For instance, Mandujano

and Soto propose a system for tracking keystrokes to limit access if the keystroke

dynamics are changed when used by different users [46]. One commonly cited advan-

tage of graphical authentication systems is that they are more challenging to describe

and share because they are not simple text strings [7]. Password policies can also be

designed to decrease password sharing [64].

Some researchers investigated the importance and necessity of password sharing

and proposed solutions indicating secure password-sharing. For instance, Singh et.
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al. propose that the design should consider the context, physical status, social rela-

tionships, social and cultural values and norms related to password sharing [67]. The

authors believe that accepting password sharing is inevitable for the conveniences it

provides. Incorporating it in the design would ensure higher usability and security

for the people from different cultures.

One approach to addressing mobile device privacy is to enable multiple user ac-

counts. Multiple user access was introduced in Android version 4.2 (API 17) in

November 2012, and restricted profiles were introduced in version 4.3 (API 18) in

July 2013 [57]. Using multiple user accounts, the device owner can create, delete, and

modify secondary accounts [25]. Secondary accounts are password-protected, and the

secondary account holder cannot view the device owner’s data, nor make changes in

the device (e.g., update and download apps) but can use the owner-selected apps [57].

However, this mechanism has not been found to be usable in different Eastern cul-

tures. It should also be noted that this feature has never been introduced on devices

running iOS, further restricting the usefulness of this alternative for many users.

Sambasivan et al. suggested some improvements for the mobile device sharing

issue, including improved discovery of privacy controls, content hiding features and

algorithmic understanding of multiple user use cases [60]. The authors also empha-

sized using the culturally appropriate text while designing technology systems so that

Eastern users do not perceive them as a Western concept.

2.4 Bangladeshi Culture

By the World Bank’s estimation, Bangladesh is a “lower-middle income” country

in South Asia with a GDP growth rate of around 8% a year [49, 74, 77]. It is the

eighth-most populous country globally, having 170 million people [74]. The majority

of Bangladeshis identify themselves as Bengalis (98%), and the rest 2% as ethnic

minority groups [62].

Historically, this region struggled with colonialism, the partition of India in 1947,

and the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War [62]. After 50 years of independence,

Bangladesh has not only showed fast-paced economic growth, but child education

rates (e.g., 98% of Bangladeshi children finish primary school), and vaccination rates
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against diseases like polio (immunization rate risen to 80%) have also increased

rapidly [73,74].

2.4.1 Religion

Bangladesh is officially a secular nation but Islam is mentioned as the official religion

in the constitution. Bangladesh has the fifth largest Muslim population globally, with

89.1% of its population following Islam [75]. Hindus constitute 10% of the population

and the rest 0.9% of the population follow other religions, including Buddhism and

Christianity [62].

The relationship between Islam and Bangladesh is complex. The partition of India

in 1947 and the unification of Punjab and other areas in the west (current Pakistan)

and East Bengal (current Bangladesh) to become one Pakistan, reinforced the reality

of Muslim-Bengali formulation [13, 33]. On the other hand, several movements in

the late 1960s and the 1971 Liberation War of Bangladesh took place in the form

of a “Bengali ethnic and language-based struggle” against economic, cultural, and

political exploitation by West Pakistan (current Pakistan), downplaying the Muslim

identity of about 90% of the country’s populations [33]. Historically, it is apparent

that Bangladesh’s Muslims have switched from ‘Bengaliness’ to ‘Muslimness’ as the

situation demanded [15]. In current Bangladesh, Bengali ethnicity remains a marker

of identity along with a slightly suppressed Muslim identity. As a result, Bangladesh

is now recognized as a “moderate Muslim nation” by the Western world [33].

It is vital to understand the dual identity of Bangladesh’s major population—-

“Bengali–Muslim” or “Muslim–Bengali”— to comprehend Bangladeshi culture. This

dual identity of Bangladeshi people plays a significant role in personal, social, cultural

political lives.

2.4.2 Family

Family is the center of social life in Bangladesh. A family usually consists of husband

and wife, their unmarried children, their adult sons, their wives, and children [62].

They all live in the same household. Sometimes the paternal grandparents also live

in the same household. Bangladeshi people also maintain close relationships with
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relatives. The father of the family is the decision-maker for essential issues like finance.

The eldest woman (mother or grandmother) usually decides on domestic issues like

groceries. Generally, children are expected to consult their parents on major life

decisions like education, career, and marriage [62]. Dating is not socially accepted

in Bangladeshi culture, and it is usually conducted secretly without the consent of

the parents and elder relatives [72]. Many marriages are still arranged, and parents

usually decide when their children will get married and to whom. Even if children

choose whom to marry, they usually do not marry without their parents’ permission.

2.4.3 Patriarchy, Islam, and Harassment Against Women in Bangladesh

Bangladesh is a patriarchal society meaning men hold power and control of resources,

and women are usually in charge of household work but financially dependent on

men [14,22]. Religion plays a significant role in defining such patriarchal elements. For

instance, a misinterpreted version of Islamic rule is typically believed in Bangladesh

that men’s job is to earn for the family and women’s job is to serve their husband and

manage the household [14]. Sometimes, men dominate and oppress women through

patriarchy; however, the situation of women has improved recently: women’s partic-

ipation in the paid workforce rose to 36% in 2019 [74]. Women are still vulnerable

in society, and violence against women usually goes unchecked due to lack of legal

consequences and social stigma [73].

Women in Bangladesh fear sexual harassment, which is very common in society.

It is easy to harm women in this culture, and women are sexually harassed on the

streets, in the marketplaces and in every institution, even online [14, 34]. Cyber

harassment of women in Bangladesh has risen significantly. One study confirmed

that around 73% of female internet users reported cyber harassment [51]. Hacking,

fake IDs, harassment and defamation, cyber pornography, financial fraud by mobile,

blackmail and extortion, and terrorist activity are common forms of cyber harass-

ment complaints [38]. When women face harassment in Bangladesh, they usually

walk away pretending not to notice rather than giving any response [26, 51]. Such

passive response is also typical in the case of online harassment. Women are also al-

ways insecure without men’s company— their fathers, elder brothers, and husbands.
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Sometimes, the company of a younger brother is considered a more secure option for

women than being alone. These men in women’s lives also behave protectively in a

similar manner when women use the internet and social media.

2.4.4 Cultural Norms

Bangladesh is a collectivist country. For this, the general approach to family ties

is communal. People often act in the best interests of the family and extended

family rather than based on their individual preferences [62]. Office colleagues and

friends also sometimes become family friends and are treated similarly. Generally,

people respect older people and obey their words. Criticizing elders or disregarding

their opinions is not accepted. Bangladeshis usually speak indirectly, avoiding strong

words, assertions, or confrontations [62]. It is not socially acceptable to say no on

the face of it to any requests. They either comply with the request to avoid saying

no or phrase objection as ‘I can try’ [62].

2.4.5 Political Context

Bangladesh currently does not have a very amicable or democratic political context.

The Economist describes it –“Bangladesh’s politics is as depressing as its development

is uplifting” [74]. Bangladesh is considered likely to become a one-party state. For

instance, before the most recent election in 2018, opposition parties claimed that more

than 7000 of their activists had been arrested, and many candidates were barred from

running the election, which resulted in a massive win by the Awami League [74]. The

current government also could abolish new candidates to coming into politics. For

instance, when Nobel peace prize winner and the founder of Grameen bank (the

biggest provider of microloans to the poor) Muhammad Yunus wanted to start a

political party, he was ejected from Grameen Bank, and he was unable to start any

party [73].

Freedom of speech is also in question in Bangladesh. Recently, a writer and car-

toonist named Mushtaq Ahmed as arrested after criticizing the government’s response

to Covid-19 on Facebook, and he died in prison allegedly of torture [74]. Journal-

ists and other critics of the government have also been arrested under the “Digital
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Security Act” passed in 2018 [74].

2.5 Emics-Etics Framework for Usable Security: A Culture-centric Frame-

work to Address Usability Problems with Security Tools

There have been different culture-centric frameworks proposed for incorporating a

range of methodological possibilities to understand a variety of topics [11]. One of

the most widely used frameworks for investigating cross-cultural issues is known as

Emics-Etics [10,45,55,76]. In our preliminary work, we conducted a literature survey

study to apply the concept of Emics-Etics to identify the implications of cultural dif-

ferences in usable security and we named our framework the “Emics-Etics for Usable

Secuity” [4].

Historically, the terms Emics and Etics were derived first in linguistic analysis [55].

The term Emics is adapted from phonemics, and refers to the sounds that are specific

to a particular language in a particular culture [12]. Phonemic analysis refers to the

sounds of any language that change the meaning when they are a part of words [11],

e.g., pin vs. bin.

The term Etics is adapted from phonetics and refers to sounds that are the same in

all languages [12]. Phonetics considers the taxonomy of the body parts that are active

in producing sounds (e.g., vocal apparatus) that are used to develop a systematization

of meaningful sounds [11,28]. For example, the distinction between initial ‘L’ and the

initial ‘R’ is absent in the Japanese language; therefore, Japanese speakers usually

find it hard to differentiate these sounds when speaking English [11].

The Emics (within culture) and Etics (outside of culture) concepts are also widely

used as a cross-cultural framework. They are considered as two standpoints from

which human observers can describe culturally-specific (Emics) and culturally-universal

(Etics) human behaviours [42].

An Emics analytical standpoint is internal and holistic and can distinguish and

understand the intrinsic cultural values of a society [42]. On the other hand, an Etics

analytical standpoint is external or alien and often misunderstands and misrepresents

the other cultural values due to a lack of a frame of reference [11]. For example, an

Etics perspective on credential sharing would criticize users for sharing their banking
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passwords with family members, but an Emics perspective would recognize the gender

roles that limit the ability of women in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) to

independently visit banks, leading them to share their passwords with trusted male

relatives [5].

Our Emics-Etics based cross-cultural framework considers the East-West dichotomy

to understand cultural factors in security and privacy applications. Computer secu-

rity is likely to be designed based on Western values as the majority of the computer

infrastructures have been built in the West [29, 71]. Some Eastern countries, for in-

stance, China and India, are getting into the technology development sector; however,

they follow mostly existing Western designs in their products.

We argue that security community (typically West) follows the Etics approach to

understand Eastern values while designing and evaluating security. Since Western

designers do not integrate into Eastern culture to understand the cultural values,

they often misunderstand and misrepresent Eastern values due to a lack of a frame of

reference. As a result, Eastern people sometimes find the security systems alien and

hard to understand even though West assumes they are culturally universal. In this

paper, we suggest that researchers should apply an Emics approach while designing

and evaluating security systems to make them culturally appropriate.

Usable security is difficult to achieve and there is always room for improvement

in security. One of the impediments to increasing the usability of security systems is

the practice of Western ethnocentrism while designing security tools that results in

digital domination. Our framework provides an approach to acknowledge culturally

specific practices in security design.

2.5.1 Application of Emics-Etics for Usable Security Framework

Our preliminary work is based on an extensive literature survey. In this work, we pro-

posed Emics-Etics framework to explore cultural-centric security issues and analyzed

related works about three security challenges for both Eastern and Western cultures:

software piracy, password sharing, and mobile device sharing [4]. Using a literature

review, we identified flaws in current security solutions that stem from following an

Etics approach and provided some solution approaches using Emics. A summary of
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our findings from literature survey is presented in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3. Table 2.1 shows

issues for password sharing, which led to our main study.

Table 2.1: Summary of approaches to password sharing.

Etics Approach Emics Approach

• Password sharing is dangerous for se-
curity

• Technical solutions are required so
that people cannot share passwords

• Legal frameworks should limit pass-
word sharing

• Strict password policies limiting
password sharing should be applied

• Password sharing is a cultural norm

– Family members share
passwords with each other
because of trust, power role,
convenience, and social
expectation

– Gender norms do not always
allow women to access banking
and other services

• Family expectations, geographical
disadvantages and lack of
infrastructural facilities create
necessities of sharing password

In our work, we find significant cultural differences in security attitude, and we

suggest that cultural factors (e.g., trust, family values, and social norms) must be

considered while designing and developing security mechanisms. One can argue that

Western countries also face the similar problems that we discussed in our study.

However, we tried to highlight through our framework that the approach to the

similar problems should be different based on the cultural context. In our work,

we do not mean to imply that universal components do not exist (for example, the

memorability problems of passwords appear to be culturally universal), only that

we cannot treat all security problems and solutions as universal and independent

of culture. We envision a culturally-inclusive security environment where Etics will

be ideally applied to identify our universal components and Emics will explore the

claimed universality of them and examine cultural factors affecting them.
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Table 2.2: Summary of approaches to software piracy.

Etics Approach Emics Approach

• Legal frameworks in Eastern coun-
tries need to be strict

• Law enforcement in Eastern coun-
tries needs to be strong

• Less corrupt governments would
strengthen both legal frameworks
and law enforcement

• People should be taught that piracy
is morally wrong

• Impact of globalization may reduce
piracy in the long run

• Concept of intellectual property
rights is ‘foreign’ to Eastern people

• Software sharing is a socially
accepted norm

• Software prices should be cheaper in
Eastern countries

• Collective morality does not
consider piracy a ‘wrong’ deed
because it does not create any
direct harm to anyone

• Technology sharing is considered a
part of the ‘community well-being’
as not everyone can afford
software/product

• Gender and religion have impact on
piracy

2.6 Summary

The literature provides strong evidence that the users from Eastern cultures share

their passwords despite facing problems. The password systems usually do not ac-

knowledge the cultural and social values of the Eastern users. As a result, they end

up engaging in security-compromising activities. However, no study has yet directly

investigated cultural factors involved in Eastern people sharing their passwords. The

literature also suggests that Bangladesh is a collectivist country having both a strong

cultural and religious identity. Password sharing had never been studied in the con-

text of Bangladesh.

Based on our understanding of the importance of culture on security behavior, we

proposed our “Emics-Etics” framework, which suggests following an Emics approach
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Table 2.3: Summary of approaches to mobile device sharing.

Etics Approach Emics Approach

• Mobile devices are designed for per-
sonal usage only

• Unauthorized device sharing violates
users’ privacy

• Technical frameworks are required
for secure device sharing. For exam-
ple,

– Android’s Multiple Access
Mechanism for multiple ac-
counts

– Software for hiding private files

• Authorized or unauthorized device
sharing among family, friends,
colleagues, and community is
culturally accepted

• People share devices because of
trust, necessity and social
expectation

• Android’s Multiple Access
framework does not work in East
because it is not accepted to
“openly” hide information from
family

• Mobile device sharing with
community is required because not
everyone can afford a mobile phone

while designing culturally appropriate security tools. We address all of the above-

mentioned research gaps in the following sections by applying the Emics approach to

investigate the password-sharing attitudes of Bangladeshi people.
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Study Methodology

Our literature survey suggests that the users from Eastern cultures might face usabil-

ity issues and engage in security-compromising activities because security systems do

not acknowledge their cultural and social practices. Based on this understanding, we

proposed our “Emics-Etics” framework, which suggests following an Emics approach

while designing and evaluating security systems to make them culturally appropriate.

Our research questions were:

1. Why do people from Bangladesh share passwords?

2. How does password sharing relate to cultural norms and expectations of Bangladeshi

people?

To understand how cultural factors affect the behavior of Bangladeshi users in

terms of password sharing, we used our proposed Emics approach. We gathered

qualitative data from Bangladeshi users using our framework. We also wanted to

create a theory of password sharing solidly based on empirical data. For this reason,

we decided to use the Grounded Theory approach. We received ethical clearance for

this project from the Carleton University Research Ethics Board B, clearance number

114925.

3.1 Study Overview

To investigate how and why people from Bangladesh share their passwords, we con-

ducted a semi-structured qualitative interview study about their password-sharing

attitudes and expectations. We used our “Emics approach” to design our study. We

wanted to run our study in an Eastern country to identify the cultural issues related

to password sharing. We chose Bangladesh, an Eastern country, because the lead

researcher is from Bangladesh and Bangla is her native language. Thus, running the

25
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study by a Bangladeshi researcher supports the fundamental idea of our framework:

research should be conducted by and situated in the cultural constraints surrounding

it. Our study is designed in three parts: pre-screening survey, interview session, and

analysis.

Before inviting the participants to the interviews, we asked participants to fill out a

pre-screening survey to show their interest in the study. We designed the pre-screening

survey to determine the eligibility of our participants and ensure their diversity. We

asked them about their demographics, including gender, age, educational background,

physical and digital account usage, and whether they share passwords or not. An

audio recording was mandatory for our study, so we asked participants whether they

agree to be audio recorded or not. We did not invite participants who did not agree

to be audio-recorded. There were 13 questions in the survey. We used Qualtrics to

conduct our survey. It took approximately 5 minutes to finish the survey. Participants

were not compensated for finishing the survey. The pre-screening survey questionnaire

can be found in Appendix B. 188 participants completed the survey.

Eligible participants were invited to participate in our interview session. Due to

the COVID-19 pandemic, we conducted the interviews virtually using Zoom. We

conducted the interviews ourselves. Some of the questions were based on the survey

answers; for example, if someone mentioned that they used smart TV, we asked them

directly whether they shared the password of the smart TV and how they shared it.

We also asked follow-up questions, asked new questions based on the answers given,

and encouraged participants to give elaborated answers. We never asked participants

to share passwords with us and we reminded them not to do so several times during

the interviews. Due to the time difference between Canada and Bangladesh, the

researcher had to take most of the interviews during late night or early morning in

Canadian time. Each interview was 45-50 minutes long. All the interviews were

audio-recorded. Our interview guidelines can be found in Appendix B.

We asked our participants in the pre-screening survey about their preferred lan-

guage (English or Bangla) for the interview. Most of our participants chose English,

possibly because formal meetings are frequently conducted in English. However, after

conducting the first two interviews in English, we realized that people sometimes do
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not find words to describe a particular situation and ended up using Bangla to make

the researcher understand that. We then decided to conduct the rest of the inter-

views in Bangla even though the participants chose English. The researcher started

the interview in Bangla proactively and told the participants that they could use

any language (Bangla or English) to answer. None of the participants chose English

afterward but answered using a mixture of both languages.

We noticed that participants felt comfortable sharing their experiences because

the interview was conducted by the Bangladeshi researcher. They expressed their

comfort by saying things like, “you know how Bangladeshi parents monitor their

daughters...we all know it” or “you know how brown mothers are”. Although the

researcher understood what they tried to mean, she still asked further questions like

“what do you mean by this?” just to validate whether her understanding was correct

or not.

3.2 Recruitment

Between February and March 2021, we recruited 25 participants for the final in-

terview. The participants were recruited from the lead researcher’s connections in

Bangladesh. This included distributing the recruitment materials on social media,

previous workplace, and university platforms. We prepared recruitment materials

in both English and Bangla. We prepared the English recruitment materials first

(email, poster, consent from etc.) and then translated them into Bangla. We used

a snowballing method by asking people including the interview participants to share

the recruitment materials in their network.

The inclusion criteria were being over the age of 18, being comfortable giving an

interview in Bangla or English, able to use Zoom, and being a user of technology

devices including computer/mobile phones, may use the internet and social media,

and may (or may not) have previous password sharing experiences. We also wanted

to know why participants did not share passwords. The researcher excluded the

participants whom she knew in real life.

Interested participants were asked to fill out a pre-screening survey questionnaire.

The researcher then sent out a batch of invitations (5-10) to the selected participants
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who met the selection criteria. We wanted to have diverse participants; therefore, each

batch maintained gender and age ratios. The participants were asked to digitally

sign the consent form in Qualtrics and schedule a Zoom meeting in Calendly. We

sent out approximately 80 email invitations and 40 of them consented to participate.

15 of them did not show up and did not respond to any emails of the researchers

afterward. We stopped recruiting participants after the interview data had been

sufficiently saturated. Participants were compensated BDT 1000 (approximately 15

CAD) for participating in the interview.

3.3 Interview Participants

We interviewed 25 participants for the study. We reached saturation at the 25th

participants, where we did not hear any new information. We had 11 female par-

ticipants and 14 male participants. Participants’ age ranged from 18-49, and 60%

of our participants were aged between 18 and 29. Among our participants, 9 of

them were students studying engineering, science, social science, and humanities.

The other participants (15) worked in banks, private companies, marketing agencies,

medical centers, and pharmaceutical companies. One of our participants was on a

work break. The overview of our participant demographics are given in Table 3.1.

3.4 Analysis

After the interview, we anonymized the interview recordings and deleted any addi-

tional data saved during the interviews (for instance, a chat log). We then tran-

scribed and translated them into English for further analysis. We first transcribed

and translated the anonymized interviews from audio recordings. We then rechecked

our translation before deleting the recordings. While translating from Bangla to En-

glish, we realized that it was sometimes hard for us to depict the exact feelings of the

participants in English. For instance, one of our participants described his wife as

from an “analog period” because she did not want to use a smartphone. When the

other researchers read the quote, they thought he was belittling his wife. However,

the lead researcher knew that he was not belittling; rather, there was an emotion of
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love and complaint when he talked about his wife. This is one of the limitations of

our work that we might not always successful in translating the feelings into English.

We did not use our survey data for further analysis.

We followed the Grounded Theory methodology [16] for the qualitative analysis.

We first analyzed the data “line by line” and incident by incident to assign codes

in open coding. In the axial coding step, we looked for relationships in the open

codes. Due to COVID-19 lockdown, we could not access our lab; therefore, we ran

the analysis using different software and collaboration tools. They were -

NVivo: We used NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software, for the initial coding

of our data. We uploaded the interview translations in NVivo and coded them line

by line. NVivo gave us the flexibility of coding the labels, editing them, or removing

them anytime.

Miro: We also used Miro, an online whiteboard and visual collaboration platform.

We created the sticky notes of all our open codes. We then collaborated online to

group our codes.

The processes of open coding and axial coding are described in the following

sections.

3.4.1 Open Coding

We began our Grounded Theory process to interpret our data by coding (initial open

coding) the data. We created the codes based on the interview transcriptions. We

read the interview transcripts line by line and incident by incident and coded them.

We kept in mind while open coding that we were looking for patterns and themes.

We first kept the granularity of our open coding and ended up creating all types of

codes. For example, we first coded Netflix, Amazon Prime, HBO Max, HoiChoi, and

Moja Dekho separately. However, in the second round of coding, we minimized the

granularity by coding them all under the “entertainment account” code. Some of our

codes also came from the discussions where participants revealed beyond what they

were asked and shared personal feelings and incidents. For instance, P3 was asked

if she shared passwords in her romantic relationships. She also described her beliefs

and feelings associated with the sharing.
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Actually from what ground I shared my password is - I wanted him [boyfriend]
to trust me completely. Nothing related to me will be unknown to him. It
was something like that. I have never asked passwords from him. Because I
believed that every person has something personal. Space is also needed. He
also deliberately avoided these issues about sharing. I also felt insecure in my
relationship. So I thought if I ask his password or if I force him to give, he
might not stay in the relationship with me. These factors worked in that case.
I actually never pressurized him with these - even if he did not give passwords,
I trusted him anyways. [P3]

We coded this section as “expression of trust” considering that she interpreted

her password as a proof of her fairness in the relationship so that the recipient of the

relationship could trust her completely. We also coded this section as “transparency”

because she wanted to be transparent in the relationship by sharing password. Lastly,

we also coded the same section as “obligatory password sharing” because P3 felt

obliged to share the password meaning nobody forced her to share them.

We created 168 open codes. A list of codes and initial categorization is given in

Appendix C. We then grouped the descriptive codes by topics like who, what, why,

how, how long, how it feels, and so on. By grouping the descriptive codes in this

way, we wanted to describe how password-sharing is practiced in Bangladesh. These

findings are described in Chapter 4.

3.4.2 Axial Coding

After open coding, we started axial coding. In the axial coding process, we first

considered our open codes and looked for patterns and similarities to make a set of

higher-level categories. We used Miro to create sticky notes and posted them on the

online whiteboard to examine the codes. The Miro whiteboard was shared among

the researchers for collaboration. We then looked for connections and patterns among

the open codes and then grouped them together. These groups are our initial axial

codes. For instance, we were looking for what factors motivated participants to share

the passwords with different relationships. It appeared to us that people shared the

password when they trusted the recipients or password sharing eased their lives. We

found the open codes like “trust”, “Depth of Relationships”, “Propinquity”, and

“Expression of Trust” described trust or process of trusting someone to share the
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passwords. Participants also mentioned any kind of shared benefits including finan-

cial benefits encouraged them to share accounts; therefore, we considered the open

code called “Shared Subscription Fees”. Participants wanted to help and sometimes

wanted to get the help but both of the cases required them to share passwords. We

considered both “Help People” and “Technical Assistance” codes in the same group.

Lastly, “convenience”, “necessity”, and “collaboration” also indicated why partici-

pants shared their passwords. We decided to group all of these codes together as

“motivation of password sharing”. We describe our categories in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.1: Participants’ Information

Participants Gender Age Education Profession

P1 Female 18-29 UG-2b Student
P2 Female 18-29 UG-3b Student
P3 Female 18-29 Master of Arts Service Holder
P4 Male 40-49 Master of

Commerce
IT Manager

P5 Male 30-39 BBA Unemployed
P6 Male 30-39 BSc in CS Screenwriter
P7 Female 18-29 M.Eng. Service Holder
P8 Female 18-29 Grade-12 Student
P9 Male 30-39 MBA Hotel Supervisor
P10 Male 30-39 MBA Service Holder
P11 Male 18-29 Bachelor of Arts Affiliate

Marketer
P12 Male 30-39 M.Eng. Photographer
P13 Male 30-39 MBA Businessman
P14 Male 18-29 Bachelor of Arts Student
P15 Female 30-39 MBA Service Holder
P16 Male 18-29 H.S.Ca Student
P17 Female 18-29 UG-3b Student
P18 Male 18-29 UG-1b Student
P19 Male 18-29 MBA Banker
P20 Male 18-29 H.S.Ca Student
P21 Female 30-39 MBA Service Holder
P22 Female 30-39 MBBS Doctor
P23 Male 18-29 BBA Service Holder
P24 Female 18-29 Bachelor of

Social Science
Service Holder

P25 Female 18-29 Bachelor of
Social Science

Student

a H.S.C = Higher Secondary School Certificate (equivalent to GCE A Level in UK)
b UG = Undergraduate (Year: 1, 2, 3 and 4)



Chapter 4

Open Coding

This section reports on our open coding. We coded line-by-line and incident-by-

incident. After our initial coding and iterative cleaning processes to modify the

granularity of our codes, we ended up having 168 open codes in our codebook (Ap-

pendix A). A screenshot of our NVivo interface is given in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Screenshot of NVivo Interface with our coding.

When we further analyzed the codes, we noticed some of our codes described the

context, nature of password-sharing, and password sharing processes. We separated

such descriptive codes and looked for patterns to group them. We considered the

questions like who, what, when, why, how, etc., to explore these codes.

We first grouped the similar codes together with the descriptive group names in

NVivo. We then further analyzed each group to understand what question they were

answering. For instance, we had some open codes named “Sibling Relationship”,

33
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“Parent-Son Relationship”, “Parent-Daughter Relationship”, “Husband-Wife Rela-

tionship”, “Other Family” and “Not Family”. The first four codes in this example

represent the password sharing among relationships mentioned in the name of the

code (for example, we coded password sharing between parent and son as “Parent-

Son Relationship”). In the “Other Family” code, we coded password-sharing with

relationships like cousins, nephews, and uncles. Similarly, the “Not Family” code

referred to password-sharing with people other than families, such as friends, col-

leagues, neighbors, and even strangers. We grouped these five open codes together

and named the group “Relationships”. We used this group to describe the “who”

question, meaning who was sharing passwords with whom. Similarly, we explored

what, why, how long, what it felt, and password-sharing techniques to understand

password-sharing in Bangladesh.

4.1 Who?

Half of our participants mentioned not sharing passwords in the pre-screening survey.

However, during the interview, everyone ended up mentioning password-sharing at

some points in their lives. They mentioned sharing passwords in different relation-

ships: family, non-family, and sometimes with strangers.

Passwords were mostly shared in family spaces. In Bangladesh, a single family

(nuclear family) refers to a family consisting of parents and their children [53]. A

joint family (extended family) is an extension of the single family where married male

children and their families also live in the same household [54]. Our participants came

from both single families and joint families. In family spaces, phone/laptop PIN,

banking PIN, personal email, entertainment accounts, and social media passwords

were shared with spouses, siblings, romantic partners, and sometimes with cousins in

case of joint families. Phone/laptop PINs were also shared with children if there were

any in the family. Parents usually did not supervise activities and usually did not ask

to know the passwords of financially independent male children. Parents sometimes

supervised the phone activities and took the passwords of adult children even if they

went to university. Earning children might share their banking cards with parents in

case they contributed to the household. Participants mentioned that some parents
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could not use smartphones; therefore, they sometimes needed the assistance of elder

children to supervise the younger ones. Parents were also dependent on their children

to use their own smartphones and online banking. Thus, elder or younger children,

depending on the availability, created and managed the passwords of smartphones,

social media, and online banking accounts of their parents.

Passwords were also shared with non-family members, including close and non-

close friends, neighbors, roommates, and colleagues. Phone/laptop PINs, banking

PINs, personal emails, entertainment accounts, gaming accounts, and social media

passwords were shared with close friends. These passwords could be shared with

non-close friends, but if people did, they usually changed their passwords afterward.

Neighbors sometimes became friends, and participants mentioned sharing laptop and

banking passwords in such relationships. If people lived in a dorm or shared resi-

dence, they usually shared rooms with their close friends. In some exceptional cases,

people mentioned having roommates who were not (yet) close friends and sharing

smartphone/laptop passwords with them.

People did not share their work-related passwords with family members and per-

sonal relationships. However, they shared the work passwords with their colleagues,

including IT personnel. Sometimes work colleagues became close friends, and people

then shared their banking accounts and entertainment accounts with them.

4.2 What?

Our participants mentioned sharing a wide variety of passwords, including banking,

email, social media, entertainment accounts, personal and official laptop/desktop

computers, and smartphones. They also mentioned performing many different activ-

ities with the shared passwords.

4.2.1 Banking PIN

Participants mentioned sharing traditional banking and mobile banking PINs with

siblings, close friends, spouses, and colleagues. The main reason for such sharing was

withdrawing cash in case of emergency or just convenience. Elderly parents shared

their PINs with their (adult) children to assist them in withdrawing money from the
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ATM booth or to make transactions online. Romantic partners also reported sharing

the banking credentials if one partner faced difficulties making transactions online.

One of our participants mentioned sharing her credit card so that her friend/colleague

could avail themselves of discounts. Card PINs are also shared to assist friends who

are in need of money or with international transactions. One participant mentioned

sharing her mobile banking account information so that her friend could buy a train

ticket online.

4.2.2 Personal Email

Participants mentioned sharing email passwords with friends and siblings. Email

passwords were shared for checking emails or replying to emails back in case the

owner did not have the technical infrastructure available to access the email. Partic-

ipants also mentioned keeping a shared email address for academic collaboration or

teamwork. One participant mentioned having a shared email address with friends for

making pranks together by sending emails to unknown people. P16 mentioned that

his elder sister shares her email password to fix an issue:

She [elder sister] trusts me. She says – “I am facing some problems in my
email. Here is my password. Log in to my account and fix it or send the
email.” It happened several times. She shared her passwords with me. Also,
she sometimes forgets to log out [from P16’s laptop]. [P16]

Participants also mentioned that they created and managed their parents’ email

credentials. Email addresses were required for using smartphones; however, the par-

ents did not typically have any email accounts. Therefore, the participants usually

opened and managed the email addresses and configured the smartphones on their

parents’ behalf. One participant mentioned doing the same for his wife, and she also

did not know her email password.

4.2.3 Social Media Account

Social media passwords were primarily shared in romantic relationships and with

friends. Participants mentioned checking what the partners were doing on social

media both secretly and openly. P5 mentioned a secret surveillance scenario:
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My girlfriend gave me her [Facebook] password later. After she gave me her
password, I did check without her permission towards the end of our relation-
ship. I just wanted to see whether she is backbiting with my friends or what
she is doing. I used to go through her chats logs and everything, but I did
not inform her about this. Fortunately, she did not do anything, so I am good
(laughing). I did not change anything; I just spied on her. If I had changed
anything, I would get caught because she knew I only had the password. She
is smart, right? She would definitely know that I am spying on her.

Participants also mentioned sharing their Facebook passwords with partners/close

friends so that they could upload photos or statuses on their behalves. Also, partic-

ipants mentioned sharing Facebook passwords with siblings and close friends to fix

any problems there on their behaves (for example, account compromise). Participants

sometimes created and managed the social media accounts of their parents.

4.2.4 Entertainment Account

Entertainment accounts, such as Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hoichoi, etc., were fre-

quently shared among friends and family. The main reason for sharing entertainment

accounts with friends was to split the subscription fees. Sometimes participants also

shared these accounts with friends only because their friends wanted to watch any

particular show available there. Participants also mentioned sharing shared entertain-

ment accounts with romantic partners and siblings. For instance, when participants

shared Netflix accounts with friends to split the subscription fees, they also shared

the passwords with their wives or brothers.

4.2.5 Personal Computer

Personal computer/laptop passwords were usually shared among siblings and friends.

Participants were found to share their PCs with siblings if that was the only computer

available in the household. PC password recipients usually watched movies, attended

Zoom classes, submitted assignments online, used social media, browsed on internet,

checked/replied to the emails, finished official work, and bought something online.

One of the participants mentioned that he had a powerful laptop that supported

demanding software, and his friends borrowed his laptop to use that software.
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4.2.6 Smartphone

The smartphone PINs were shared with parents, friends, siblings, spouses, and ro-

mantic partners for various reasons. One of the most common reasons for such sharing

was for making calls. Parents also could demand the passwords of phones for surveil-

lance. Elder siblings, spouses, and partners also took the passwords for surveillance.

Friends and siblings took the passwords to take photos, check the photo albums, and

listen to music. Sometimes, the younger siblings took the phone to play games and

watch online videos. It was also common to take parents’ phones by the children for

playing games and watching videos. Participants also mentioned sharing their phones

with friends who did not have phones to access their social media accounts.

4.2.7 Work Devices

Participants did not share their work laptop/desktop passwords with family members.

They also did not share work phones with their family. However, they frequently

shared work passwords with colleagues. The recipients usually performed different

work-related tasks with the shared work password, including accessing files, check-

ing/sending work-emails, printing work-emails, giving work attendance, and updating

information in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) software.

4.3 Why?

People shared passwords for several reasons in different contexts. Based on the data

provided by our participants, we identified two settings for sharing passwords: vol-

untary password sharing and obligatory password sharing.

4.3.1 Voluntary Password Sharing

Voluntary password sharing refers to when people, by their own choices, shared their

passwords. People voluntarily shared their passwords because of convenience, shared

benefits, and necessity.

Password sharing gave convenience in regular lives. People sometimes relegated

and distributed tasks that required sharing passwords with other family members.
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For instance, financial contributions by spouses, parents, and adult children were

managed by password sharing. The younger members of the family also got hold of

such financial money to perform tasks like withdrawing passwords or shopping for

the family. Participants also voluntarily shared their subscription-based passwords,

for instance, entertainment accounts. P9 described why his friend voluntarily shared

his Netflix password:

He then proposed me that if he pays it [Netflix account] all by himself then
he would have to pay 1000 BDT per month but if we share among our four
friends, it would just be BDT 250 per person. So, we three friends then joined
him and he shared the credentials. [P9]

People sometimes just needed to share their passwords for some specific work to

be done in some unavoidable situations. We are considering here those situations

when the tasks could not be done without sharing passwords. For instance, P25 went

to visit Bandarban (a remote hilly area in Bangladesh), and all of a sudden, she had

to send her resume urgently. She did not have an internet connection there. In such

a scenario, she shared her email id and password with her best friend and instructed

her to send the resume. Unavailability of mobile networks, the internet, and devices

and inability to operate the services were the roots of such necessity-based sharing,

and people then voluntarily shared the passwords.

4.3.2 Obligatory Password Sharing

Obligatory password sharing refers to when people shared their passwords by feeling

obliged or forced to share. The main reasons for obligatory password sharing were

trust, responsibility, and coercion. Participants felt obliged to share their passwords

with family members and romantic relationships because they were supposed to trust

these relationships. Password sharing symbolizes an expression of trust – if someone

shared the password with somebody, it meant that they trusted them. However,

sometimes they also felt forced to share the passwords. For instance, sometimes

participants did not feel right sharing their mobile laptop passwords with their siblings

– but they had to share anyway because sharing devices was necessary for their family

role. In this kind of sharing, participants usually monitored the activities by sitting

beside those they had shared with or hid personal data. Participants mentioned
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sharing their mobile passwords with parents or elder siblings because they forced

them to do so. In such cases, participants’ activities were usually under surveillance

by the parents or elder siblings. For instance, P3 mentioned that her parents used

to seize her mobile phone when they became aware of her boyfriend. P22 was not

allowed to lock her phone because her mother would check whether she was having

a romantic relationship or not. P11’s mother also knew his mobile phone’s password

when he was in college, and he had to show his phone whenever his mother demanded.

Participants mentioned keeping two mobile devices (one hidden from the family) and

two memory cards to cope with such coercive password sharing.

4.4 How?

Participants mentioned sharing passwords following two methods: verbally and in

written form.

4.4.1 Verbal Password Sharing

Participants usually shared passwords verbally. Participants mentioned two types

of verbal password sharing: in-person verbal password sharing and on-call password

sharing. In-person verbal password sharing happened in case of proximity; therefore,

it usually happened in family space. People shared their phone and laptop pass-

words, banking passwords and entertainment passwords in-person verbally with their

spouse, parents, siblings and children. For instance, P1 shared her Netflix password

verbally in person with her sister because she lived with her in the same household.

Roommates also shared their passwords in-person and verbally.

Participants shared the passwords over the phone if they were not near the device

or to the recipients. For instance, P19 shares his password in the workplace over the

phone. He mentioned the process of sharing in such a scenario:

When we share passwords [with colleagues], we do so over the phone, and no one
really remembers. We would tell the password while being on the line, and the
colleague would input the password while talking, so it is unlikely that he/she
would remember. Another reason for which the office computer password is
shared when I am outside of the office for sick leave or annual leave, but there
is an urgent document on my pc, and the pc is in the office on my desk. In
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that case, I would tell my password to a teammate, and that colleague would
access that file. [P19]

In case people did not have any internet connections but had phone services, then

they shared their passwords over the phone with friends to take care of any necessity.

For instance, P6 mentioned that his friends living outside of Dhaka city (having

limited access to internet) used to call him and gave the email IDs and passwords to

fix some of the problems with their email accounts in early 2000 when internet was

scarce outside of Dhaka.

Even if people knew the passwords but the accounts were two factor authenication

(2FA) protected, then the owners had to share one time passwords (OTP) over the

phone in case the recipients were not near to them.

4.4.2 Written Password Sharing:

People shared written passwords either by writing them in online chat or in email.

Writing in chat was more common for our participants. Writing passwords occurred

if the accounts could be accessed from anywhere and the recipients were not near

the participants. Most of our participants who shared their Netflix with friends

mentioned sharing passwords using chat or emails. If the passwords were shared in

chat, it was hard for the participants to find the passwords later. In case they needed

the passwords again, they usually had to ask the owner. It was quite easy for the

participants to find the passwords shared by emails. As P4 mentioned:

He [friend] shared me [Netflix account passwords] in my Gmail. I remember it
clearly because if I forget this password, I go to Gmail to check it, and then I
log in [using the password]. [P4]

People also share their online banking credentials using chatting platforms.

4.5 How Long?

People shared passwords for different spans of time. We have identified three types of

password sharing based on how long the passwords were shared: temporary password

sharing, ongoing password sharing, and hybrid password sharing.
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4.5.1 Temporary Password Sharing

Temporary password sharing means when passwords were shared for a limited amount

of time and password sharing was terminated after the task was done. Temporary

password sharing occurred in several contexts. For instance, passwords were shared

temporarily with people with whom the relationship was not close, but the passwords

had to be shared by necessity. Accounts like email, social media, online banking

accounts, and phone PINs were usually shared temporarily. People usually terminate

password sharing by changing the passwords. One example of temporary password

sharing is when P4 had to share a sensitive work password with one of his co-workers,

but he changed the passwords as soon as he got the internet connection back.

4.5.2 Ongoing Password Sharing

We define ongoing password sharing when people kept sharing the passwords for

an undefined time. This kind of password sharing happens with the trusted peo-

ple: family members and close friends. People shared their phone, laptop, banking,

email, social media, and entertainment account passwords with close friends and fam-

ily members. Ongoing passwords were usually shared in written forms so that the

recipients could access the account even if they forgot the passwords. In the subscrip-

tion sharing model, passwords were shared on an ongoing basis, even with non-close

friends and strangers. For example, P23 mentioned having password of a Netflix

account which was actually shared by his brother and his brother’s friends.

4.5.3 Hybrid Password Sharing

We define hybrid password sharing as when the password sharing could be both

temporary and an ongoing basis. For example, when people shared the passwords of

physical objects like banking card PINs, smartphone PINs, and laptop PINs, they did

not need to change the passwords to terminate the sharing. Instead, they had to get

hold of the devices to end it. For instance, P5’s ex-girlfriend knew his phone’s PIN.

When the relationship ended, he did not change the PIN because she would never

get hold of the phone. Similarly, Wi-Fi passwords and printer passwords required

proximity to the devices, and the access terminated with the distance to the devices.
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Therefore, these types of password sharing could be both temporary and ongoing. If

the devices were in the same household and could be accessed unattended, it would

be considered as ongoing password sharing. For instance, the Wi-Fi password in the

household: when it was shared with the family members, then it is ongoing password

sharing. However, if the passwords were shared with people who did not live in the

same household, then sharing would be considered as temporary password sharing.

For instance, if the Wi-Fi password was shared with relatives who came to visit for a

short period of time, then it was temporary password sharing.

4.6 Password Sharing Sentiments

Our participants experienced both positive and negative feelings when they shared

passwords with different relationships. When participants talked about their positive

feelings, they mentioned feeling comfortable, not obliged and unconcerned to share

their passwords. However, participants also felt uncomfortable, concerned, fear, re-

gret, and obliged for sharing passwords in some contexts.

4.6.1 Positive Feelings

The majority of the time, participants felt good about sharing passwords. We noticed

their satisfaction when they voluntarily shared their passwords. Some positive feelings

that our participants felt related to password sharing are described below:

Comfortable: Participants felt comfortable sharing passwords with some people

because of the depth of those relationships. P1 described her feelings when she shared

her mobile phone and card PIN with her best friend:

If I must describe more precisely, I did not actually feel like it [password shar-
ing] was a violation of privacy. She is my best friend, and I am very much
comfortable with such sharing with her, and that is why I shared my password.
[P1]

In Control: Participants mentioned that they felt good when they shared pass-

words because they were not forced to share. Instead, they willingly shared their

passwords to help or get help. Both of the cases made them feel positive about pass-

word sharing. P2 shared her email credentials with her friends so that they could
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submit assignments on her behalf when she did not have internet access. She felt

very positive about this sharing because it brought convenience to her life. She also

shared her entertainment account with her best friend voluntarily so that her friend

could watch animes. She described her feelings:

I mean, I felt like I needed to share the passwords; that is why I shared. It is
not like I am obliged to, or I would have to share. [...] As I told you before,
my friend uses my Crunchyroll [Anime streaming site]. She wants to watch
animes there. That is why I shared. She has her own accounts in some other
streaming sites where she watches anime. However, not all sites premiere all
animes. So, in that case, I felt like I could give my Crunchyroll passwords so
she could watch some animes that are not available on the sites she uses. It is
not like she is forcing me – you have to give me or blah blah. It was not like
that. [P2]

Unconcerned: We also noticed some participants were not concerned about

sharing passwords in some contexts. They did not foresee any harm from password

sharing; hence, they felt relaxed and not worried about it. P19 mentioned his positive

feelings about password sharing:

About my phone, there is one pattern lock to get into my phone. I have kept
that pattern lock very simple. My wife knows it, and my two nieces know.
Also, for an incident, my line manager at work needed to use my phone for
something, then instead of me unlocking the phone for him, I just gave him
the pattern to unlock. So, he knew, and honestly, I never really changed my
password afterward. I am not really concerned about this one very much. I
am not very bothered that someone would take the trouble of getting his hand
on my phone and would take some sensitive stuff or do something weird. So,
these people know my pattern to unlock my phone. About Wi-Fi password, my
wife knows, and then if a guest comes over, I share my Wi-Fi password without
hesitation. [P19]

4.6.2 Negative Feelings

In general, participants felt some negative feelings when they performed obligatory

password sharing. Feeling fear, discomfort, and obligation were commonly mentioned

as negative feelings for obligatory password sharing. Some participants also mentioned

that they regretted voluntarily password sharing because they had to face unexpected

bad consequences.
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Discomfort: Our participants mentioned feeling uncomfortable sharing pass-

words because of a lack of depth in relationships with the recipients of the passwords.

For instance, P1 was comfortable sharing her phone password with her best friend

in university. However, she felt uncomfortable sharing the same password with her

classmates in some contexts, for instance when she had to share her phone’s PIN for

taking photos together. She was also on good terms with her other friends, but she still

felt uncomfortable because the relationships were not so deep as to feel comfortable

about it. On the other hand, participants trusted their parents unconditionally but

sometimes they felt uncomfortable sharing passwords with them because they would

not approve of some activities, such as having romantic relationships or friendships

with the opposite gender. P17 felt uncomfortable sharing phone with her parents

because they were not “liberal” enough to accept some of her activities (e.g., having

a boyfriend); therefore, she always remained “vigilant” about her private data. P15

described her feelings:

I feel some sort of uncomfortable when I share [phone/password] with par-
ents; for instance, my chat box is open, and my phone is at my father’s hand.
However, I have never taken any measure for that (laughing). [P15]

Sometimes participants felt uncomfortable in case someone saw their online ac-

tivities because of password sharing. Participants mentioned such feelings when they

shared their entertainment accounts. There was discomfort because the other users

with whom the passwords were shared might see watch-history and judge them for

their movie choices. For instance, P23 used Netflix, which was shared with his brother

and brother’s friends, and he explained his discomfort about it:

It does come in my mind that - did anyone see what I watched? I know it does
not matter, but still, I would like to keep things private. But then, no one will
know who is watching it since there are four users. If it were shared between
only me and my brother, I would feel more uncomfortable because then if he
has not watched anything, but it is there on the home page, he would know
that I am the one who watched it. [P23]

Religion and hijab wearing were critical to some participants, and they mentioned

feeling uncomfortable for the possibility of their non-hijab photos getting seen by

others. P25 wore hijabs, and she described her feelings:
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My chat history and everything is not really my problem. My main concern
is that I wear hijabs, and my close friends are always curious about how my
hair is, how long it is, and all, and I am not at all comfortable showing them
any picture without my hijab. So, whenever someone, be it a kid coming to
our home or my friends access my phone, I get nervous thinking they can see
my pictures without a hijab if they go to my photo gallery. So, whenever I see
that someone is trying to access my gallery, I would make up an excuse like I
need to check something urgently and immediately take back the phone. I do
not usually give the phone back. [P25]

Fear: Participants also mentioned having stronger feelings like fear when they

shared passwords. They feared of the awkward situations and the possibility of losing

access or money from password sharing. For instance, P17 was having a romantic

relationship which she hid from her family. She described her fear of any awkward

situation that might occur because her elder sister knew her password:

I sometimes think about it. For instance, I am talking to my friend about a
secret or something, and suddenly my sister came and saw the conversation,
and I may fall into an awkward situation. I sometimes feel like whether I should
enable the Bio-metric of my phone – but I forget to set it up. It happened,
and I sometimes get tensed about whether she sees something in the middle of
a conversation. I do fear that sometimes. But nothing yet happened so far –
no awkward situation arose yet. That is why maybe I am like, “damn care”
(laughing), but I cannot think of the day if something like this happens! I
actually need to change my password. [P17]

Obliged: Participants also felt forced at times to share their passwords. The ma-

jority of the participants mentioned that it was a familiar phenomena and culturally

expected to share social media passwords with their romantic partners. Surveillance

by the partners was also expected in both marital and pre-marital romantic relation-

ships. Not all of our participants felt positive about this type of password sharing.

Not sharing was not an option either, because it would cause questions like trust issues

and commitment. For instance, P5 gave his social media password to his girlfriend

because he wanted to show that he had nothing to hide – but he was not happy with

the sharing. P6 described the feelings that some of friends shared with him related

to password sharing:

They [friends] say that they had to share their passwords with their wives, and
it was kind of mandatory. It is because people have trust issues. I have never
faced such a problem. Some of my friends lock their phones, but they had to
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share the PIN with their wives. I heard them complaining about why they had
to share it (laughing). This is a very common practice here. [P6]

Regret: If the password recipients behaved unexpectedly or the password sharer

had to face any extra hassle caused by sharing passwords, then participants mentioned

regretting their voluntary password sharing. For instance, P25 shared her mobile

banking account with her friend voluntarily to help her, but she lost access to her

account for a considerable amount of time for this sharing. Such hassle made her

regretting the sharing. As P25 described the situation:

I did not have much money there [mobile banking account], but I still had
some. But you see that your account - which never showed an error message
before, suddenly is not letting you even enter the account. At that moment, I
really regretted sharing my password. I kept thinking that even if it were to
be painful to say no, I should not have shared the password. I thought that I
would not be able to recover my account. [P25]

4.7 Password-Sharing Techniques

Our participants sometimes took precautionary measurements when they shared pass-

words to protect their private information from surveillance and to have control of

the shared accounts. Techniques for protecting private data and secrets in shared ac-

counts repeatedly came in almost all of our interviews. Sometimes, participants were

also found to take measures to control what could be done with the shared accounts,

including when to terminate the sharing. Some common strategies are described

below.

4.7.1 Lock Private Data

Most of our participants considered their photos were private data. To protect a

photo gallery of phones from surveillance, participants used application locking soft-

ware, for example, Photo Vault and AppLock. Participants who used the app locking

applications did not share their app lock password with anyone. Parents of our par-

ticipants were not tech-savvy and usually did not realize that the photos were locked

even though they had the phone PINs. Spouses of the participants noticed the lock
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and asked to know what was there. Participants usually showed the gallery by un-

locking the app but did not share the passwords. In shared laptops/PCs, participants

locked the drive or folder to keep their files secret. P12 mentioned his reasoning for

password-locking files:

Since he [younger brother] is young, he might have curiosity over my belongings.
This is very normal. He can be like – let us see what Bhaia [Bengali word to
call elder brothers] keeps in C drive. So, I locked some drives. [P12]

4.7.2 Delete Private Data

Deleting personal data was a commont practice among our participants. Some of our

participants mentioned not keeping photos in the phone-gallery and deleting them

from the fear of surveillance. The personal photos were critical, and it mattered to

participants what other people thought about them if they saw them keeping some

photos. P12 explained why he deleted some of his photos and kept selected photos

in his phone gallery:

My phone is really personal. I actually personally categorized what to keep
and what not to keep on my phone. I do not keep anything in my phone in
case the phone gets lost, or my friend asks for it – I mean, if my friend asks
for my phone to call, I will definitely give them my phone. They can check my
photo gallery as well. These things can happen anytime, and I cannot say they
will not happen ever. People usually go to the gallery, and that is why I do
not keep anything there. I delete what I do not want to keep. Basically, I keep
what represents me. [P12]

Participants in romantic relationships were aware of surveillance by their partners.

They sometimes deleted conversations of their friends to keep them hidden from their

partners. For instance, P15 used to delete some conversations with her friends on

messenger and WhatsApp before going on a date. She thought her boyfriend would

ask some questions if he saw the conversations, and she wanted to avoid them. P3

explained herself why she deleted some chat conversations before going on a date:

I was in a relationship with him, and there was not anything that would create
a problem if he knew. There was nothing to hide. But it was mostly my chat
with my female friends [that I deleted] because he might get hurt seeing those.
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In reality, we maintain a different level of relationship with each individual. We
do not talk similarly with everyone. So, I have a relationship with my friends
for seven years. When I talk to them...it’s like...they are almost my family. On
the contrary, my relationship with my boyfriend was only for two years. From
that perspective, I felt like there was something completely personal. It’s not
like I would have to tell him everything. [P3]

Participants also deleted photos and contents to protect their privacy from parents’

supervision. P15 used her parents’ phone to communicate with her boyfriend and used

deletion to hide her activity trace:

I always had a phone. I mean, once, we had to use our land phone, but that
was a long ago. Umm...I also used my parent’s phone (to call my boyfriend)
when I did not have any personal phone to make a call. He [boyfriend] knew
that it was my mother’s number or my father’s number. I did not take any
precautions but just deleted the number from history after calling. [P15]

Participants also deleted their photos and chats because they shared phones with

their parents. P3’s parents did not accept her relationship, so she used to delete all

of her relationship-related data including photos, chat history, and text messages. P8

also deleted any “friends only” photos shared in his WhatsApp:

My friend sent something like a funny picture with me on WhatsApp, and if
my parents saw it, they might get offended because they are old. So I deleted
the photos. [P8]

4.7.3 Hide Private Data

All of our participants hid their private data following different methods. Almost all

the participants had hidden folders where they kept their personal photos. Password

protected folders created questions like what was there or what they were hiding

there, but hidden folders saved them from such questions. P4 was an IT manager,

and he both encrypted and hid a drive to keep his personal data.

There is a drive where I kept photos of my friends, which is completely hidden.
Only someone who is technically knowledgeable like me will understand its
existence and find it by asking questions like where is that 200 GB of space.
General people will not understand such things. [...] I use software to encrypt
and hide the entire drive. [P4]
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Participants also mentioned disguising phone contacts using false names. For

instance, P3 was not allowed to have a boyfriend, and she hid his contact details:

I did not keep anything related to my relationship in my phone. I deleted my
chat histories. I did not even save his number with his original name. I saved
that with a female friend’s name (laughing). So even if my phone was checked
suddenly, I could remain safe. [P3]

4.7.4 Multiple Devices and Accounts

Some participants mentioned keeping multiple devices, memory cards, and accounts

to protect their private data. For instance, when P11 was in 12th grade, he kept

two memory cards – one was to show publicly to his mother and another one was for

keeping private data. In P11’s words:

I managed my privacy following different methods. For instance, the things
that she [mother] should not see or know, and I deleted them. I also tried to
keep my private data separate. For instance, there was a picture that I did
not want my parents/family to see. Then I used two memory cards – one for
keeping these hidden photos and the other for publicly showing – see, I only
have these things here – I have nothing to hide! I mean, I dealt with it based
on the situation. It was easier for the PCs; I created a guest account and let
others use and check that one and forbade them to use the one with my name
on it. I also practice this now. When people come to my place, they use the
guest account. [P11]

Multiple participants mentioned having guest accounts on their PCs and laptops.

Sometimes participants lent their laptops to friends, and having two accounts eased

their lives. Participants sometimes kept two smartphones – one of them was kept

hidden from the family. P3 used Tinder and she did not want her friends and family

to know about it. So she kept two phones – one for Tinder and personal data and

was kept hidden from everyone. Another phone was for publicly sharing, for instance,

sharing with siblings and friends.

4.7.5 Monitor Activities

Our participants sometimes monitored the recipients of their devices so that they

could not perform any unwanted activities (e.g., checking photo gallery, messages,
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etc.). When participants felt a bit uncomfortable sharing their devices, they usually

stayed beside the recipients, monitored what they were doing, and took the phone

back right after the task. Monitoring was practiced widely while sharing with friends

so that they could not check the photo gallery. Some participants also practiced

monitoring with their parents. P15 described her attitudes while sharing smartphones

with her parents:

I would feel a bit uncomfortable like I am sitting there and they [parents] are
talking with someone using my phone. I would just stay in front of them so
that I can see whether they are checking my phone or not – to be precise; I
would take the phone away before they start checking (laughing). [P15]

P9 mentioned keeping a log when he let his colleagues use his office PC. In his

own words:

Even though I feel uncomfortable, I have to share the password sometimes
[with colleagues]. To be on the safe side, after they finish the task, I change
the password. Also, the software I am currently working on can take a log on
a time basis. So I sometimes take logs of the period that I share my password
with my colleague. I could see the changes that they have made. To be on the
safe side, you know? I can take a screenshot – what changes were made during
that time. [P9]

4.7.6 Other Strategies

There were some other strategies of password sharing that were not widely practiced

but came during our interviews. For instance, participants mentioned that they did

not save their banking cards in their e-commerce accounts if the account is shared.

Therefore, even if the account is shared, the password recipient would not be able to

purchase something using the owner’s card.

In some romantic relationships, participants shared their Facebook passwords with

their partners. They made their close friends aware of such Facebook password shar-

ing and forbade them to write anything private there. They used other platforms,

such as, WhatsApp, for communication.

Some of our participants shared their phones with younger members of the family

so that they could play games or watch videos. Participants mentioned turning off
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the notification of their messengers/messages so that the children could not get the

pop-up notice and accidentally read the message.



Chapter 5

Axial Coding

Axial coding was the second phase of our qualitative data analysis. In this phase,

we assembled our large set of open codes into conceptual categories. We first created

online sticky notes on Miro with the names of our open codes. We then moved the

notes around the board, trying to group them together. During this process, we

wanted to find connections between our codes. A screenshot of a portion of our Miro

Board is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Screenshot of Miro Interface where we categorized our open coding.

We read through the open codes and tried to find patterns and common phe-

nomena among the open codes. For instance, we had open codes named “Gendered

Harassment of PW sharing”, “Gendered Hierarchy of Technical Assistance”, “Gen-

dered Role of Mother”, “Gendered Supervision”, “Impolite to say No”, “PW Share

is a Norm”, “Surveillance by Parents is accepted”, “PW means there is something

to hide”, etc., which we put together. We then re-read the quotes from these codes

53
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and observed that our participants mentioned some beliefs and practices related to

password sharing that were rooted in their cultural context. We created a category

named “Cultural Factors” with a different colored sticky note and grouped these open

codes together. We also created the “Cultural Factor” category in NVivo and nested

the open codes under it. We removed some open codes after reading the quotes of

our grouped open coding. For instance, one of our open codes was “Power Relation

between siblings” where we coded the situations where elder siblings exercised power

over younger siblings, or younger siblings felt the power of elder siblings in terms of

sharing passwords. After reading the quotes, we realized that there was no cultural

component there, and we removed it from this category. Similarly, we had an open

code named “Political Context” and we added this code to our “Cultural Factor”

category after re-reading the quotes.

We followed the same process for the rest of our open codes. While trying the

group the rest of the open codes into categories, we came up with few categories like

“Motivation of PW Sharing”, “PW Sharing Expectation”, and “Problems with PW

Sharing”. Our further analysis resulted in finding a pattern between these categories

that they depicted different stages of password-sharing sequentially. We structured

them together linked by an axis indicating the sequence of stages.

These two categories as mentioned above are the major axes of our analysis: the

first is the “sequence of stages” in the password sharing experience, and the second

is the “cultural forces” that affect that sequence.

In the following sections, we first describe our axes in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. In

Section 5.3, we describe a theory refined from our axes, relationships, and patterns.

5.1 Stages of Password Sharing Experiences

5.1.1 Motivation of Password Sharing

We have identified four factors that motivated our participants to share their pass-

words: trust, necessity, convenience and collaboration. One or multiple factors worked

to motivate people to share passwords.

Trust: According to our interviews, one of the primary motivations for sharing
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passwords involved trust. Trust played a complex role in whether passwords would be

shared or not. All the participants mentioned that they shared passwords with family

members, including parents, siblings, children, partners, and spouses, and with some

non-family members like friends and colleagues because they trusted them. After

analyzing the data, we found the existence of mutual trust among family members,

the depth of relationships indicated the level of trust, and people usually trusted IT

personnel of their offices with their work related passwords.

All the participants mentioned that they trusted their family members with a

variety of passwords. We noticed the existence of mutual trust – everyone in the

household trusted each other unconditionally that family members would not cause

any harm. However, participants mentioned trusting different passwords with differ-

ent relationships. For instance, adult children might trust their siblings with their

social media accounts, but they would not trust those accounts with their parents

fearing surveillance. However, our participants mentioned the existence of mutual

financial transparency among family members – almost everyone trusted each other

with their banking credentials and shared them in case of necessity. Wi-Fi passwords

and entertainment account passwords were also shared in the family space. Parents

trusted their children with their phone and laptop passwords. Adult children in the

family trusted their phones with their parents and siblings; however, they also hid

contents, following different methods.

We noticed that the level of trust depended on the depth of the relationships. The

highest level of trust is what participants felt for family members. Sometimes, par-

ticipants mentioned trusting some non-family members, such as friends, roommates,

and colleagues, at the same level as family. For instance, participants described their

friends, roommates, and sometimes colleagues “best friends” or “like a family” when

asked to explain why they shared the passwords with them. We found a few factors

that increased the depth of the relationship. For instance, the length of a relationship

determined the depth of relationships. Childhood friends were trusted like family be-

cause they had been friends forever. Similarly, one of the main reasons for not sharing

passwords with romantic partners was that the relationship was short and did not

reach the point of sharing passwords. Another factor that increased the depth of
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relationship was the propinquity effect - the tendency of forming trust for the people

with whom they live or encounter often. Participants mentioned trusting people with

their passwords because of the nearness to some people. For instance, in joint families,

people put similar trust in cousins or nephews/nieces as they would put in siblings.

Similarly, parents also trusted their nephews/nieces living in the same household for

technical assistance - similar trust they had for their adult children. Participants also

mentioned trusting roommates because they spent a lot of time together in the same

household. In the office environment, when people spent the majority of the time of a

day with certain colleagues there, the relationship might develop to the highest level

of trust. P19 explained his relationship with colleagues:

And about trusting my office colleagues is because they are now like a family
to me. Also, someone from the office will not be able to flee away after doing
something unlawful. So, that factor also works in my mind. Plus, I know the
background of each co-worker, their family, what kind of family they belong to,
social status, everything. So, all these factors contributed to trust them. [P19]

Our participants mentioned a tendency to trust IT people with their official pass-

words. Most of the time, they did not have a deep relationship with IT; however, they

trusted them with their official passwords because of their credible work title. People

usually did not change their default set up passwords knowing those passwords were

set by the system administrators. If participants faced any problem connecting to

a video conference while working remotely, they mentioned sharing passwords with

IT personnel to check the problems. P4 [IT manager] mentioned that there existed

an official rule at his workplace that employees had to inform him of any kind of

password changes. He saved all of their passwords and accessed their accounts in

case of necessity (e.g., if any employee was absent). He also mentioned that all the

employees complied with this official policy. His superiors also sometimes trusted him

with their personal email passwords and instructed him to remember them on their

behalves.

Necessity: People also shared passwords when there was any necessity. One of

the major necessities was providing technical assistance to parents, siblings, spouses,

and friends. Participants mentioned knowing the online banking credentials of par-

ents/wives because they did not know how to create accounts there. They also knew
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the email and social media ID and passwords for the same reason. P19 mentioned

how his parents used digital accounts:

My father and mother cannot use digital devices completely. So their digital
devices, Facebook, messenger, and even their bKash account are opened by me.
So I actually know each and every password. [...] Umm...actually...my father
knows the password of the bKash app. They do not know the other passwords.
Everything is auto logged in. Passwords are saved there. They use these in
this way. [P19]

Sometimes elder siblings helped those younger to open Facebook accounts. If the

accounts got hacked, or problems arose in social media or email, people either shared

the passwords with siblings or friends to fix the problem.

Another kind of necessity was when a service was not accessible without password

sharing. For instance, participants mentioned that parents/siblings/friends shared

bank cards and PINs if they could not go out to withdraw cash. Such necessities

could come in different forms. For instance, if participants were out of internet

connection and needed to submit assignments, to reply to an emergency email, or to

send any official documents, then they shared passwords with friends or colleagues.

Younger siblings who did not have smartphones or laptops used elder siblings or

parents’ devices for attending online classes, calling friends, submitting assignments,

and using social media. Among friends who did not have smartphones or laptops,

they sometimes borrowed friends’ devices to make calls or use a particular software.

Convenience: Participants also shared their passwords for convenience in

their lives. We define convenience when the sharing is not a necessity (there were

workarounds without password sharing) but sharing passwords made the situation

easy and beneficial. For instance, P12 felt too lazy to go to the ATM booth some-

times and sent his younger brother with his card and PIN to withdraw cash. In his

words:

I would have gone by myself [if password sharing was not an option] to withdraw
cash from ATM. I would not be that lazy. It is not like I cannot do that work
myself. Since I have this option now – I make him [younger brother] do it –
he is very young so he listens. So because of my lazyness, I am sharing my
password. But I could do it by myself. I do not think password sharing is
necessary. [P12]
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P7 and her husband shared passwords of their banking cards so that they could

skip the hassle of distributing the finance of day-to-day lives. If the father and elder

son were the earning members of the household, they also shared the banking PINs

and cards with each-other. Shared subscription fees by password sharing also brought

financial benefits in participants’ lives. Friends shared their entertainment accounts

(e.g., Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hoichoi, etc.) with friends so that they could split the

subscription fees.

Collaboration: Participants also mentioned that they shared passwords to ease

collaboration or teamwork. These kinds of attitudes were seen mainly in academia,

offices, and in close friendships. Participants mentioned opening an email account and

sharing the credentials with the other group members of any academic project. They

also mentioned not accessing the account after submitting the assignment. Some-

times, people needed to share access to the “official” desktop so that other team

members could work on their portion of the task. As P9 mentioned how it was

practiced in his office:

I am talking about my company – I finished some tasks and now I will pass it
to the next person to finish his/her task. For instance, I did that task using my
desktop but I did not pass it to the other person – I am absent or I am out of
office that day. But they needed to finish that task. So I would give them my
password and mention where the task is and requested him to finish from there
if I knew I would not be there on the next day. This type of sharing happened
many times. [P9]

Participants also mentioned sharing the passwords of gaming platforms so that

they could play together. One participant mentioned having a shared email account

with friends using which they sent prank emails to random people.

5.1.2 Expectations for Sharing Passwords

When participants shared their passwords with different relationships, they usually

had some unspoken expectations about how the recipients would use the passwords.

So, participants shared their passwords, believing that the recipients would act ac-

cordingly. On the other hand, the recipients also had some expectations, which ex-

plained why they thought passwords should be shared with them. The expectations

also varied based on the account type and with whom passwords were shared. This
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section will discuss some of the expectations from both the sharer and the recipient’s

point of view.

Expectations of the Password-Sharer

When the sharers shared their passwords, they usually expected that the recipients

would not harm them and afterwords would voluntarily forget the passwords. Some-

times, especially in romantic relationships, the sharers expected their partners to

share the same passwords when they shared theirs. We termed such mutual password

sharing as reciprocal password sharing. Also, surveillance by parents and partners was

widely expected by the sharers.

Voluntarily No Exploit: When participants shared passwords with family and

non-family relationships, they mainly expected the recipients would not harm them

or voluntarily access personal data. Such expectation was also connected to the level

of trust that they had for the people they shared their passwords with. In family

space, participants expected parents, spouses, and sometimes elder siblings to invade

privacy both openly and secretly in some contexts. However, they usually expected

their siblings not to invade privacy when they shared their devices and accounts. P16

described his expectation when he shared his laptop passwords with his elder sister:

When my [elder] sisters were not married, they would ask me to unlock my
phone if they needed to call somewhere. It is also the same for my laptop. I
would unlock the laptop, and they would work there. Also, if Apu [Bangla word
to call elder sisters] comes home these days and needs to work on a laptop, I
verbally tell her the password, and she uses it. But she never looked into my
stuff. She had never done it...she does not [emphasis]. At least no one in my
place does that. [P16]

When the password was shared with non-family members, the expectation re-

mained quite similar: the recipients would respect privacy and not look into private

data. For instance, P20 shared his laptop passwords with his roommates, and he

described his belief in the interview:

They [roommates] know my laptop password as they at times use mine. I
also know theirs. They at times need to work on Photoshop, which requires
a powerful laptop, and I have let them use mine. I also sometimes download
movies that they watch on my laptop on their own. About my digital life on
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my laptop, I don’t think they ever accessed anything, and I also never felt the
need to say anything. [P20]

Voluntarily Forget Password: Participants also sometimes expected that

the recipients would forget the passwords after the tasks were done. These types of

expectations were for both family and non-family members. For such expectations,

participants usually did not change the passwords after sharing. In the family context,

device passwords like smartphones and laptops were sometimes shared spontaneously.

P21 described a spontaneous situation and her expectations related to the sharing:

I use a fingerprint [to unlock phone]. Only a handful of times think I had to
ask my younger sister to unlock it using the PIN because my hands were busy,
but I do not think she remembered the PIN. A similar thing had happened
with my parents too on and off, but none remembered each other’s passwords,
I think. [P21]

Similarly, participants also expected the non-family recipients to forget the pass-

words after the tasks were done. It was overly seen in the context of work password

sharing. Sometimes when participants did not go to the office but needed tasks to be

done from their office desktop, they usually shared their credentials with their col-

leagues to finish the tasks on their behalf. Participants believed that their colleagues

would forget the passwords after finishing the tasks. They did not change the pass-

words until it was required by IT. Some of the participants were also the recipients of

the passwords. They confirmed that they did not store the passwords after the tasks

were completed. For instance, P20 did not store the password even though he could

have if he wanted to:

Once a friend had a severe fever, and he could not withdraw cash on his own.
He asked me to withdraw on his behalf and shared his card PIN. I had done
such several times for others when they were incapacitated to transact on their
own. They usually shared verbally, but I wrote them on a notepad and returned
once the work was done. I did not keep any PINs out of courtesy. [P20]

Expectation of Reciprocal Password Sharing: When participants shared

their passwords with someone, they also expected that the recipients would also

share similar passwords with them. Such reciprocal expectations were mainly seen

in romantic relationships – especially in unmarried relationships. Married couples

also had mutual password share expectations; however, some non-tech-savvy wives
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were also okay with letting their husbands manage their passwords without knowing

their husbands’ passwords. None of our participants who were having pre-marital

romantic relationships mentioned accepting one-way password sharing. For instance,

P3’s (ex)boyfriend knew her social media passwords, but he did not share his pass-

word. P3 expressed her frustrations about such one-way password sharing, and she

said she would demand her (to-be) husband’s passwords before giving hers when the

time will come. P12 expressed his reciprocal password sharing expectations with his

(ex)girlfriend:

Its like...basically it was like...in this part of continent, trust is a big issue in
relationship. What people think...what girls think is that my boyfriend is doing
something bad – I need to know what he is doing (laughing). I heard that type
of statements. So I felt like okay – if sharing password ensure peace, then be
it. So I just gave. After giving the password, I felt like – okay, I gave her the
password so now I need to know her password. So I took her password from
“grudge” like I gave my password to her so why should not I know hers? [P12]

Expectation of Surveillance: The expectation of surveillance played an es-

sential role in password-sharing attitudes in Bangladesh. Surveillance was expected

in both parental and romantic relationships. Parental surveillance was culturally ex-

pected and accepted by our participants. As a result, when participants shared their

passwords of mobile phones with their parents for various reasons (e.g., making phone

calls), they expected their parents to check their messages, photos, or other private

data to find out about their romantic relationships.

In romantic relationships, passwords of mobile phones and social media were also

shared. When the sharers shared the passwords of these devices and accounts, they

expected that their partners might check their private activities. They still shared the

passwords because it also meant that they had nothing to hide. Sometimes, people

needed to change their behaviors expecting surveillance. For instance, P18 stopped

flirting with other girls on Facebook because his girlfriend had his password and might

see it. Password sharing was also considered an expression of “trust” – whether the

partners trusted each other enough to be fully transparent.
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Expectations of the Password-Recipients

Entitled to know the password: Sometimes the recipients of the passwords acted

like they were entitled to know the passwords of the sharer. The sense of entitlement

usually comes from the depth of relationships and password-sharing nature. First of

all, the sense of entitlement was evident in parents-children relationships. Parents,

especially mothers, thought they were entitled to know their children’s phone pass-

words and could access them anytime they wanted. For instance, they could take the

phone to call anytime. In some contexts, parents could also ask for passwords and

perform surveillance as a part of parenting. P22 explained such a situation where her

mother could ask to check her smartphones anytime:

It was 2010, and I was using a smartphone. My mom would check my Facebook,
text messages, and messenger. [...] I was not allowed to have a password on
my phone. My mom would be angry if I did. My mom was like, I need to give
my phone access to my mom whenever she asks for it. She says that she needs
to know what her daughter is doing. I have no issue with it. [P22]

Sometimes, children also felt like they were also entitled to know their parents’

passwords if needed. It was not like they could ask for it anytime without any

necessity. However, they believed that they could have their parents’ passwords

anytime if needed for an emergency. For instance, P5 could access his mother’s

phone anytime if he needed to make calls cause he did not have a sufficient balance.

P14 did not know his father’s mobile banking password, but he believed that he could

know it if needed:

I do not know his [father] password, but I know he has a bKash account, and I
know the account number. I do not know the password. [...] He will definitely
tell me the password if needed. It is just I do need that password, and that is
why I do not know. When I need to do some transaction, he goes to the shop
and does those by himself. [P14]

Sometimes, in romantic relationships, people felt that they were entitled to know

each other’s passwords. Sometimes, it appeared like password sharing was a part of

regular lives for such a sense of entitlement. For instance, it was common among

couples (both marital and extra-marital) to share the banking card passwords and let

the other use them for paying in restaurants or shopping malls, even in their presence.

P9 mentioned how password sharing was integrated into his marital life:
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We both log into each other’s Facebook ID and roam around - sometimes for
any family issues or sometimes without any reason we do so. I see her calling
from my Facebook ID. Or, if I need to call her family, I use her Facebook to
make the call. Or, if she talks to my family, she uses my Facebook. Like this.
The same thing happens with WhatsApp. We see each other’s wall and posts
as well. [P9]

Because of such a sense of entitlement to know the passwords, participants also felt

like they were entitled to get explanations if such relationships stopped sharing pass-

words suddenly. In romantic relationships, if any partner stopped sharing passwords

suddenly, it was perceived as hiding something from their partners. Questions like

what they were hiding and what changed would usually come to the other partners’

minds. Therefore, participants expected explanations, including the answers to those

questions. P10 described his expectation for the explanation in case of terminating

password sharing:

...[If I stop sharing my passwords with my wife] I would have to provide proper
logic – why am I doing this now? If I had done it from day one – then it
would have been normalized by now. [...] If I had any compromising situation;
for instance, I faced problems (it can be financially as well) because of sharing
passwords with her, then she would understand. Whereas, without proper
reasoning, she would ask why have I been giving the passwords for years but
what changed now. [I will also accept] if by sharing passwords with me, she
faced some compromising situations. [...] It will be wrong if I say it [wanting
to keep privacy] is not logical. However, I would still want to know why this
sudden change of mind. [P10]

Expectation of Transparency: In romantic relationships, the recipients of

the passwords usually expected transparency from their partners. One of the ways to

be transparent was to share social media passwords. Trust played an essential role in

both marital and extra-marital relationships, and being transparent was sometimes

one of the pre-requisites of earning trust. In other words, to achieve trust, partners

needed to share their passwords to become transparent. P20 explained such a context:

When it is about a romantic relationship, I have seen people tend to share
each other’s passwords in this part of the world. They at times initiate the
relationship based on the fact that they will be sharing their passwords. As
if it is one’s right to be able to observe the other’s life on Facebook. Even
my ex-girlfriend, right after we started dating, asked me if I could share my
password. [P20]
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In romantic relationships, some participants described that they mutually felt

they needed to know each other’s passwords to be transparent. Also, sometimes, if

one partner in the relationship demanded to know any password, then the other also

wanted to have the same passwords to be transparent to each other. P4 described

such mutual expectation of password sharing -

In a conversation in her [colleague’s] presence, her colleague told me – Bhaia
[Bangla word for calling elder brother], her (male) friend knows her password.
Friend means her boyfriend. Furthermore, she also knows his Facebook pass-
word. They know each other’s Facebook passwords because they are concerned
about their partners chatting or how many male and female friends they have.
They want to see these things. These types of practices are common in our
society. [P4]

Expectation to Assist: In our interviews, we noticed the dependency on chil-

dren to operate and troubleshoot digital accounts. The parents of our participants

were usually not that tech-savvy. They needed technical assistance to operate their

mobile phones, manage social media accounts and digital financial accounts. The

adult children usually took care of these technical problems of their parents, and part

of the assistance required them to know the passwords if they did not already. There-

fore, when participants received their parents’ passwords, they generally expected to

help them technically with the passwords. P19 described his obligation to help his

parents technologically:

I live inside Dhaka, but it is not like they [parents] live far from Dhaka. The
distance between my place and their place is around 15 kilometers. I usually
visit them once a week. Sometimes they call me and let me know if they face
any issues like something is not working. So when I visit them, I usually take
care of their minor mobile issues and support them. [...] For instance, my mom
says suddenly that she cannot connect her phone to the Wi-Fi. In that case,
I reset the Wi-Fi password and log her in. Sometimes she does not get good
internet speed. I check that on her phone why she is not getting that. Most of
the cases, their complaints are like these – they are not getting internet speed,
youtube is not working. [P19]

Friends usually did not expect passwords of each other. They usually either asked

for help or wanted to help. It was expected in friendships that friends would help each

other. However, sometimes, the only way to help friends or get help was by password

sharing. For instance, one of P4’s friends was having a problem on his Facebook,
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which he failed to fix. So P4 took his password and checked what was happening

there to help him. In P4’s words -

My other friend named X - a few years back, he called and told me that he
installed an app and the app was posting some vulgar posts on Facebook. He
had mobile access, but he was unable to grasp what was happening. So he gave
me his Facebook credentials and told me to look at it using a web browser (I
was in the office then). Then I saw he installed some apps, giving those full
access. The apps were posting those junk posts. [P4]

5.2 Cultural Factors of Password Sharing

Cultural beliefs and practices played an important role in password-sharing in Bangladesh.

Gender, social norm, religion, and political context impacted what passwords, which

whom, and when they needed to be shared.

5.2.1 Gendered Mothers’ Role

Participants mentioned that children were obsessed with Youtube, and they usually

used their parents’ phones. However, children had more access to their mothers’

phones than their fathers’. For instance, P5 mentioned that he knew the password

and had access to his mother’s phone to make calls anytime, but he did not have any

access to his father’s phone. Culturally, mothers’ devices are considered as shared

devices in the family. Besides, children were more comfortable taking mothers’ phones

because they were usually scared of taking their father’s. P4, a father of two children,

described the situation:

They [children] mostly use their mother’s phone. They take my phone hardly
and for a very short time to look at any photos or something. I do not give them
my phone frequently because I have Gmail and bank account apps installed on
my phone.[...] So Yes, we all have access to her mobile phone. It seems like we
all use her phone. [P4]
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5.2.2 Gendered Password-Sharing Related Harassment

One of the biggest problems of password sharing was harassment. When participants

talked about harassment, they mainly talked about how women’s private information

was leaked and used to harass them. It appeared like the women were more vulnerable

than men by the same kind of harmful actions. Women usually faced harassment

when their romantic relationship broke, and the ex-partner had access to their social

media. Some boyfriends leaked personal photos, chats, and videos and sometimes

impersonated the girlfriends on their social media to harass them. For instance, one

of P18’s male friends had access to his girlfriend’s social media. He used to log into

his girlfriend’s account and abused her male friends from the friend list. P8 described

the harassment that her female friend faced after her breakup -

I am not talking about myself – I am talking about my friend. She shared
her Facebook account password with her boyfriend. That boy was a “bad
guy.” He found some personal information from her Facebook and later used
those in a harmful way. I felt terrible – I think she should not have shared
her password...He showed her private conversations to his friends. It is bad
to show personal conversations with someone, right?... He showed those in
personal chats, and he also uploaded the screenshots of the conversations in his
Facebook story. [P8]

Sometimes women had to leave social surroundings in some extreme cases if the

leaked data was very sensitive and caused social reproach. P22’s female friend had

to leave school because one of her videos went viral –

When I was in class 9, one of my friends had an incident. Facebook was not
there back then. There was one platform called hi5. I do not know much as I
did not use the internet back then...So, some of her friends shared a sensitive
video of my friend that went viral. My friend left the school for this. After
this, I was very scared of the internet in general. [P22]

On the contrary, harassing men in Bangladeshi culture was not that easy with

similar actions. None of the participants mentioned any harassment that happened

to men. P4 mentioned that his colleague’s girlfriend removed some female contacts

from his Facebook; however, he did not face any privacy leak and could mitigate the

incident quickly. P12 did not even change his Facebook password after breaking up

because he did not think that her girlfriend could harass him. In his own words:
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Yes, I thought about it [harassment]. But again, I thought how much she could
do there – she could knock my friends or posted something bad on my account.
When something is done – it is done. I do not think we will do something like
this – I have that strong belief. I do not know, but I do believe that. [P12]

Women in Bangladeshi culture would hardly show such audacity with their ac-

counts in the similar context.

5.2.3 Gendered Surveillance

Women’s vulnerability in Bangladeshi culture impacted how their parents or elder

siblings supervised their digital behaviors. Both male and female participants men-

tioned surveillance by parents and elder siblings, but the nature of surveillance was

different based on gender. The parents and elder children usually do not monitor the

younger male children’s digital activities. Sometimes elder siblings remained vigilant

so that the younger brothers did not get access to adult videos. However, the ro-

mantic relationship of the younger brothers was accepted and silently ignored by the

elder brothers. P20 described his relationship with his younger brother:

I used to watch Japanese anime with some adult content that I did not want
him [younger brother] to watch. I used to keep those files hidden. It was also
when internet access was not widely available. So, we mostly watched movies on
the phone. I kept other things hidden. But later, he grew up, and he watched
similar stuff on his own. There has not been a need to hide things afterward
[...] I have never monitored him intentionally, but I accidentally noticed a few
of his activities. For instance, his phone rang, and the screen was lit with the
picture of the person who called [younger brother’s girlfriend]. I realized just
looking at the phone who called and what the relationship was, that is it. I
ignored it. [P20]

On the other hand, both parents and elder siblings (usually elder brothers) mon-

itored women to check they did not get into any romantic relationship. One of the

reasons could be the existing vulnerability of women in Bangladeshi society, where it

was easy to harm and harass women. For instance, even after completing her bachelor

degree, P3 had to suffer strict surveillance where she had to share passwords of her

mobile phone devices:

My family is a bit conservative, and I was never in such a relationship ever.
During my Master’s program, I met him and grew a relationship. During that
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time, my phone was seized or checked for messages by my family. My parents,
especially my elder brother who is a defense official - his psychology is a bit
different. So I would always keep my phone clean. I would delete the call
history or chat afterward. [P3]

5.2.4 Gendered Hierarchy of Technical Assistance

We noticed a gendered hierarchy of technical assistance in our interviews. Men were

considered more technically sound than women; hence, men were the most preferred

option for technical assistance. In marital relationships, husbands were found to

create and manage their wives’ passwords of different accounts. However, wives did

not ever assist their husbands in this way. P6 described how he technically assisted

his wife –

I think my wife belongs to analog time. I cannot say she belongs to digital time
(laughing). She likes to use a button[feature] phone comparing to a smartphone.
So, most of the time, I have to remember her passwords. I mean, I created
most of her passwords. I did not write them down for her, but I told her the
passwords verbally. I think she does not remember any of those. If I am not
there, I do not think she can access the accounts. I believe she has forgotten
all of her passwords. [P6]

Our participants mentioned that their parents needed technical assistance to op-

erate technology devices and digital websites. Parents usually chose elder children for

such assistance. If the elder child was a daughter, they then took technical assistance

from her in case there was no younger son. If there was a younger adult son in the

household and no elder son, then the younger son handled the technical problems.

P16 was the youngest son of the family, having three elder sisters. He mentioned

assisting one of his elder sisters as well with her social media:

The problem was that – she [elder sister] already shared her password with
“someone” you know. He logged into her account; therefore, my sister was not
able to log in. My sister thought her account got hacked, so she shared her
password with me to fix it. Then I accessed the account using the mail and
password. Later we deactivated that account. [P16]

Usually, if there was no elder brother in the family, the younger siblings took help

opening accounts from the elder sister. For instance, P1 had a younger sister, and she
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helped her open the Facebook account and managed her password. However, when

P1 faced a problem with her social media account, she then took help from her cousin

brother, who, she believed, was more technologically sound than she was.

Sometimes, some other credibility factors also played a role in changing the hi-

erarchy of technical assistance. For instance, P21 was a banker, and her mother

trusted her with her online banking credentials, including talking to customer care,

although there was an elder son in the family. P21’s professional credibility changed

the hierarchical dimension.

5.2.5 Parental Surveillance is Accepted

Parental surveillance was expected and accepted in the culture. However, participants

were not happy about such surveillance. For instance, they repeatedly referred to

them as “brown” parents with a criticizing expression that they should be like this.

But they complied with the demand for surveillance in anyways. P22 described the

nature of the surveillance that she faced when she was a medical student -

I was not allowed to have a password on my phone. My mom would get angry if
I did. My mom was like, I need to give my phone access to my mom whenever
she asks for it. She said that she needed to know what her daughter was
doing. I had no particular issue with it. So, when I was in the hostel [student
dormitory], I would use a simple PIN to unlock my phone, but no app locks
were there back then. In fact, few friends also knew my phone passcode, and
they could see what was going on. But whenever I was at home, I would remove
the password for my mom because she would often check my phone. And at
night, I would have to leave my phone with my phone before I went to bed.
[P22]

Some participants did not use passwords in the family context because passwords

meant there was something to hide. For instance, P2 did not put any password in

her Facebook or Messenger because the lock would create questions like what she was

hiding there. So, if she did not have any lock, it would mean that she had nothing to

hide and would not create suspicion.

P3 had to go through extreme parental surveillance, and she expressed her frus-

trations during the interview -

This is different from the Western world. In the West, they do understand
personal space. Our parents cannot think of yet that their children might have
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personal lives. They still think we are kids. I completed my study at Asian
University for Women in Chittagong and stayed on the campus. I studied
there for five years. After five years, when I came back home, they still treat
me the same way they treated me five years ago. My family does not want to
understand that I completed my bachelor’s and master’s, and currently, I am
doing a job. I might have a personal life. I might need personal space. Although
I am currently single now, it is not the right action to check my phone. [P3]

5.2.6 Culturally Impolite to Say “No”

In general, participants found it difficult to say no to password sharing with friends

and colleagues. It was culturally impolite to say no on the face when someone asks

for something. Also, password sharing was a widespread scenario, and other people

around them also shared passwords. Therefore, people might find it impolite if the

participants had not shared their passwords when asked. For instance, P15 could

not say no to her colleagues when they asked for her bank card pins for availing of

a promotional offer. She was also okay with this sharing because she noticed her

other colleagues doing the same. She feared rejecting request to share a password

might harm the relationship. P9 also shared passwords because he did not want to

be impolite, but he described his uncomfortable feeling during the interview –

At work – someone would say that their system was not working. Can I use
yours? - They are colleagues, so I cannot say just no on the face. Although
everyone signs that we will not share the passwords, but we all do it. So I cannot
say no. Even though I feel uncomfortable, I would have to share the password.
To be on the safe side, after they finish the task, I change the password. [P9]

5.2.7 Impact of Religion in Password Sharing

Religion, especially Islam, also played an essential role in password sharing and pass-

word sharing-related issues. For instance, the family’s religious background impacted

the women’s role and nature of surveillance. Participants, especially female partici-

pants, repeatedly mentioned that they came from “conservative Muslim” families to

describe the nature of parental surveillance. Besides, religion also defined what data
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was sensitive to them. For instance, the women who wore the hijab, they considered

non-hijab portrait photos too sensitive to be seen by others or get leaked. This belief

sometimes led them not to share the passwords or at least, become extra cautious

when sharing was a necessity. For instance, P25 wore hijab, and head-covering was re-

ally important to her. When P25’s phone was giving trouble, she was very concerned

about her non-hijab photos as the technician who would repair the phone might see

those. Therefore, she uploaded the photos on her Facebook with “only me” access

and removed the photos from the phone. P25 also had to share her phone with rela-

tives’ children when they came to visit. She mentioned remaining vigilant while such

sharing so that they could not go to her photo album where she kept her non-hijab

photos. Similarly, P21’s sister used App lock to protect her non-hijab photos -

I have seen my sister using an app lock to her gallery. She does so because she
covers her head in public, and she does not want others to see any “uncovered”
pictures unless it is one she wants them to see. I never really practiced it like
that. [P21]

5.2.8 Impact of Political Context in Password Sharing

The political context of Bangladesh also played a vital role in password sharing.

Currently, Bangladesh is not in a state of assuring freedom of speech. According

to Human Rights Watch 2021 report, “Bangladesh’s Awami League-led government

doubled down on an authoritarian crackdown on free speech, arresting critics, and

censoring media. Arrests under the abusive Digital Security Act (DSA) increased

dramatically” [35].

In such a political situation, participants mentioned their concerns about the

security of their accounts. For instance, P14 was very concerned about his Face-

book account and password because he saw in the news that provocative and anti-

government speeches were spread from someone’s account, but the account holder had

no clue about that. Therefore, he never shared his account password with anyone

fearing such harm. P6 was a social activist, and one of his friends was the victim of

such a situation that P14 mentioned. P6 did not share passwords with his wife, but
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he mentioned he was planning to share the password just as a precaution in such a

political context. In his own words:

You know we do not have the right to free speech in our country. Someone
can abduct me anytime because I am writing something against the ruling
government. In that case, if someone close to me has access, they might give
me some sort of support. At least they can stop the “illegal” access by the
government. I am talking about the current context of our country. I know
it from one of my very close acquaintances. He was abducted and locked up
for eight days. He had two mobile phones, and they seized both of the phones.
I have seen that now he is terrified of using a new mobile phone or laptop.
He does not share anything on Facebook now that might cause him trouble.
For instance, he does not say anything against the government. He gave all of
the passwords to his wife to delete/deactivate the accounts if he gets abducted
again. I think this will be a solution for the people like us who like to criticize
and are advocates of free speech.[P6]

5.3 Password-Sharing Model

Our password sharing model (Figure 5.2) describes the impact of cultural factors on

different stages of password sharing. We identified three sequential stages of pass-

word sharing: motivation to share passwords, expectations for password sharing,

and decision to share passwords. We also identified four cultural forces that af-

fected the identity of the password sharer and the password recipients: gender roles,

social norms, religion, and political context. These factors gave participants several

identities like gender identity (man/woman), religious identity (Muslim/non-Muslim),

cultural identity (collectivist/individualistic) and political identity. Participants’ per-

ceived identity dictates their motivation and expectation of sharing passwords – the

stages that eventually form their decision to share passwords.

5.3.1 Cultural Forces and the Identity

From our initial axial coding, we identified four cultural forces that had an impact

on password sharing. When we analyzed the data again closely along with the back-

ground information (Section 2.4), we identified that these forces did not impact pass-

word sharing directly; instead, they created the identity of our participants. In turn,
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Figure 5.2: Diagram showing proposed relationships among cultural forces, perceived
identity and the stages of password-sharing.
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the participants’ identity imposed some rules, beliefs, and expectations on other peo-

ple’s actions, which motivated them to share their passwords voluntarily.

Gender roles gave gender identity. Gender played an essential role in defin-

ing identity. Both men and women had different roles and expectations in society;

therefore, motivation and expectations of password sharing also differed from gender

to gender. For instance, it was socially expected that children and husbands would

have access to mothers’ phones. However, it was also socially accepted if the fathers

did not give similar access to their children. So, usually women felt socially obliged

to share their mobile devices with their children, whereas men did not.

Religion gave religious identity of Muslim/moderate Muslim/non-Muslim.

In our interviews, participants described ways in which religion defines accepted and

unacceptable actions from religious viewpoint, which also indirectly dictate what in-

formation will be private and not. Most of the Bangladeshi population follows Islam,

and Islamic identity is sometimes more important for some people than other identi-

ties [33]. Such identity also shaped participants’ motivation to share (or not share)

passwords. For instance, the hijab was important to some of our Muslim female

participants; therefore, they considered their “non-hijab” photos very private, and

needing to be protected from surveillance. They usually did not share their phones to

keep the photos out of signt. However, some other Muslim (and non-Muslim) women

may not subscribe to the same definition of religious identity, meaning “non-hijab”

photos might not have similar sensitivity.

Social norms gave collectivist identity. Social norms refer to social guide-

lines of acceptable and unacceptable behaviors or actions of the member of the society.

These norms may be either unique to a specific culture or common in multiple cul-

tures. Social norms also have an impact on participant’s identities. For instance,

one of the social norms of Bangladeshi culture is for people to help each other, often

though by “sharing” (property, personal belongings like clothes, and technologies).

According to Hofstede’s definition, this cultural characteristic is called the collectivist

dimension. In this way, social norms create the collectivist identity of Bangladeshi

people. This identity motivates them to “help” because they are supposed to help
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others, and the person receiving help is entitled to get the help. So when our partic-

ipants shared their passwords, they were not only sharing their passwords, but were

also trusting the password recipients with their secrets and helping them.

Similarly, surveillance was also expected and accepted in society for collectivist

identity. In the social context of Bangladesh, we use surveillance beyond its widely

accepted denotation of checking private information – it also meant “looking out

for each other”. For instance, when mothers were monitoring their children – they

were not surveilling them to check what they are doing. Instead, the mothers were

surveilling the children to look after them to not fall into any danger. On the other

hand, the children also accepted such “motherly behaviours” because they believed

their mothers were monitoring them because they care about them, and it was a way of

looking after them. We also found in our analysis that it was socially unacceptable to

say “no” to any request on the face because this would be interpreted as unwillingness

to help or trust. Thus, social norms defined the collectivist identity, making “sharing”

and “surveillance” acceptable behaviors in society. This collectivist identity based on

societal norms also motivated participants to share their passwords.

Political context shaped Bangladeshi identity. Political context also de-

fined participants’ political identity. Bangladesh is going through political turmoil,

and freedom of speech is not expected there. Mass governmental surveillance was

also implemented. This political context also dictated some people’s password shar-

ing decisions. For instance, some participants valued their political identity of being

a Bangladeshi, and to their definition, they should have had the freedom of speech

everywhere. However, the current political context of Bangladesh would not ap-

prove of such identity and beliefs, but policies have been implemented to punish

such actions [35]. As a result, to preserve the perceived political identity of being

a Bangladeshi who should expect freedom of speech, some of our participants were

motivated to share their social media passwords with trusted partners for extra safety

and backup option. Sometimes, participants were also cautious about sharing their

social media passwords because any anti-government speech shared from their ac-

counts might cause them grave danger.

Summary. Our identified forces created a cumulative identity of our participants
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that we call “perceived identity”. Perceived identity is hierarchical, meaning one

identity could be more important than another identity. For instance, to some people,

their religious identity could be more important than their political identity. The

identity dictated participants’ motivations and expectations for password sharing.

Additionally, the forces sometimes impact on each other to create the identity. For

instance, gender roles worked as a force in our model, and religion also had gender-

specific expectations and guidelines. Therefore, the motivations of a Muslim woman

in Bangladesh might be somewhat different from that of a non-Muslim woman.

5.3.2 The Identity and Stages of Password-Sharing

In our model, “perceived identity” refers to the cumulative identity created by the

cultural forces described in the previous sections. Our participants valued some iden-

tities over others, and those choices impacted password-sharing stages. For instance,

it was expected in religion that Muslim women should wear a hijab. However, cul-

turally Bengali women are not expected to wear a hijab as it is not the part of their

cultural attire. We saw some of our participants prioritized their Muslim identity

more than their cultural identity and practiced wearing a hijab. It was also cultur-

ally acceptable not to wear them. Hence, defined perceived identity is very complex,

with significant personal agency. Overall, our participants were either men or women,

from either Muslim or non-Muslim backgrounds. All of them were from a collectivist

culture; however, Western individualistic education also made them aware of privacy.

They belong to the same political context, but they had different views on politics.

These identities affected the stages of password-sharing.

Motivation to Share Passwords: We have described our findings of partici-

pants’ motivation for sharing their passwords in Section 5.1.1. We found factors like

necessity, propinquity, trust, and collaboration motivated people to share their pass-

words. For instance, the social expectation of Bangladesh is that people should trust

their family members. Passwords (secrets) should thus also be trusted with family

members. Usually, family members did not ask for passwords unless necessary, but

an unwillingness to share would mean a lack of trust in them. Such cultural meaning
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of passwords in terms of trust motivated users to share passwords. Similarly, collec-

tivist identity motivated participants to share important passwords with friends to

help them in times of need, collaboration, or cost-sharing. Gender roles also moti-

vated participants to share their passwords; for instance, women usually shared their

passwords with their mothers because they understood that their mother was looking

after them.

Expectations of Password-Sharing: Our analysis of participants’ expec-

tations while sharing passwords is described in Section 5.1.2. When participants

considered sharing their passwords, they had some preconceived expectations from

the recipients of the passwords. For instance, when participants trusted their friends

and family members with their passwords, they expected that they would not cause

harm and obey norms such as voluntarily forgetting the passwords. For instance,

when participants shared their banking credentials with close friends, they expected

that their close friends would not harm them by stealing money from their bank.

Similarly, the recipients of the passwords with collectivist identity usually expected

that they are entitled to be trusted with the passwords. Such expectations from the

recipients’ end also motivated participants to share their passwords.



Chapter 6

Issues Arising

In this chapter, we discuss the issues that arose from conflicts between motivation

and expectation of sharing passwords. Our participants mentioned facing different

challenges while dealing with password sharing. One of the major issues related to

password sharing was the conflict between motivation and expectations when shar-

ing passwords. This conflict affected relationships and systems which caused ten-

sions in interpersonal relationships, privacy, usability and security. We describe the

tensions resulting from interpersonal conflicts in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 describes

privacy issues that people faced while sharing passwords. We also identified some

system usability issues that caused password-sharing to be more problematic, which

we discussed in Section 6.3. Lastly, we found some security issues that resulted from

password-sharing. We describe these security issues in Section 6.4.

6.1 Interpersonal Difficulties

“Interpersonal difficulties” arose when the tensions between motivation and expec-

tations affected relationships. Due to these difficulties, our participants experienced

emotional burdens and loss of relationships.

6.1.1 Fear of being Judged

Our participants mentioned that they were motivated to share their passwords in

some relationships, but they expected not to be judged for their activities on those

platforms. In reality, participants sometimes feared judgment and sometimes got

bullied for their actions. For instance, one of our participants (female, married, 30

years old) mentioned facing mild bullying by friends for her Netflix-watching habits.

...there was this movie [on Netflix] “365 days” which got very popular in

78
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Bangladesh, and I watched it. Then, one of my friends asked me why I

watched it. Then I told her that I would also be able to see what you

watch. But we can indeed see what others are watching. I feel a little

discomfort when the fun gets a little out of control; otherwise, it is okay.

They are my friends, that too from schooldays [P22]

Some of our participants shared their passwords with their romantic partners

because they wanted to establish transparency in their relationships. However, they

expected their partners not to go through their data fearing their partners might form

a false judgement about the people they interacted with. For instance, P3’s boyfriend

had access to her social media though her phone. She mentioned that she was worried

because her boyfriend might get hurt or judge her friends if he read the chat history.

She used to delete the chats/messages with her friends before meeting her boyfriend.

Our participants obeyed parental control and surveillance, but they expected their

parents not to use the access to ruin their relationships with friends. For instance,

one of P22’s male friends called her over the phone at 11 pm, and her mother received

the call. Her mother regarded the friend as misbehaving because he was calling her

daughter at late-night. But P22 was a first-year university student then, and the

call was made to let her know about an exam the next day. She later forbade her

male friends to call her over the phone and instructed them to send messages over

Facebook, which her mother could not operate for the lack of technical competency.

6.1.2 Impersonation

Password sharers usually expected that the password recipients would not use the ac-

count access to impersonate them. However, participants mentioned that sometimes

the recipients impersonated the account owners and interacted with their friends. For

instance, P22 did not have a smartphone and accessed her Facebook using her room-

mate’s mobile phone. P22 expected her roommate not to access the account, but she

later found out that her roommate was chatting with her Facebook friends from her

Facebook. As P22 described:

I logged in using her phone a couple of times, so she [roommate] had the
password. She had misused this access. I came to know later. Friends would
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come to me and say about conversations I never had. It happened because she
would communicate using my access and delete the conversation so that I do
not have a clue. I got to know this within a month. So, I changed my password
right away. [P22]

Participants mentioned that children also sometimes accessed their parents’ phones

and posted on their behalf. P21 advised her colleagues to lock their WhatsApp and

Viber apps so that their children could not accidentally send something to work re-

lated chat-groups. P4’s children once took his phone to watch a video on Facebook,

and he found them giving a “like” on that video after watching it. He then lectured

them, saying that people might think he has given the “like”; therefore, they should

not do such a thing while using his Facebook.

6.1.3 Changing Information

When participants shared their passwords, they expected that the recipients would

not change anything without their approval. However, participants mentioned inci-

dents where their information was changed using the access that they gave by sharing

passwords. This type of behavior was noticed both in family relationships and in office

life. These incidents caused hassles and sometimes put the account owners in awk-

ward situations. For instance, P4 mentioned an incident where his colleague shared

his Facebook password with his fiancé, and she deleted all his female friends from the

friend list. She also mistakenly deleted some of his female relatives, including one of

his maternal aunts. Sometimes, work passwords were shared for collaboration; how-

ever, uninformed information changes caused hassle in overall task completion. For

instance, P7 worked in procurement and used an enterprise resource planning soft-

ware (ERP) for work. She mentioned facing problems in the workplace because her

supervisor sometimes changed information accessing her account without notifying

her.

In between indent and purchase order issue – a change can happen in two sectors
-purchase order issued or pending. So if you change something in between, the
system will not notify you that something else has been modified. So I cannot
verify if the price or condition has changed before issuing the purchase order. So
if he [boss] changes anything there, it is really difficult for me to track back...I
[once] faced the commercial team that the price has been changed. Then I had
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to sit with him again with the commercial. The changes are actually made for
valid reasons – it is not like corruption or something like that. Since he does
not inform me, I later face problems finishing the task. [P7]

6.1.4 Harassment

Password sharing also sometimes led to harassment. When people shared their pass-

words with friends and boyfriends, the password recipients sometimes invaded the

sharer’s privacy and performed harmful tasks like blackmailing with private informa-

tion, stalking, and showing personal information to others.

People usually shared their passwords in romantic relationships to prove that

they did not have anything to hide and they were committed to the relationships.

People also did not expect any harm in this kind of sharing. But relationships do

not always work, and people end relationships. The end of relationships for women

sometimes resulted in harassment from the boyfriends. For instance, some of our

male participants mentioned having male friends who stalked their ex-girlfriends on

Facebook using shared passwords. The victims of such harassment sometimes had to

deactivate accounts. As P24 shared her friend’s experience:

I had a friend who shared her phone, social media, and PC passwords with her
boyfriend. And I think he had remote access. Later, when they broke up, he
started to blackmail her. The boyfriend could see who is calling and whatnot.
She had to stop using her phone, and she used mine for personal calls. The
ex-boyfriend changed her Facebook password and started to post their pictures
together. She suffered a lot. She had to deactivate that account then and had
to reopen another account. [P24]

6.1.5 Loss of Trust

The primary motivation for sharing passwords was to help in case of necessity. But

sometimes our participants mentioned distrust caused by password-sharing which

also ended relationships. When the password of an account was shared, and some

harmful consequences happened, the victims might blame the person with whom they
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had shared the password. In other words, the trust - which motivated such sharing,

might be lost. For instance, P6 used one of his neighbor’s laptops to purchase a train

ticket. He also helped him opening his account there and buying a ticket. Later,

both of their accounts were compromised, and some tickets were purchased using

their cards. However, the neighbor eventually blamed P6 because he was a computer

science student and thought he was involved in it. Although they could sort out

the problem with the bank, the relationship did not work out. As P6 mentioned his

feelings:

...So this was a bad incident. The worst part was that the brother thought I
was the one doing it because I opened the account. Also, some transactions
were made from my account using his credit card. That was a bitter experience,
actually. [P6]

6.2 Privacy Issues

Password sharing necessarily compromises the existence of privacy, meaning people

give up some of their privacy when they share their passwords. However, even when

people shared their passwords with someone, they expected the password recipient to

respect their privacy by not sharing their information with others. This expectation

was not always met, and we noticed password-sharing causing privacy issues.

6.2.1 Sharing Shared Accounts

Participants mentioned sharing subscription-based entertainment accounts with mul-

tiple people (usually friends) to divide the subscription fees. They typically used these

shared accounts as if these were their private accounts and made privacy choices ac-

cordingly. Such behavior was widely seen when participants shared subscriptions of

entertainment accounts like Netflix. Some of our participants mentioned sharing their

Netflix accounts that had been shared with them by their other family members and

friends. Most of the time, other sharers did not know about such sharing. Thus, the

shared account was shared in another layer of relationships, and the viewing history

became open to new layers. It was noticed that participants did not think about
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their other friends’ privacy when they shared their shared Netflix accounts with other

friends and family.

6.2.2 Notification Privacy

Participants mentioned facing problems with notifications when they shared smart-

phones. They mentioned trusting that their device recipients would not snoop around

to check personal chats or messages. However, notifications arriving while devices

were shared resulted in recipients seeing messages unintentionally. P2 described such

a situation:

I do not think they [younger siblings] check chats because they go through
photos/videos or play some games. They use just for that purpose. So far, I
know, they have never tried to check my Facebook messages or anything else.
If they get some kind of notification, only then they got to know the message.
Other than that, I do not think they pick on my accounts. [P2]

Some participants mentioned their anxiety when they shared their phones with

parents thinking friends or romantic partners might send texts, and the parents might

notice that. P8 usually turned off his message notifications before sharing the smart-

phone with his parents.

6.3 Usability Issues

Passwords are designed to be individual, and there is often no option in the system

for sharing them easily. As a result, participants faced different usability issues when

passwords were shared with different relationships in different contexts. When people

shared their passwords, they generally expected that the system would behave as if

it accepted password sharing. In reality, the systems are often designed to prevent

such sharing. The usability issues that came in our interviews are described in this

section.

6.3.1 Multiple Access Problems

Our participants shared their passwords for helping in some relationships, but they

never expected to lose access to the accounts. However, some systems did not accept
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multiple concurrent logins from different devices, which caused participants to fear

losing the account. For instance, P25 shared her bKash account with her friend, and

later she could not access it and regretted the sharing. However, it was a multiple

access problem, and she eventually figured that out. It was the security mechanism

of the system that was causing the access issue. In P25’s own words:

I gave my PIN [to a close friend]. But quickly after that, I realized that I
could no longer log into my account. It kept showing error messages. It never
happened with my bKash. Although I did not have much balance in my bKash,
I was still worried. I called my friend, and she told me that she also could not
take any money from the account. Later, we realized that it showed an error
since the account was accessed from 2 separate devices. So, she got out I could
log in again, and the account was recovered. So, even though I did not lose
anything, it was still very much unpleasant for me. [P25]

Sometimes participants shared their passwords for collaboration, but the multiple

access policy hindered them from doing so. For instance, one of P18’s friends shared

his EA Origin account password so that they could play together. But he could only

play when his friend was not online because it permitted only one access at a time.

6.3.2 Password Management

Participants mentioned facing password memorability problems because of password-

sharing as they also had to remember the shared passwords. Sometimes, participants

were responsible for creating and managing their parent’s and spouses’ passwords

on top of their own passwords. None of our participants used dedicated password

managers for managing passwords. As a result, participants mentioned forgetting the

passwords that they used for their parents or spouses. P22 described a situation like

this:

Yes, I opened their [parents] Facebook accounts on their phones, and they have
been using the same phone. But I have forgotten that password. Neither do
they know their passwords. So, if the phones are lost, there is a worry that
they will not be able to access the same accounts anymore. [P22]

According to our interview data, password sharing increased the burden of pass-

word change. Sometimes, our participants wanted to share some accounts for a short

period. They also expected not to share other account accesses through their shared
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password of an account. To meet these expectations, participants sometimes had to

change their passwords frequently. For instance, participants changed their passwords

when they wanted to stop sharing an account with anyone. In some worst cases, fre-

quent password changes resulting in losing the accounts for good. For instance, P6

kept his scripts in emails and drives and shared the passwords with colleagues and

directors. After each sharing, he changed the passwords because he did not want

them to have continuous access to his works. He explained how he lost access to the

accounts:

I do not have access to the Gmail or Yahoo accounts that I opened back then
[in 2002]. It is because I changed the passwords very frequently and forgot
them eventually. [...]I remember that we used to share the account. We would
not keep any personal stuffs in that account. But now, we do not have access
to those accounts. I remember two of the accounts that I could not access after
forgetting the password. [P6]

Some participants reused the shared passwords in essential accounts like email

and banking; therefore, they had to change the reused accounts’ passwords as well.

6.3.3 No Password Change after Sharing

Participants mentioned that password sharing was not always planned in advance;

instead, it was sometimes casual. This sharing was deliberate and positively regarded:

the sharers usually do not try to hide their passwords, and it is acceptable if the

recipients see them. For instance, P7 wanted to see a photo on her younger sister’s

phone, and her sister unlocked the phone in front of her to show it. That was how she

got to know her sister’s phone password. However, people typically did not change the

passwords after such sharing. For instance, P7’s sister did not change her password

after the task was done, and P7 still could access the phone. Some participants also

did not change the passwords even after termination of a relationships or the end of

necessity. Sometimes they did not stop sharing for future convenience. P24 mentioned

such convenience at his workplace:

I needed some files from my office desktop, but I did not go to the office. I had
to request a colleague to log into my PC and give me those files...I shared the
password over the phone, and the password was not changed as we often would
need such support. We all have access to a few PCs that belong to our unit
because we require different stuff at different times. [P24]
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6.4 Security Problems

Password sharing poses multiple security challenges. Some of the security problems

arose from the usability issues that passwords were not designed to be shared. In this

section, we discuss the security challenges that appeared in our interviews.

6.4.1 Insecure Password Behaviors

Due to password sharing practices, people had to remember not only their own pass-

words but also needed to manage and memorize their shared passwords. Participants

mentioned that they created and managed their parents’, partner’s, and office col-

league’s passwords. To do so, they usually followed various insecure password behav-

iors, including writing passwords down, reusing passwords, and creating insecure or

algorithm-based passwords.

Insecure Password Storage: Participants mentioned that had trouble remem-

bering the passwords of their parents and spouses. Therefore, they usually wrote them

down in notebooks or recorded them in other insecure ways. Participants also had to

communicate these created passwords to the account owners (typically parents and

spouses). The owners of the passwords also wrote the passwords down.

I actually opened their [parents’] accounts. I definitely know their passwords
then. And definitely, they did not change their passwords. But what happened
is that I did not remember the passwords as well. I wrote them the passwords.
I did not store the passwords or never tried to re-enter. I cannot remember
what those passwords could be.[...] I did not write the passwords down but I
told the passwords to my parents verbally. My parents wrote them down in a
diary. [P15]

P9 mentioned that his wife sometimes took photos of the passwords or wrote

them in the notes of the phone. Some participants thought writing passwords in a

notebook was safe because no one would find them. P4 mentioned that he needed to

take care of his employers’ passwords, including their personal ones. He found it hard

to remember all the passwords and kept them in a password-protected excel file.

I manage those passwords in a protected excel file. There are quite a lot of
passwords, and I might forget as well. I keep that file on my PC, and also I
mail myself the same file for the backup. I have to update this regularly, and I
follow the same procedure. [P4]
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Creating Insecure Passwords: Participants mentioned when they had to

create passwords for other people to use, they usually created simple passwords for

them so that they could remember their passwords. This kind of attitude was preva-

lent when participants assisted elderly people to set up their passwords. However,

sometimes, it was still too hard for both the password creators and the password

owners to remember the passwords. P1 created her parents’ passwords and shared

her experiences with them:

I wrote them [parent’s passwords] down on paper. I myself cannot remember
all of their passwords so I have to write them down. Though the passwords
are not that much strong, they are easy passwords so that they [parents] can
remember. But they sometimes forget their passwords; therefore, I have to
write them down somewhere so that I can access to their accounts if they
forget their passwords by any chance. [P1]

Algorithmic Passwords: Some participants faced problems remembering the

passwords, especially when they had to remember the shared passwords. To ease the

remembering process, they mentioned creating different algorithms. For instance, P7

mentioned that their office culture was to know everyone’s passwords. What they did

was that their passwords were the combination of their official ID and some other

algorithm that everyone knew. Their ID could be found at the desks. So everyone

could access the desktops of each other without remembering the passwords. This

was the way the system admin set the passwords and the instruction was to change

the passwords immediately. However, no one changed the passwords for such sharing

convenience.

Password Reuse: Participants also had different patterns for creating pass-

words and reusing them. When participants had to remember the shared passwords

of their spouse, parents, and siblings along with their own, they often ended up us-

ing 3 or 4 passwords and reusing them across the accounts. Sometimes, participants

ended up sharing the reused passwords which further weakened security. P4 faced

such a problem but he understood the threat and mitigated it:

What happened was that, I reused my Gmail account password on my smart
TV. So, when I shared my tv’s password with my relative, I had to change all
of my sensitive passwords as well. It is also because the password that I reused
and shared, one could easily guess my other passwords as well. [P4]
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6.4.2 Other Account Access by Sharing Device Passwords

When participants shared their device passwords (e.g., mobile phone or laptop pass-

words), they did not just give them access to devices; they gave access to multiple

accounts that were signed in on those devices. Participants mentioned that they found

it convenient to log into apps like Facebook, Viber, etc., on their smartphones and

to save passwords in the browser’s password manager on their laptops and desktops.

P25 explained the context of such sharing:

It is not like I have shared passwords, but you know all passwords are in my
laptop. So, anyone using my laptop can access my Facebook or any other
account. Besides, at times, my friends would ask for my phone to log into their
own messenger. I do not necessarily log out of mine; they add their accounts
and use it. [P25]

Participants typically did not take any measures to protect these accounts other

than giving devices to people they trust.

I am not giving it to everyone. I am giving it to my wife, and I trust her. I am
giving it to my nieces. Apart from that, I will not give it to anyone. [P19]

6.4.3 Password Reset by the Recipients

Some systems let users change their passwords without any further verification. How-

ever, it complicated password-sharing, providing complete control to the password re-

cipients to reset the passwords without letting the owners know about it. As a result,

the owners might lose the accounts for good. P23 experienced a similar incident. For

instance, P23 shared a gaming account with one of his friends, and somehow, he did

not continue playing. The friend thought P23 would not return to play; therefore,

he continued to use the account after changing the password set by P23. Later, after

three years, P23 wanted to log in to the account and failed. He faced some hassles to

recover the account:

...At that point, I even forgot whom I gave it [a gaming account password] to
as three years have passed by. So, I contacted the server authority. They asked
me if I shared the password with anyone since the record showed a voluntary
password change. I really had to think back and called many people to figure
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out who changed the password. There was not really a bad consequence as he
gave the account back, but I had to waste about a week to get it.[P23]

6.4.4 Social Engineering Attacks

The password sharing attitudes of Bangladeshi people were also used to scam people

into sharing their passwords. Bangladeshi people were very used to sharing their pass-

words that they sometimes become negligent to the threat of truly malicious requests.

One of the common scamming approaches was to ask the passwords of financial ac-

counts, pretending the call was made from financial institutions. P8 described such

a scam that happened to her brother:

My brother has a bKash account. Someone called him and said they called
from the bKash service center and asked so many questions. The person asked
for his bKash PIN in between questions, and my brother also gave his PIN.
After some time, he found that someone withdrew 2000 BDT from his account.
[P8]

6.5 Summary

Our proposed model of password sharing incorporates cultural factors to understand

how passwords are shared in Bangladesh. We found that some cultural identities

like gender, religion, collectivism, and nationalism formed the perceived identity of

the people that impacted the stages of password sharing. We identified two stages

of password sharing: the motivation stage and the expectation stage. These two

stages usually helped users to form the decision of password-sharing. The conflicts

between motivation and expectations during password sharing caused tensions related

to interpersonal relationships and privacy. We also found system usability and secu-

rity issues usually stemmed from the fact that security systems do not acknowledge

password-sharing.

It is evident from the above discussion that the motivations to share passwords

and expectations for sharing them often contradict each other, which caused inter-

personal difficulties and security challenges. People were typically motivated to share
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passwords to help someone or to show that they trusted them. They also expected

their password recipients not to harm them or judge their activities in the shared

accounts. For instance, participants shared their Facebook passwords with romantic

partners, but they did not expect them to post something without their consent.

Sometimes, participants did not even change the passwords after the relationships

ended, expecting no harm from their former friends or partners. In reality, the re-

cipients often failed to act according to these expectations, which caused emotional

burden and sometimes real danger to the password sharers. For instance, when ex-

boyfriends blackmailed their former girlfriends for their shared accounts’ data, the

owners often had to deactivate their accounts to mitigate the situation. Participants

also expected that the security systems would acknowledge password sharing – mean-

ing they would still have some control of their accounts even after sharing passwords

with the recipients. However, some systems failed to provide such an option that

let any users to change passwords without further verification. As a result, both

emotional and security issues arose when either or both password recipients and the

systems did not act according to the expectations of the password owners.

Our model is a simplified interpretation for representing cultural factors in password-

sharing. It does not consider the reality of complex relationships in human life. Ex-

amining the arising issues, we realized our model also does not consider emotions

that also might have impact on password sharing and interpersonal problems related

to them. However, we feel that our model does lend insights into understanding

and potentially accommodating the issues arising because of password sharing in

Bangladesh.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The goal of this thesis was to investigate the cultural factors that affect password-

sharing attitudes of Bangladeshi people, applying an Emics approach. This thesis

investigated how password sharing takes place in Bangladesh by exploring questions

such as who shared passwords, what type of passwords were shared, why people shared

passwords etc. We followed an Emics approach to explore intrinsic cultural aspects

related to password sharing. We found that password sharing is a common phe-

nomenon in Bangladesh, and Bangladeshi people shared their passwords for different

reasons with different relationships.

Our interviews revealed that all of our participants shared their passwords with

family and non-family relationships. They shared different passwords, including fi-

nancial account passwords, social media account passwords, and physical device (e.g.,

mobile phone) passwords. Passwords were mainly shared voluntarily but also out of

obligation. Participants shared passwords either verbally or by writing them down.

Password sharing could be either brief or for an indefinite timeline. Our participants

mentioned feeling both positive and negative about password sharing, based on the

context of sharing. Participants also mentioned following different techniques when

they shared their passwords to protect their data from surveillance.

We were especially interested in understanding the cultural factors that affected

password sharing in Bangladesh. We found four cultural aspects that impacted peo-

ple’s password sharing. Our identified factors are gender roles, social norms, religion,

and political context. We also identified stages of password sharing, where the moti-

vation to share passwords and expectations of the sharing played an essential role in

deciding whether to share passwords.

We identified a password-sharing model based on interviews with the participants.

This shows how our identified cultural factors impacted the password sharing stages.

91
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Our analysis identified a core category that we named “perceived identity” of the

password sharer or the recipients, which was the center of our model. Our identified

cultural forces acted upon how our participants formed and perceived their identity

hierarchy, meaning one identity could be more important than another. For instance,

some participants prioritized their Muslim identity over their Bangladeshi identity.

However, to some participants, their Bangladeshi identity was vital. The perceived

identity of our participants made them a part of social groups, and there existed

an underlying tendency to portray a positive image in front of the social groups.

It also impacted their sense of right or wrong, beliefs, values, responsibilities, and

obligations. Thus, the perceived identity of the participants mediated the password-

sharing experience. For instance, if participants perceived themselves as collectivists,

then they might be motivated to share their sensitive passwords with their friends

because an essential aspect of their identity was to help and trust each other. Their

expectation in this kind of sharing was that the recipients would not harm them by

misusing the password. Combining all these aspects, participants decided whether

they would share the password or not.

Finally, we discussed what happened if the password-sharing experiences failed

to meet the expectations of the password sharers. We identified emotional burden,

cognitive load, and loss of access as the major issues arising from unmet password-

sharing expectations. Participants also faced usability issues for not having easy

and secure password-sharing options in system designs. Unmet expectations of the

password sharers and lack of usability of current systems also created some security

problems that only added severity to the negative consequences of password sharing.

7.1 Contributions

This thesis contributes to the literature on usable security in the following ways:

• In our preliminary work, we present a framework named “Emics-Etics for Us-

able Security” to apply cultural factors in security systems. We also present a

cross-cultural literature review using our framework to highlight the differences

between Eastern andWestern cultures regarding security beliefs, understanding,

and practices. Our initial literature review finds significant cultural differences
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in security attitudes, and we suggest that cultural factors (e.g., trust, family

values, and social norms) must be considered while designing and developing

security mechanisms.

• We applied our proposed Emics approach to understand how users from Bangladesh

(an Eastern culture) shared their passwords. The lead researcher grew up in

Bangladesh and only recently moved to Canada. Using her expertise in the

Bangla language, we conducted most of our interviews in Bangla. We trans-

lated the interview data into English and transcribed them for analysis. We

performed a qualitative analysis to give the overview of password sharing in

Bangladesh.

• We used the Grounded Theory methodology to analyze our interview data and

identify a password sharing model that considers the impact of cultural forces

in password sharing. According to our model, gender roles, religious identity,

social norm-based collectivist identity, and political identity from a hierarchi-

cal perceived identity impacts people’s motivation and expectations of sharing

passwords. Motivation for and expectations of password sharing influence the

decision whether passwords will be shared or not. Sometimes the motivation

and expectation are contradictory, which causes tensions that affect relation-

ships and systems. We identified issues that arose from these tensions: in-

terpersonal conflicts, privacy issues, usability issues, and security issues. Our

password-sharing model suggests the importance of understanding cultural fac-

tors to address issues relating to password-sharing..

7.2 Limitations

Our research has several limitations. We conducted a pre-questionnaire survey before

recruiting participants to manage the diversity of our sample population. Neverthe-

less, our research faced constraints on generality by only having participants aged 18

to 39 years. The study was conducted online due to COVID-19 restrictions. The

lead researcher shared the recruitment posters in her network in Bangladesh, and we

followed a snowballing method to recruit participants. As a result, our participants
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typically mirror the lead researcher’s network: typically young, educated, they lived

in a metropolitan city, and were tech-savvy enough to use video conferencing tools.

We missed the elderly population of Bangladesh because of the online method of con-

ducting the study. Also, none of our participants were from rural Bangladesh – where,

we assume, password sharing might be different from what we have reported. We had

11 female participants, but only one of them was married, and none had children.

Although we found some insights about how mothers shared their passwords in the

household from participants, our study lacks primary data from married women who

also have children.

Our Grounded Theory analysis resulted in finding the impact of “perceived iden-

tity” in password-sharing attitudes. We acknowledge our limited background about

identity theories, which is widely studied in sociology. Our definition of “perceived

identity” is completely based on our interview data, which might differ from estab-

lished definitions and theories of the terms.

7.3 Future Work

Our research suggests several future directions. We believe our model provides in-

sights to help to understand cultural factors in password sharing. However, different

identity theories from sociology and psychology could be studied and applied to im-

prove our model in the future.

More research that could be done is to conduct more interviews in person with

Bangladesh’s older populations and rural populations. Our participants already men-

tioned their perceptions about how their parents use and thought of technologies.

However, we did not have any participants to represent that particular age group. We

did not have any data to understand how rural Bangladeshi people shared their pass-

words. Both the older and rural populations of Bangladesh might not feel comfortable

and interested in participating in interviews online. Therefore, in-person interviews

and participatory studies could be conducted to understand their password-sharing

attitudes. It will be interesting to see if we could find additional factors to integrate

into our model. In future, our model also could be used to compare password sharing

in Eastern countries with Western countries to better explore the issues that arose in
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our study.

Our study also indicated some problems related to password sharing. Password

sharing is not a stand-alone phenomenon, but factors like culture and relationship

complexities are significantly intertwined. In future works, technological solutions

should acknowledge such factors to provide a better solution to this problem. One

approach could be to improve access control mechanisms, to better acknowledge re-

lationship complexities in different cultural settings. New technologies should be

designed and developed to provide secure password sharing when it is evident pass-

word sharing cannot be avoided. In our work, the password is typically interpreted

as “access”, and when people share their passwords, they give access to their online

lives. Alternative technologies to share access without sharing passwords could also

be studied in future.
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Appendix A

Coding Process

A.1 Open Coding Table

We had in total of 168 open codes. In the table, four of our initial axial codes and
associated open codes are given.

Category Name Open Code Description

Cultural
Factors

Gendered Harassment of Password Sharing Typically women faced harassment for sharing passwords.
Gendered Hierarchy of Technical Assistance Men were more preferred for technical assistance than women.

Gendered Mothers’ Role Children typically used mother’s phones comparing to their fathers’.
Gendered Surveillance Women were monitored to restrict having romantic relationships.

Gendered Technical Competency Men were more technically competent than women.
Surveillance by Parents is Accepted Parents could monitor both male & female adult children.

Impolite to say No People hesitated to say no to pw sharing.
PW Share is a Norm People practiced pw sharing like that is how it should be.

PW Means Something to Hide Having pw raised suspicion.
Religious Factor Religion shaped what was considered as private and sensitive.
Political Factor Lack of freedom of speech had an impact on pw share.

Motivation
of PW
Share

Trust People shared pw with whom they trusted.
Depth of Relationship Level of relationship built trust to share PW.

Propinquity Living in close proximity led to trust someone with pws.
Expression of Trust Sharing pws with someone meant trusting them.

Do not think PW is Important To some people, some of their pws were not important.
Less Sensitive Information People shared pws thinking they had nothing important there.

Necessity It was sometimes needed to share passwords.
Collaboration People shared pws to work in a team.

Permission to Use Participant felt in control when the people asked for pws.
Technical Assistance People shared pws for taking technical assistance.

Help People People shared pws because they wanted to help.
Convenience People shared pws to delegate woorks to others.

Shared Finance People shared pws to share the finance in the same household.
Shared Subscription Fees People shared pws to share subscription fees.

Expectation
of PW
Share

Entitled to Know PW People felt they should know pws of some relationships.
Explanation of No PW Share People expected explanation if partners did not share pws.
Expectation of Surveillance In some pw sharing, people expected to get monitored.
Expectation of Transparency Some relationships expected pw sharing for transparency.
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Category Name Open Code Description
Expectation
of PW
Share
(cont.)

Expectation to Technically Assist Participants felt in need of knowing pws to technically assist.
Mutual PW Sharing Sharing pws created expectation to get/give similar pws.
Voluntary Forget PW Expectation that recipients of pw will not remember the pws.
Voluntary No Access Expectation that recipients will not access any private data.
Voluntarily No Harm Expectation that recipients will not misuse data.

Problems
of PW
Share

Burden of Stop Sharing PW stop sharing required efforts.
Emotional Burden Participants faced judgemental comments.

Loss of Relationships Pw share sometimes caused loss of relationships.
Accidental PW Share Pws sometimes accidentally got shared by shoulder surfing and inattention.
Change Information The recipient changed information without informing the owners.
Giving Other Access Device sharing meant giving access to other apps like Facebook.

Insecure PW Behaviour Participants created easy and guessable pws and reused them.
Insecure PW Share Method Participants shared pws verbally and in written form insecurely.
No PW Change after Sharing People sometimes did not change their pws even after sharing.

Account Overuse Shared accounts were sometimes used like it were recipients’ accounts.
Harassment People sometimes were harassed using the information from shared accounts.

Private Information Leaked Sometimes people got to know private information from pw sharing.
Invading Privacy of Shared Account Sometimes participants shared the pws of shared accounts.

Accessibility Problem Participants sometimes could not access their shared accounts.
Burden of PW Change Participants felt the burden of pw change for pw sharing.

Problem with Notification Public notification configuration caused privacy leak while device sharing.
PW Memorability Requirement for remembering shared pws made memorability problem harder.
Hacking and Prank Sometimes people got pranked because of pw sharing.

Piracy Participants practiced piracy by sharing pws.
PW Share Business Illegal business of sharing pws of entertainment accounts.

Legal-Illegal Dilemma Participants were not sure if pw sharing business was legal or illegal.
Scamming PW sharing attitude of Bangladeshi people was used to scam them into sharing their pws.



Appendix B

Ethics Application

Our submitted ethics protocol form is shared in section B.5.

B.1 Survey Consent Form

Project Title: Cultural Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh

Name and Contact Information of Researchers: Aniqa Binte Alam, School of Com-
puter Science, Carleton University, Email: aniqabintealam@cmail.carleton.ca

Supervisor and Contact Information: Dr. Elizabeth Stobert, School of Computer
Science, Carleton University. Email: elizabethstobert@cunet.carleton.ca

Project Sponsor and Funder The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
of Canada (NSERC) Discovery Grant 111747: Cognition-Informed Authentication

Carleton University Project Clearance Clearance : 114925
Date of Clearance: 17 February, 2021

Invitation
We are asking you to complete this pre-screening survey to determine your eligibility
for the study. You must be at least eighteen years of age and must speak English
or Bangla fluently. You must use technology devices, including computer/mobile
phones, may use the internet and social media, and may have previous password
sharing experiences. This survey is being conducted by Aniqa Binte Alam (Email:
aniqabintealam@cmail.carleton.ca) of the Carleton University, Department of Com-
puter Science, working under the supervision of Prof. Elizabeth Stobert (Email:
elizabethstobert@cunet.carleton.ca).

Objectives and Summary:
Passwords are designed to be inherently private and confidential; therefore, password
policies strictly forbid to share passwords with anyone. But previous studies have
shown that passwords “need” to be shared to accommodate culture-specific practices
in some eastern cultures. In this research project, we will try to understand the cul-
tural sensitivity lying behind password sharing attitudes in Bangladesh.
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The aim of this survey is to evaluate the eligibility to participate in our main re-
search. Successful candidates will be invited to participate the main interview via
email. We estimate that the survey will take about 5 minutes to complete.

If you decide to withdraw after you submit the survey, we will remove your responses
from survey data if you notify the researcher within 2 days of submitting the survey.
We will immediately delete the data of the survey participants who will not be invited
to the interview.

We will analyze the pre-screening survey responses and invite suitable candidates
for the final interview. The interview can be in Bangla or English. Participation
in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions that you wish during
the interview. All interviews will be audio-recorded. If you do not consent to being
audio-recorded you will not be eligible for the study.

Risks and Benefits:
We do not anticipate any risks from taking the survey, nor do we anticipate that you
will derive any benefit.

Compensation:
Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and you may choose not to take part,
or not to answer any of the questions. You will not be compensated for filling out
the pre-screening survey.

Confidentiality and Data Storage:
We will treat your personal information as confidential, although absolute privacy
cannot be guaranteed. No information that discloses your identity will be released
or published without your specific consent. Research records may be accessed by
the Carleton University Research Ethics Board in order to ensure continuing ethics
compliance. Your data will be stored and protected by Qualtrics (server is located in
Toronto), but may be disclosed via a court order or data breach. The results of this
study may be published, but the data will be presented so that it will not be possible
to identify you. All research data will be kept in password-protected USB drive.

REB Review and Contact Information:
This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B
(CUREB-B Clearance 114925). If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please
contact the Carleton University Research Ethics Board by email at ethics@carleton.ca.

Implied consent:
By completing the online survey, you are agreeing to participate in the study.
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Direct Consent:
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.

• Yes

• No

B.2 Pre-Screening Survey Questionnaire

1. Language preference for the study:

• Bangla

• English

2. Name —

3. Email Address (Please provide a valid email address. We will send you an
invitation and other materials to your given email address.) —

4. Age

• 18-29

• 30-39

• 40-49

• 50-59

• 60-69

• 70+

5. Nationality

• Bangladeshi-living in Bangladesh

• Bangladeshi-living abroad

– How long have you been living abroad?

• Others (please specify) —

6. Gender

• Female

• Male

• Non-binary/other gender identity

• Prefer not to answer
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7. Occupation —

8. Education (highest education completed)

• Secondary School certificate (S.S.C) / O-level exam

• Higher Secondary School Certificate (H.S.C) / A-level exam

• Diploma

• Bachelor (honor’s)

• Master’s

• PhD

• Others (please specify) —

9. What type of degree do you have? (based on the answer of 8)

• Computer Science degree

• Engineering degree (excluding computer science)

• Medical degree

• Commerce Degree

• Core Science Degree (eg., mathematics, biology, physics etc.)

• Social Science degree

• Arts degree

• Trade school

• Others (please specify) —

10. What devices do you use regularly? (choose all that apply)

• Computer (Pc/laptop)

• Feature phone (not smart phone)

• Smart Phone

• Tablet

• Home IoT devices (e.g., smart assistant, hubs, smart tv etc.)

• None

• Others (please specify) —

11. What type of password accounts do you have? (choose all that apply)

• Digital media accounts (Netflix, Googleplay, Spotify, Amazon , HBO,
Youtube, Robi Tv+, Hoichoi, Binge. Bongo. Bioscope etc.)

• Physical items (phone/tab/computer/smart hub, Wifi etc. password)
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• Social media accounts (Facebook, Twitter, snapchat, instagram etc.)

• Online Banking accounts and card PIN (Online and mobile baking, Card
PIN etc.)

• Online shopping accounts (Amazon, Daraz, Rokomari, Pikaboo etc.)

• Online household billing accounts

• Ride sharing applications (Uber, pathao etc)

• Dating applications (Tinder)

• Video conferencing accounts (zoom, google hangout, slack etc.)

12. Have you ever shared your password/someone’s password?

• Yes

• No

13. Audio recording is mandatory for our study. Do you agree to be audio-recorded?

• Yes

• No

B.3 Interview Consent Form

Project Title Cultural Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh

Name and Contact Information of Researchers: Aniqa Binte Alam, School of Com-
puter Science, Carleton University, Email: aniqabintealam@cmail.carleton.ca

Supervisor and Contact Information: Dr. Elizabeth Stobert, School of Computer
Science, Carleton University. Email: elizabethstobert@cunet.carleton.ca

Project Sponsor and Funder The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
of Canada (NSERC) Discovery Grant 111747: Cognition-Informed Authentication

Carleton University Project Clearance Clearance : 114925
Date of Clearance: 17 February, 2021

Invitation
You are invited to take part in this research project because you are a Bangladeshi,
must speak English or Bangla fluently, and be at least 18 years old with sufficient
experience with technology devices. The information in this form is intended to help
you understand what we are asking of you so that you can decide whether you agree
to participate in this study. Your participation in this study is voluntary, and a de-
cision not to participate will not be used against you in any way. As you read this
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form, and decide whether to participate, please ask all the questions you might have,
take whatever time you need, and consult with others as you wish.

What is the purpose of the study?
Passwords are designed to be inherently private and confidential; therefore, password
policies strictly forbid to share passwords with anyone. But previous studies have
shown that passwords “need” to be shared to accommodate culture-specific practices
in some eastern cultures. In this research project, we will try to understand the cul-
tural sensitivity lying behind password sharing attitudes in Bangladesh.

What will I be asked to do?
If you agree to take part in the study, we will ask you to attend an one hour long
interview on Zoom where you be asked about your password sharing behaviours. It
is important that you are alone while giving the interview in order to preserve the
privacy of the interview. This is to mention that, we will not ask your passwords at
any stages of our study. The interview can be in Bangla or English according to your
preference. Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions
that you wish during the interview. All interviews will be audio-recorded. If you do
not consent to being audio-recorded you will not be eligible for the study.

We will need your banking/bKash account information for e-transferring the com-
pensation amount.

Risks and Inconveniences
We do not anticipate any risks to participating in this study. Considering the social
and gender norms in Bangladesh, you might feel insecure when discussing some issues
related to password sharing. You will not be asked to share your real passwords at
any stages of our study. Please keep in mind that the research is voluntary and the
interview is confidential, and will be coded to keep your identity obscure.

Possible Benefits
You may not receive any direct benefit from your participation in this study. How-
ever, your participation may allow researchers to better understand culture specific
password sharing practices to address them in security tools design.

Compensation and Incentives
BDT 1000 compensation will be provided for participating in the interview. The
compensation will be sent (e-transferred) to your bank account/mobile banking ac-
count (bKash). You may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end of the
interview session. If you do choose to withdraw, you will still be compensated, and
all data will be deleted from the study.

No waiver of your rights
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By signing this form, you are not waiving any rights or releasing the researchers from
any liability.

Withdrawing from the study
If you withdraw your consent during the course of the interview session, all informa-
tion collected from you before your withdrawal will be discarded.

Confidentiality
We will remove all identifying information (e.g., name, email address etc.) from the
study data as soon as possible, which will be seven days after the interview is con-
ducted.

We will treat your personal information as confidential, although absolute privacy
cannot be guaranteed. No information that discloses your identity will be released
or published without your specific consent. Research records may be accessed by the
Carleton University Research Ethics Board (CUREB B) in order to ensure continuing
ethics compliance.

All data will be kept confidential, unless release is required by law (e.g. child abuse,
harm to self or others).

The results of this study may be published or presented at an academic conference
or meeting, but the data will be presented so that it will not be possible to identify
any participants.

We will keep a master file with your name, account information and compensation
confirmation receipt for the audit purpose. The master file will be kept in a password
protected USB device which will only be accessible by the researchers.

You will be assigned a code so that your identity will not be directly associated
with the interview/survey data you have provided. All study data, including coded
information, will be kept in a password protected file on a secure computer.

Audio recording of your interview will be stored locally on the researcher’s com-
puter. Operation data, such as meeting and performance data, will be stored and
protected by Zoom on servers located in the U.S.A, but may be disclosed via a court
order or data breach. We will password protect any research data that we store or
transfer.

Data Retention
After the study is completed, your de-identified data will be retained for future re-
search use. We will keep the transcribed file but destroy the audio recording after
one month of the study. All the data will be stored on password protected USB key.
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Ethics review
This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B
(CUREB-B Clearance 114925). If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please
contact Carleton University Research Ethics Board by email at ethics@carleton.ca.

Statement of consent
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.

• Yes

• No

I agree to be audio recorded during the interview.

• Yes

• No

(Note: audio recording is mandatory)

Signature of participant —
Date —

Research team member who interacted with the participant
I have explained the study to the participant and answered any and all of their ques-
tions. The participant appeared to understand and agree. I provided a copy of the
consent form to the participant for their reference.

Signature of researcher —
Date —

B.4 Interview Guide

Hello, my name is Aniqa Binte Alam and I am a Master’s student in the School of
Computer Science at Carleton University. I am working under the supervision of
Prof. Elizabeth Stobert.

I would like to invite you to participate in a study titled Cultural factors in Pass-
word Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh. This study aims to increase passwords’
usability and minimize security threats caused by password sharing by incorporating
relevant culture-specific practices in authentication design. We will not ask you to
share your passwords at any stage of our studies.The study is funded by the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
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The study involves an interview where will ask questions regarding your understand-
ing, beliefs and practices related to password sharing. All interviews will be audio-
recorded. If you do not consent to being audio-recorded you will not be eligible for
the study.

We estimate that the interview will take about 60 minutes to complete. Partici-
pation in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions that you wish
during the interview. You may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end
of the interview session. If you do choose to withdraw, you will still be compensated,
and all interview/survey data will be deleted from the study.

BDT 1000 compensation will be provided for participating in the interview. The
compensation will be sent (e-transferred) to your bank account/mobile banking ac-
count. The withdrawal will not have any impact on the compensation. You will not
be compensated for filling out the pre-screening survey.

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B
(CUREB-B Clearance 114925).

If you are ready, please let us know and we will start the audio-recording.

Tentative interview questions

1. Do you have any [Category will come from the survey answers e.g., netflix/googleplay
etc.] accounts that you commonly use? Choose all accounts from the following
list. Based on the category,

• With whom do you share this password?

• Why do you share the password?

• How do you share password?

2. Do you need to hide any account from anyone from your family?

• Why do you hide it?

• How do you hide it?

3. Do you use other people’s account?

• Why and how do you use it?

• Which tasks do you usually complete?

• What worked well and what didn’t previously? (note: the researcher will
follow up on these based on the participant’s responses)
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4. Do you feel that you are obliged to share your passwords?

• When and by whom?

• Which account is that?

• Why do you feel the necessity?

• What do you do about that?

• Without sharing password, what you could have done in the same scenario?

5. Do you feel uncomfortable sharing your password?

• Why do you feel uncomfortable?

• Which account and with whom?

• What do you do about it?

6. Have you ever faced any bad consequences for sharing password? Would you
share the experience with us?

• When, which account?

• Do you still share passwords? Why and why not?

• Do you now do anything different because of this?

7. Tell us if you stopped sharing any accounts with anyone and why?

8. Do you think password sharing is bad?

• Why do you think that?

9. Do you have any Biometric passwords? (e.g., fingerprints, facial recognition,
voice recognition etc.)

• What type of Biometric password do you have? For which account?

• Do you share them?

• How do you share them?

10. Do you have any token based passwords? (e.g., card, password generator etc.)

• What type of token based password do you have? For which account?

• Do you share them?

• How do you share them?

11. Do you have any two factor authentication?

• For which account do you use 2FA authentication?
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• What are these two types of authentication? (e.g., text based OTP, com-
bination of password and finger-print etc.)

• Do you share them?

• How do you share them?

12. Do you think of any suggestion for current password sharing process?

Thank you so much for your responses. Since we are still looking for participants,
please feel free to share the pre-screening survey link with your network.

Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair,
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B by email: ethics@carleton.ca.

I am sharing debriefing materials with you via email. Please feel free to ask any
questions related to this this study and I will be happy to answer. I am sending you
the compensation using the information you provided via email.

If you have any questions about the research after this interview, please contact
me at aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca.

B.5 Ethics Protocol Form and other Supporting Materials

Our study received ethical clearance from the Carleton University Research Ethics
Board B (clearance number 114925). Our submitted ethics protocol form is shared
in the next page. We have also included supporting materials like email invitations,
recruitment posters and debriefing materials in both English and Bangla languages
that we submitted along with our ethics applications.



Research Ethics Protocol Form

This is the primary CUREB study submission form, to be used when none of the other submission forms, 
intended for more specialized categories of research, are suitable.  If you have any doubt about which 
form to use, or for help in completing this form, please contact the Office of Research Ethics at 
ethics@carleton.ca  or by phone: 613 520 2600 ext. 2517 (CUREB A) or ext. 4085 (CUREB B). 

* Please submit this form as a new application in CuResearch. If this form is to replace a Release of Funds, 
it should be submitted as an "Event" in CuResearch under the same study file. Please see our CuResearch 
User Manual for directions on how to submit a new application or an event.

* Note that all of our forms are compatible with Microsoft Office. Students and staff members can 
download a free copy of MS Office at no charge: Students: https://carleton.ca/its/ms-offer-students/ ; 
Staff/Faculty: https://carleton.ca/its/all-services/computers/site-licensed-software/ms-offer-faculty/ 

1. Title and Date 

1A 
Project Title Title of Research Project (Detailed instructions, Example) 

Cultural Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of 
Bangladesh      

1B 
Submission Date Date of completion of this form. Update each time the form is 

revised. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 4 February, 2021        

1C 
Attachments List documents included with this application (e.g. consent 

materials, invitations, permissions) (Detailed instructions, Example)
Appendix 1: Supervisor Signature Form
Appendix 2: TCPS2 Certificates of the researchers
Appendix 3: Survey Consent
Appendix 4: Interview Consent
Appendix 5: Letter of Invitation to Organizations
Appendix 6: Email Invitation for Interview
Appendix 7: Recruitment Poster
Appendix 8: Online Invitation
Appendix 9: Email Invitation
Appendix 10: Debriefing 
Appendix 11: Pre-Screening Survey Questionnaire
Appendix 12: Interview Guide
Appendix 13: Email for Ineligible participants
Appendix 14: Survey Consent – Bangla
Appendix 15: Interview Consent – Bangla
Appendix 16: Letter of Invitation to Organizations – Bangla
Appendix 17: Email Invitation for Interview – Bangla
Appendix 18: Recruitment Poster – Bangla
Appendix 19: Online Invitaton – Bangla
Appendix 20: Email Invitation - Bangla 
Appendix 21: Email for Ineligible Participants - Bangla

Form Version: August 2020 1/16
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2. Project Team 

2A 
Lead Researcher

☐ Academic or Library Staff 

☐ Post-doctoral Fellow 

☒ Graduate Student 

☐ Undergraduate 

☐ Other 

Last name/First name 
 Alam, Aniqa, Master’s Candidate    
Official university (or other institution) email address 
 aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca    
Department, faculty and institution (Detailed instructions, Example)
 School of Computer Science, Faculty of Science, Carleton 
University    

2B 
Academic Supervisor

☐ Same as lead researcher 
Academic supervisor(s) Last name/First name. (Note, the 
supervisor must be copied on all correspondence with CUREB.) 
 Stobert, Elizabeth, Research Supervisor, Assistant Professor    
Official university (or other institution) email address: 
 elizabeth.stobert@carleton.ca   
Department, faculty and institution  (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 
 School of Computer Science, Faculty of Science, Carleton 
University    

2C 
Project Team Members

☒ No other team members 
List the project team members: 1) Last name/First name 2) Email 
address 3) Role in project 4) Department and institution (Detailed 
instructions, Example) 
     

3. Study Overview 

3A 
Study Goal What research question(s) will this study seek to answer (1-2 

sentences)? (Detailed instructions, Example) 
Passwords are designed to be inherently private and confidential; 
therefore, password policies strictly forbid sharing passwords with 
anyone. However, previous studies have shown that passwords 
“need” to be shared to accommodate culture-specific practices in 
some eastern cultures. This research project will understand the 
cultural sensitivity lying behind password sharing attitudes in 
Bangladesh. Bangladesh is an eastern country known for its 
collectivist culture where “sharing” is common in different life 
spheres. This study aims to identify and apply culture-specific 
practices related to password sharing in authentication design. We 
expect that our study will make the authentication systems more 
acceptable and usable to Bangladeshi users.    

3B 
Study Purpose and Benefits Study rationale: why should the research be pursued; what are the 

benefits, and to whom? (Benefits can be to research community, 
companies, or society in general.) (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 The design of authentication systems (such as, passwords) is 
euro-centric and tends to ignore the culture-specific practices of 
eastern users. Sharing attitudes are such cultural practice that are 
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ignored in authentication design. As a result, sharing passwords is 
not permitted by authentication design and policy. However, people
from eastern cultures still share their passwords to comply with 
their cultural practices. They usually share their passwords for 
banking, social media, and entertainment accounts following 
unsecured procedures: writing them down on paper, sending them 
through SMS, email, and social media. These unsecured practices 
often result in credential fraud, account compromise, monetary 
loss, and cyberbullying. 

In this project, we will study such culture-specific password sharing
practices in Bangladesh so that we can address them in 
authentication design. It is one of the first studies investigating 
password sharing practices in Bangladesh. We will design a usable 
and secure mechanism to share passwords to make authentication 
design culturally appropriate and acceptable to the users from 
Bangladesh and similar collectivist cultures. Our study outcome will
also increase overall computer security and create further research 
prospects.   

3C 
Participant Interactions 
Overview

Briefly describe what will happen to, or will be required of, the 
participants during the research. (Only a project overview is 
required).  (Detailed instructions, Example) 

- Participants will be invited to participate through the letter, email,
poster, and online invitation (See attachments: Letter of Invitation-
Appendix#5, Recruitment Poster-Appendix#7, Online Invitation-
Appendix#8, and Email Invitation-Appendix#9). 

- Participants will be asked to fill out pre-screening survey 
questions so that we can evaluate their eligibility for the study (See
attachments: Survey Consent-Appendix#3, and Survey 
Questionnaire-Appendix#11)

- Eligible participants will get email invitations for participating in 
the interview. The email will contain consent instructions (See 
attachment: Email Invitation for Interview-Appendix#6, and 
Interview Consent-Appendix#4). They will be instructed on how to 
sign the consent form digitally. An interview will be scheduled after 
receiving the signed consent form. 

- During the interview, the participant will be introduced to the 
study’s purpose. They will be reminded that the study is audio 
recorded. After getting permission from the participant, the 
researcher will start the audio-recording and commence the 
interview following the interview guide (See attachment: Interview 
Guide-Appendix#12). We will not ask the participants to share their
passwords at any stage of our studies. We will investigate if they 
share passwords with anyone and their understanding related to 
this practices. 

- The researcher will end the interview restating the data protection
guideline and participant’s rights towards the data (see 
attachment: Interview Guide-Appendix#12). They will be provided 
debriefing document (See attachment: Debriefing-Appendix#10) 
after the interview session and any questions of the participants 
related to the study will be answered. The participants will be 
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compensated afterward using their preferred methods. The study 
with the participant will end with this process.

3D 
Minimal Risk Review Request

☐ Yes, minimal risk review

☒ No, not minimal risk

Should this protocol be considered for minimal risk review? If so, 
please briefly justify. If not requesting a minimal risk review, leave 
this section blank. (CUREB will decide whether an application is 
reviewed at full board or via a delegated process). (Detailed 
instructions, Example) 
     

3E 
Dates of 
Recruitment/Participant 
Interaction

Estimated date when will you will start recruiting participants? 
(YYYY-MM-DD) 
2021-02-10
Estimated date when you will end participant interactions? (YYYY-
MM-DD)  (Detailed instructions, Example) 
2021-12-30

3F 
Additional Reviews

☒ No additional review 

☐ Departmental review 

☐ Grant council review 

Has this project been reviewed for academic merit? (not required, 
but for the Board's information) By whom? (e.g. a Tri-Council grant 
application or student's thesis committee) (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 

4. Methods: Participants 

4A 
Description of Participants Describe the participants and any inclusion and exclusion criteria. If

using a separate sample of control participants, describe this 
group. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 We will recruit 50 study participants from Bangladesh who are at 
least eighteen years of age and must speak English or Bangla 
fluently. Participants must use technology devices, including 
computer/mobile phones, may use the internet and social media, 
and may have previous password sharing experiences. The 
participants matching the descriptions mentioned above will be 
asked to fill out a short online survey to determine eligibility. We 
are looking for participants from diverse background in terms of 
gender, age, education and occupation. We will analyze the survey 
responses and invite suitable candidates for the final interview. The
individuals from Bangladesh who are not at least eighteen years of 
age and do not use any technology devices will be excluded from 
the study.     

4B 
Number of Participants 
(Sample size)

How many participants will be recruited? If multiple groups of 
participants are involved, breakdown by participant type. Provide a 
justification including a statistical rationale if appropriate.  (Detailed
instructions, Example) 
 50 participants will be interviewed. It is expected that the study 
will reach theoretical saturation after this number of participants 
have been interviewed.    
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4C 
Vulnerable Population

☒ Not Vulnerable Population 
Describe any vulnerabilities of the participant group(s) that may 
compromise their ability to give free and informed consent or cause
additional risks. Describe your mitigation strategy to ensure valid 
consent. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Participants are not considered vulnerable.    

4D 
Participant Relationship to 
Researcher

☒ No previous relationship 

☐ Instructor-Student 

☐ Client 

☐ Employee 

☒ Friends/Family 

☐ Participated in previous 
study 

☐ Other 

Describe any relationship that exists between the participants and 
the research team or any recruiting party or sponsor. Indicate how 
relationships will be managed so there is no undue pressure on 
participants.  (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Recruitment materials will be distributed to the lead researcher’s 
previous university and workplaces in Bangladesh. Therefore, there
is a possibility that the participants may end up being known to the
researcher as alumni or ex-colleagues. In such a case, the 
researcher will emphasize that participation is entirely voluntary 
and that participants may withdraw at any time. Participation will 
not affect personal relationships in any way.     

4E 
Benefits to Participants

☒ No Direct Benefits 
Describe any potential direct benefits to the research participants 
as opposed to society or knowledge. (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 
There are no direct material benefits to study participants.    

4F 
Benefits to Participant 
Community

☒ No Direct Benefits 

Describe any benefits to your research participant community (e.g. 
indigenous community), such as capacity building, knowledge 
sharing, and fulfillment of community research priorities. (Detailed 
instructions, Example) 
 This research does not specifically involve indigenous 
participants.    

4G 
Conflict of Interest

☒ No conflicts 

☐ Financial benefit to 
researcher 

☐ Benefit to Corporation 

☐ Other 

Describe any conflicts of interest, and indicate how they will be 
managed. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 No conflicts.    

4H 
Researcher Training with 
Participant Group

☒ Not applicable 

In addition to the TCPS2 training, describe any additional training 
the researcher(s) have (or will receive) to work with the proposed 
participants (e.g. research with Indigenous communities). (Detailed
instructions, Example, TCPS2 Training) 
 Researcher has no specific training.    

5. Indigenous Peoples and Community Engagement 
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5A 
Research involving Indigenous/Aboriginal peoples
If none of the statements are applicable, skip this section (Detailed instructions, Example)

☐ Recruitment criteria includes Indigenous identity as a significant factor 

☐ Study will seek input from participants regarding Indigenous communities, cultures, artifacts, 
traditional knowledge or unique characteristics 

☐ Indigenous identity or membership in an Indigenous community is a factor in data analysis (e.g. 
sub-group analysis) 

☐ Interpretation of the research findings will refer to Indigenous communities, peoples, languages, 
histories or cultures 

5B 
Consultation Describe the consultation process with the indigenous 

community/ies. What is the community's involvement in 
governance of the research? With whom did you consult and what 
arrangements, if any, were made to implement Tri-Council (TCPS 2 
Chapter 9) principles? If no consultation has taken place, please 
explain. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
     

5C 
Approvals/Agreements As part of the above process, describe what approvals/agreements 

you have made with the participating community/ies.  (Detailed 
instructions, Example) 
     

5D 
Benefits to Participant 
Community

Describe how the research will provide fair benefits to the 
participating community/ies, meet community research priorities, 
support capacity building through enhancement of the skills of 
community personnel, and recognize the role of elders and other 
knowledge holders. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
     

5E 
Participant involvement in 
research findings

Describe how participants will be given the opportunity to 
participate in the interpretation of the data and review of research 
findings prior to the completion of any reports or publications? If 
such participation will not occur, explain. (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 
     

5F 
Data Ownership, Control. 
Access and Possession

Describe arrangements for the participating community’s/ies’ 
ownership and/or sharing of project data and findings, including the
OCAP principles (ownership, control, access and possession). 
     

6. Methods: Recruitment 

6A 
Recruitment Methods

☐ Not applicable 

☒ Posters 

☒ Social Media 

Describe each step of how participants will be recruited. This 
includes how prospective participants will be identified, how contact
information will be obtained, how participants will be made aware 
of the study, and how participants can express their interest. 
Provide a copy of all the recruitment material(s) including any oral 
scripts, recruitment posters, recruitment emails, social media 
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☐ Online Panels (e.g. 
Qualtrics) 

☐ Student Participant Pool 
(e.g. SONA) 

☒ Emails 

☒ Letters 

☐ Telephone 

☒ Snowballing 

☐ Other 

postings etc. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
Step 1: The lead researcher is from Bangladesh, and she has 
existing connections with her previous university and workplaces. 
Besides, she has Bangladeshi friends on her social media. The lead 
researcher will make use of these connections for recruiting 
participants. The researcher will also ask the interview participants 
and Facebook friends to tell their friends, family, and colleagues 
about the study. The media and processes are described below in 
details: 

• Letter: the researcher will send the letter of invitation, 
poster, and the pre-screening online survey link to the Asian
University for Women in Bangladesh (lead researcher’s 
undergraduate university) and SSL Wireless Limited (a 
software company, lead researcher’s previous workplace in 
Bangladesh) for distribution within their mailing list and 
notice board (See attachments: Letter of Invitation-
Appendix#4, Email Invitation-Appendix#9, Recruitment 
Poster-Appendix#7, and Pre-screening Survey 
Questionnaire-Appendix#11). REB clearance is not required 
because they will be only putting up the recruitment 
posters/letters but we will be conducting the recruitment 
ourselves.

• Social Media: the researcher will advertise the recruitment 
notice, including the pre-screening survey link on Facebook 
among her connections (See attachment: Online Invitation-
Appendix#8, and Pre-screening Survey Questionnaire-
Appendix#11).

• Snowballing will be used. Participants may share the 
Facebook notice and tell others about the study, who may 
likewise be interested in participating (See attachment: 
Online Invitation-Appendix#8, and Interview Guide-
Appendix#12).

 Step 2: The participants will express their interest in participating 
by filling out the pre-screening survey. They will need to read and 
give online consent before starting the survey (See attachment: 
Survey Consent-Appendix#3, Pre-Screening Survey Questionnaire-
Appendix#11).

Step 3: The researcher will analyze the survey data and select 
participants based on the information provided. Eligible participants
will be invited via email (See attachment: Email Invitation for 
interview-Appendix#6). Non-eligible participants will be sent an 
email confirming they will not take part in the interview session 
(See attachment: Email for Non-Eligible Participants-
Appendix#13).   

6B 
Location of Recruitment

☐ Not applicable 

☐ Carleton 

☐ Other Canadian 
School/University 

List all recruitment locations. If some locations require permission 
prior to recruitment, indicate if permission has been 
secured. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Recruitment will occur online.    
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☐ Canada 

☒ Online 

☐ Other 

6C 
Third Parties in Recruitment

☒ Not applicable 
If using third parties to recruit, indicate who is doing the 
recruitment and how it will be accomplished. Does the third party 
have the prospective participant contact information? Are 
community leaders involved in identifying potential participants?
(Detailed instructions, Example) 
  N/A  

6D 
Recruitment risks to 
Participants

☒ No risks 

Describe any risks to participants during the recruitment phase, 
including risks to privacy. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
We anticipate no risk to the participants during the recruitment 
phase. We will take the name and email address in the pre-
screening survey, which will be stored and protected by Qualtrics, 
which has servers located in Toronto. We will analyze the survey 
data storing them in a password-protected USB drive. The ineligible
participants’ information will be deleted immediately after the 
analysis from both the Qualtrics server and USB drive.     

6E 
Recruitment risks to 
Researcher

☒ No risks 

Describe any risks to the research team during the recruitment 
phase. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 None.    

6F 
Compensation

☐ No Compensation 

☒ Money / Gift Card 

☐ Reimbursement of Travel 
Expenses 

☐ Refreshments 

☐ Course Credit 

☐ Other 

Describe all participant compensation and remuneration (including 
its monetary value) and indicate when participants will receive the 
compensation. What happens to the compensation if a participant 
withdraws?  (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Participants will be given 1000 BDT (Approximately 15.48 CAD). 
They may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end of 
the interview session. If they do choose to withdraw, they will still 
be compensated, and all study data will be deleted from the study.

 The compensation will be sent (e-transferred) to the participants’ 
bank accounts/mobile banking accounts (bKash). A For bank to 
bank money transfer, we would need to know participants’ bank 
account number, bank account name, bank name and bank branch 
name. For a bKash transfer, we need to know bKash account phone
number and account name. We will ask participants to share these 
information via email. 

We will maintain a master file with user’s name, account number 
and the confirmation email of the money receipt. The master file 
will be stored in a password-protected USB, which will only be 
accessible by the researchers.    

7. Methods: Informed Consent 
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7A 
Obtaining informed consent

☒ Signed consent 

☒ Online consent 

☐ Oral consent 

☐ Implied consent 

☐ Parent/Guardian consent 

☐ Assent 

☐ Other 

Describe the process for obtaining informed consent from the 
participants (or guardians/legal representatives). If written consent 
is not used, explain the alternative method chosen. Include a copy 
of all consent forms, scripts and other materials.  (Detailed 
instructions, Example) 
Participants will have to provide their consent for both the pre-
screening survey and online interview. The invitation and consent 
form will be translated to Bangla and available to participants in 
language of choice. 

For the online pre-screening survey, the participants will read the 
consent form and mark the box "Yes" for the statement "I 
voluntarily agree to participate in this study" to start the survey 
(See attachment: Survey Consent-Appendix#3). 

For the interview, the researcher will send a consent form to the 
participants' email addresses. The participants will be instructed to 
read the materials and sign the consent form digitally. They will be 
reminded that the audio-recording is mandatory. If the participant 
agrees to participate, they need to mark "yes" to both "I agree to 
participate" and "I agree to be audio recorded" statements and sign
the form digitally (See attachments: Interview Consent-
Appendix#4, Email Invitation for Interview-
Appendix#6). Participants will be ineligible if they do not want to 
be audio-recorded.

7B 
Deception

☒ Full Disclosure (i.e. no 
deception) 

☐ Partial Disclosure 

☐ Mild Deception 

☐ More than Mild Deception 

Describe and justify any deception and/or partial disclosure (e.g. 
what information is withheld). Describe the magnitude and 
likelihood of harm due to deception. Describe any planned 
secondary consent and include forms or text.  (Detailed 
instructions, Example) 
 N/A    

7C 
Debriefing

☐ Not required 
Describe if, when, and how participants will be debriefed. (Include a
copy of any documents that will be provided to participants). 
Describe any risks during debriefing and how they will be mitigated.
(Detailed instructions, Example) 
Participants will receive a debriefing document (See attachment: 
Debriefing-Appendix#10) at the end of the interview session. The 
researcher will provide answers to the participants' questions and 
ask them to reach out if they want to ask anything later (See 
attachment: Interview Guide-Appendix#10).   

7D 
Withdrawal Procedures

☐ Not applicable 

☒ Participants can withdraw 

☐ Participants can only 
withdraw during the study 
session 

Describe the procedures for a participant to withdraw. What will 
happen to data from participants who withdraw? Describe any 
deadlines and limitations on withdrawal, during the study or after 
research participation is complete. Explain if compensation amount 
is affected by withdrawal. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Participants may withdraw from this study at any time up to the 
end of the interview session. If they choose to withdraw during the 
interview session, they will still be compensated, and all study data
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☐ Special withdrawal 
procedures 

☐ Full compensation to 
withdrawn participants 

will be deleted from the Qualtrics server and the researcher’s USB. 
The data related to compensation (e.g., name, account number, 
and transaction confrmation emails) will not be deleted and stored 
in a password-protected USB file for audit purpose.  

8. Methods: Data Collection 

8A 
Data Collection Methods

☒ Questionnaires / Surveys 

☒ Interviews 

☐ Focus Groups 

☐ Oral and/or Visual Stimuli 

☐ Equipment and/or software 
testing 

☐ Other 

Describe in detail the method of data collection being used and 
provide details of any instruments used. Breakdown by phases, 
participant groups, or types if required. Complete the section on 
"online data collection" if relevant. (Fully describe or include a copy 
of any questionnaires, surveys, interview guides, or other data 
collection instruments).  (Detailed instructions, Example) 
The study will take place online. It is divided into two parts: a) 
Online Pre-Screening Survey and b) Online Interview Session. 

a) Online Pre-Screening Survey: The participants will be asked to 
fill out a short online pre-screening survey where they will be asked
to provide consent to participate, their language preference, 
names, email addresses, demographic information, and password 
sharing attitudes (See attachment: Survey Consent-Appendix#3, 
and Pre-Screening Survey Questionnaire-Appendix#11). The 
survey data will be stored and protected by Qualtrics, which has 
servers located in Toronto. The researcher will download and save 
the data in a password protected USB for the analysis. The data of 
the non-eligible participants will be deleted immediately from the 
USB drive and Qualtrics server. 

b) Online Interview Session: The successful candidates will be 
contacted via emails. They will be asked to sign the consent form 
and schedule the online interview using calendly.com (See 
attachment: Email Invitation for Interview-Appendix#6, and 
Interview Consent-Appendix#4). We will run a semi-structured 
interview (See attachment: Interview Guide-Appendix#12). The 
interview will take place on Zoom, and the entire session will be 
audio-recorded. The audio-recording of the interview will be stored 
locally in a password protected USB drive. Operation data, such as 
meeting and performance data, will be stored and protected by 
Zoom on servers located in the U.S.A. 

Any data may become disclosed via a court order or data breach. 
We will password-protect any research data that we store or 
transfer. We will not ask the participants to share their passwords 
at any stage of our studies. We will investigate if they share 
passwords with anyone and their understanding related to this 
attitude.   

8B 
Location of Participant 
Interactions

☐ Carleton 

☐ Workplace 

☐ Public venue 

Where will the research procedures involving participants take 
place?  (Detailed instructions, Example) 
The research will take place online. The pre-screening survey will 
be conducted using Qualtrics, which has a reputation for providing 
customer data protection and reliability. All the communications 
with the participants will be conducted using the email platform. 
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☒ Online 

☐ Outside Canada 

☐ Other 

We will schedule the meeting using the Calendly platform. The 
interview will take place on Zoom, and we will audio record the 
session. The audio recorded file and any research materials will be 
stored locally in a password protected USB drive. We will not ask 
the participants to share their passwords at any stage of our 
studies. We will investigate if they share passwords with anyone 
and their understanding related to this attitude.    

8C 
Frequency and Duration of 
Participant Interactions

How many times will you interact with participants? How long will 
each interaction take? (Detailed instructions, Example) 
The researcher will interact with the participant twice: a) Online 
Pre-Screening Survey and b) Online Interview. The online survey 
will take a maximum of 5 minutes to complete. The interview will 
take an hour to be completed. We will also communicate with the 
participants using email to invite them to the interview, send 
consent link and debriefing materials, and schedule the interview. 
  

8D 
Photography or Recordings

☐ Not applicable 

☐ Photographs 

☒ Audio Recording 

☐ Video Recording 

☐ Other (Please describe)

If the participant will be photographed, video-recorded or audio-
recorded, indicate how the data will be acquired and protected. How
will consent for recordings be obtained? If other (e.g. fingerprints or
eye-tracking) please describe. Can participants opt out of 
recordings and still participate?   (Detailed instructions, Example) 
In the interview session, the participants will be audio recorded 
using Zoom. We will take signed consent before the interview (See 
attachment: Interview Consent-Appendix#4). The participants will 
also be reminded that the session will be audio-recorded before 
turning on the recorder (See attachment: Interview Guide-
Appendix#12). The participant cannot participate if they opt out of 
the recording.    

8E 
Translation or Transcription

☐ Not applicable 

☐ Translation 

☐ Transcription 

☒ Researcher will translate or 
transcribe 

If you require the services of a translator or transcriber, describe 
what services you will use and how you will interact with the 
translator and/or transcriber. If a confidentiality agreement will be 
used, include a copy. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 The Interview will be conducted in Bangla or English. The lead 
researcher is from Bangladesh, and Bangla is her first language. 
She will transcribe the audio recording into English. 

The audio recordings of the interviews will be saved in a password-
protected USB key. The researcher will transcribe it into English 
and save the transcribed file in the USB drive. The audio recording 
will be deleted from the USB key when data has been verified (e.g.,
comparing the audio data and transcriptions) and deidentified.   

8F 
Online data collection

☐ Not applicable 

☐ Carleton-based server 

☒ Commercial server (based in
Canada) 

Describe the software platform used for online data collection, and 
the security of data storage. Where will data be stored? Will 
participant IP addresses be recorded? Are there any special 
limitations on privacy? (Detailed instructions, Example) 
We will use both Qualtrics and Zoom platforms for data collection. 
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☒ Commercial server (outside 
Canada) 

☐ Other 

The pre-screening online survey data will be stored on a secure 
website, Qualtrics. Qualtrics employs multiple layers of security to 
make sure that data remains private and secure. All surveys 
created are placed in a Secure Survey Environment (SSE). The web
pages are encrypted with a secure socket layer (SSL). Only persons
with authorized access to a survey account can download the data 
from this server. Qualtrics is SAS 70 certified and meets the 
rigorous privacy standards imposed on health care records by the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). All 
Qualtrics accounts are protected by password-access. Qualtrics 
employees will not access the protected accounts without express 
permission by the account owner. The Qualtrics Canada’s data 
center is located in Toronto. Researchers will disable the option in 
Qualtrics to collect IP addresses. 

Our interview will take place on Zoom, and the entire session will 
be audio-recorded. We will create separate meeting IDs for each 
interview session and it will be accessible by unique passwords. The
audio recording of the interview will be stored locally in a password 
protected USB drive. Operation data, such as meeting and 
performance data, will be stored and protected by Zoom on servers
located in the U.S.A. No audio-recording will be stored in the cloud.

We will not ask the participants to share their passwords at any 
stage of our studies. We will investigate if participants share 
passwords with anyone and their understanding related to this 
attitude. Any data may become disclosed via a court order or data 
breach.    

8G 
Biological specimens or 
fluids

☒ Not applicable 

Describe the apparatus and methods to collect biological specimens
or fluids (e.g., blood, saliva, tissue samples). How will specimens 
be stored? If any will be retained or transferred to another 
institution/research group, explain the research purpose, and plans 
for eventual destruction, if any. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 N/A   

8H 
Biological or physical 
interventions

☒ Not applicable 

Describe any drugs, devices or diagnostic apparatus being studied 
or used, or any physical or physically intrusive research 
interventions, such as sending energy into the body (e.g. 
electrodes, MRI/X-ray), or physiological activities (e.g. exercise or 
stress). Explain any risks to the participants and compare the dose 
to established safety standards. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
  N/A   

8I 
Risk of Psychological Harm

☒ No risks 
Explain the nature, magnitude and probability of these risks and 
how they will be mitigated. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 N/A    

8J 
Risk of Physical Harm

☒ No risks 
Explain the nature, magnitude and probability of these risks and 
how they will be mitigated. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 N/A    
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8K 
Risk of Social and/or 
Economic Harm

☐ No risks 

Explain the nature, magnitude and probability of these risks and 
how they will be mitigated. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Mild (privacy issues) – considering the social and gender norms in 
Bangladesh, some participants might feel intimidated or perhaps 
insecure when discussing their feelings about password sharing. 
Participants will be reminded that there are no right or wrong 
answers to the questions asked of them. Furthermore, the research
is voluntary, confidential, and will not result in any adverse 
consequences, including social and personal relationships. We 
anticipate no risk if a family member finds out that the individual is 
participating in the study. Participants will not know ahead of time 
what kinds of questions are being asked but they will know that the
study is about password sharing. Also, we will not ask the 
participants to share their passwords at any stage of our 
studies.   

8L 
Incidental Findings

☒ Incidental findings unlikely 
Describe possible incidental findings and how they will be managed 
(e.g. becoming aware of abuse of a child, imminent harm to a 
participant or third party, or potentially significant clinical findings). 
Any resulting limitations of confidentiality should be communicated 
to participants. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 The research team does not anticipate any incidental findings.    

9. Methods: Data Storage and Analysis 

9A 
Identifiability of collected 
data

☒ Identifiable 

☐ Coded (pseudonyms) 

☐ Anonymous 

☐ Other 

Describe the identifiability of research data at the point of data 
collection. If there are different levels of anonymity for different 
groups, describe. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
  The identifying information (e.g., pseudonym, phone number, 
Zoom ID, email address) of the successful participants will be 
saved on a password protected USB key, which will be stored in a 
locker in the PI's home.   

9B 
Identifiability of stored data

☐ Identifiable 

☒ Coded (pseudonyms) 

☐ Anonymous/anonymized 

☐ Other 

Describe the identifiability of stored research data. If a link to 
participant identities is retained (e.g. to permit compensation or 
withdrawal), also explain storage of linking data. Describe the 
process of anonymization if applicable. (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 
 After data collection, each participant will be given a code name, 
and the transcripts will be labeled with this code name. Interview 
transcripts will be altered to remove all real names and identifying 
information (e.g., where they work). Once interview data are 
transcribed, verified (e.g., comparison between the audio-recorded 
interviews and transcriptions have been made), and de-identified, 
the audio data will be destroyed.    

9C 
Identifiability of published 
data

☐ Anonymous 

Describe the identifiability of data that will appear in publications, 
including how pseudonyms will be assigned, if applicable. If there 
are different levels of anonymity for different groups, describe each 
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☐ Aggregate data only 

☒ Pseudonyms/Coded 

☐ Real participant names with 
data attributable 

☐ Other 

level here. (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Responses will be non-attributable. Participants will be assigned a 
code name during analysis.    

9D 
Data Storage (during the 
project)

☐ Encrypted 

☒ Password-protected 

☐ Physical documents 

☐ Other 

How will data be stored and kept safe? Provide details for each type
of data (e.g. raw data, contact lists, consent documents, 
anonymized data, recordings and images, electronic data and paper
documents). (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Audio-data will be stored on a password-protected USB key in the 
PI's locked cabinet. It will be deleted from the USB key when data 
has been verified (i.e., comparing the audio data and transcription)
and de-identified. Transcribed and de-identified data will be saved 
on a password-protected USB key.    

9E 
Data Disposition (after the 
project)

☒ Stored 

☐ De-identified data shared 
publicly 

☐ Identifiable data shared 
publicly 

☒ All identifiers/codes will be 
permanently deleted 

☐ Returned to participants 

☐ Destroyed 

After project completion, describe whether and how the data will be
stored for future use. If shared, with whom? If made public, how 
(e.g. online)? If archived, provide details. Describe any restrictions 
on access. Will personal identifiers be deleted and when? If data will
be destroyed, when? Will participant contact information be kept for
future recruitment? (Include data disposition plans in the consent 
materials)  (Detailed instructions, Example) 
 Anonymized data will be stored for possible future work on the 
same topic. Data will be stored on password-protected USB key. 
Identifiable data (audio recordings and participant name/email will 
be destroyed after approximately one month of the the 
transcription).  

9F 
Sharing Study Results

☐ Results will be shared 
Do you intend to share a report (or summary) of the research 
findings with participants once the study is complete? If yes, 
include this option in the consent form.  (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 
 N/A    

9G 
Data Breach Risks

☐ No Risks 
Describe the likelihood of a data breach and the resulting risks to 
participants. If risks are significant, how will they be 
mitigated? (Detailed instructions, Example) 
  A data breach is unlikely to cause any damage because the data 
is coded. Besides, we will not ask the participants to share their 
passwords with us at any stage of our study. However, the study 
involves mild social/economic risk to participants, and we anticipate
mild risks if a breach occurs.   

10. Funding and Approvals 

10A
Project Funding

☐ Unfunded 
Who is funding this project? If applicable, include the funding 
source/agency/company, program, award name, and number (from
CUResearch). Note if the researcher applied for a release of funds 
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☒ Tri-Council Funded 

☐ Other Award/Grant 

☐ Contract Funded 

☐ Personal Consulting or 
Personal Work 

☐ Scholarship 

for this project funding. 
 NSERC Discovery Grant #111747: Cognition-Informed 
Authentication    

10B
Researcher Funding (for 
research contracts and 
personal consulting only)

☒ Not contract funded research

☐ No funds are paid directly to 
the researcher as personal 
income 

☐ The researcher will receive a
portion of the funds as 
personal income 

☐ A copy of the 
contract/agreement has 
been submitted to the 
Research Compliance Office 

For research that will pay personal income to any researcher: how 
will any resulting conflicts of interest be managed? How much 
funding (dollar amount and the percentage of the total) will the 
researcher(s) receive as income? Provide the title and date of any 
contracts. (The REB may review the contract.) 
 N/A    

10C
Additional Approvals 
Required

☒ No other approvals required 

☐ Organizational Permission 

☐ Visa/Travel Permits 

☐ Other REBs or Institutional 
Approvals 

☐ Biohazards 

☐ Animal Care Committee 

☐ Permission letters attached 

☐ Letters to follow 

☒ Other (please specify) 

Is organizational permission required to conduct research (e.g., 
schools, employers, other universities, correctional services, 
indigenous communities, or other data collection locations)? If 
conducting research in another country, is local permission, 
including local ethics review, required? Indicate if 
permission/approval has been secured and provide a copy. 
Research with biohazards or animals must also secure approval 
from the appropriate committee at Carleton University.  
 Recruitment materials will be distributed to the lead researcher’s 
previous university in Bangladesh but no REB clearance is required.
They will be only putting up the recruitment posters/letters but we 
will be conducting the recruitment ourselves.    

10D
TCPS Tutorial

☒ Completed the online TCPS 
tutorial 

☐ Have not completed the 
online TCPS tutorial 

TCPS CORE Tutorial training is required for all researchers listed on 
the protocol. Justify any cases where researchers have not 
completed the TCPS tutorial. 
 Completed the TCPS tutorial.    

11. Declarations 
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11A
Supervisor Approval

☐ Not applicable 

☒ Supervisor Approved 

For student projects, please indicate the date that the supervisor 
approved the application. Such approval indicates that the 
supervisor has read the entire submission and associated 
documentation, and is satisfied that the project is appropriately 
prepared and meets applicable disciplinary and ethical standards.
(Detailed instructions, Example) 
  Supervisor approved the application on November 23, 2020. Prof.
Stobert signed the supervisor signature form (See Attachment: 
Supervisor Signature Form-Appendix#1). She will also be copied on
all correspondence with the REB.   

11B
Declaration #1

☒ I agree 
This ethics application accurately describes the research project or 
scholarly activity that I plan to conduct.  (Detailed instructions, 
Example) 

11C
Declaration #2

☒ I agree 
No recruitment or data collection for this protocol will commence 
before ethics clearance.  (Detailed instructions, Example) 

11D
Declaration #3

☒ I agree 
No changes will be made to the research project as described in 
this protocol without receiving clearance from the Research Ethics 
Board. (Detailed instructions, Example) 

11E 
Declaration #4

☒ I agree 
The Research Ethics Board will be notified immediately of any 
alleged or real ethical breaches or concerns, adverse events, or 
participant complaints that arise during or after the course of this 
research project. (Detailed instructions, Example) 

12. Comments 

12A
Comments (optional) Do you have any comments or suggestions on the form?  

  No.   
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Recruitment Poster

Participate in a study on 
Cultural factors in Password Sharing:

A Case Study of Bangladesh
This project is on understanding the cultural sensitivity lying behind

password sharing attitudes in Bangladesh.

To participate in this study, you must be:

 Bangladeshi
 Comfortable using technology devices, including

computer/mobile phones
 At least 18 years old

 Comfortable in either English or Bangla language

This is a 60-minute study. You will have to complete a pre-screening 
survey for checking your eligibility. If you are successful, you will be 
invited to participate in our Zoom interview where you will be asked to
share your beliefs and practices related to password sharing. 

Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions
that you wish, and/or withdraw at any time during the interview. All 
interviews will be audio-recorded. 

If you choose to withdraw, all the information you have provided will 
be destroyed. BDT 1000 compensation will be e-transferred to your 
bank/bKash account for participating in the interview. You will not be 
compensated for filling out the pre-screening survey.  

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics
Board B  (Clearance #  114925).  
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Please contact the researcher, Aniqa Binte Alam, for more 
details on this study at aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca.
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Letter of Invitation to University/Company Announcement

Title: Cultural Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh 

Funding Source: The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Discovery Grant 
#111747: Cognition-Informed Authentication 

Date: TBD

Hello,

My name is Aniqa Binte Alam and I am a Master’s student in the School of Computer Science at Carleton 
University. I am working on a research project under the supervision of Prof. Elizabeth Stobert.

I am writing to you today to invite you to participate in a study on password sharing practices in Bangladeshi 
culture. This study aims to increase passwords' usability and minimize security threats caused by password sharing 
by incorporating relevant culture-specific practices in authentication design. We will not ask you to share your 
passwords at any stage of our studies.

This study involves a pre-screening survey for checking eligibility and one 60 minutes online interview that will 
take place in Zoom. To participate in the pre-screening survey, the participants must be at least eighteen years of 
age and must speak English or Bangla fluently. They must use technology devices, including computer/mobile 
phones, may use the internet and social media, and may have previous password sharing experiences. We will 
analyze the pre-screening survey responses and invite suitable candidates for the final interview. The interview can 
be in Bangla or English. Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions that you wish 
during the interview. All interviews will be audio-recorded. If you do not consent to being audio-recorded you will 
not be eligible for the study. Once the recording has been transcribed, the audio-recording will be destroyed.

While this project does not involve any professional and emotional risks, care will be taken to protect your identity. 
This will be done by keeping all responses anonymized. 

You may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end of the interview session. If you do choose to withdraw,
you will still be compensated, and all data will be deleted from the study. BDT 1000 compensation will be provided
for participating in the interview. The compensation will be sent (e-transferred) to your bank account/mobile 
banking account (bKash). The withdrawal will not have any impact on the compensation.You will not be 
compensated for filling out the pre-screening survey. 

All research data, including audio-recordings and any notes will be kept on a password protected USB key. Any 
hard copies of data including handwritten notes, USB keys, etc. will be kept in a locked cabinet. Research data will 
only be accessible by the researcher and the research supervisor.

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (CUREB-B Clearance # 114925). 

Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair, Carleton University Research 

Ethics Board-B by email: ethics@carleton.ca. For all other questions about the study, please contact the researcher.

If you would like to participate in this research project, or have any questions about the research, please contact me 
at aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca.

Page 1 of 2
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Sincerely,

Aniqa Binte Alam

Page 2 of 2
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Email Invitation for Interview

Dear XXX,

Thank you for your interest in this study! You are eligible for this study and we are looking forward to 
your participation. In  structions that require your action in this email are underlined.  

Study Introduction:

Passwords are designed to be inherently private and confidential; therefore, password policies strictly 
forbid to share passwords with anyone. But previous studies have shown that passwords “need” to be 
shared to accommodate culture-specific practices in some eastern cultures. In this research project, we 
will try to understand the cultural sensitivity lying behind password sharing attitudes in Bangladesh.

If you agree to take part in the study, we will ask you to attend an one hour long interview on Zoom 
where you be asked about your password sharing behaviours. It is important that you are alone while 
giving the interview in order to preserve the privacy of the interview. This is to mention that, we will not 
ask your passwords at any stages of our study. The interview can be in Bangla or in English according to 
your preference. Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions that you wish 
during the interview. All interviews will be audio-recorded. If you do not consent to being audio-recorded
you will not be eligible for the study.

You may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end of the interview session. If you do choose to 
withdraw, you will still be compensated, and all data will be deleted from the study. BDT 1000 
compensation will be provided for participating in the interview. You will not be compensated for filling 
out the pre-screening survey. 

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (CUREB-B Clearance # 
114925).

Study Timeline:

1. Sign consent form  
2. S  chedule   the interview   
3. I  nform either bank/bKash account information via email  
4. Remote final interview and study debrief   (approx.   60   minutes)  

Upon completion of the interview, you will receive 1000 BDT for your time. 

Consent Form:

To access the consent form, please chick here: https://carletonu.az1.qualtrics.com/  XXXX  . Please read 
through it carefully, and then sign digitally. This step must be completed before scheduling the interview 
appointment.

Schedule time for interview session:

We’ll need to schedule a time for our final interview session on Zoom. During this time, I’ll ask you few 
questions related to your password sharing behaviour. The session will take approximately 60 minutes. 
Please choose a time slot that works for you here:   https://calendly.com/  XXXXXX  .  

Bank/bKash Account information:

BDT 1000 compensation will be provided for participating in the interview. The compensation will be 
sent (e-transferred) to your bank account or mobile banking account. If you want the compensation to be 
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sent to your bank account, please send us in a seperate email (email title: Your name_Password Sharing) 
your name, bank account number, bank account name, bank name and bank branch name. If you want  a 
bKash transfer, please send us your account name and bKash account phone number via email. 

We will maintain a master file with user’s name, account number and the confirmation email of the 
money receipt. The master file will be stored in a password-protected pendrive, which will only be 
accessible by the researchers.

If you have any questions about any of the above, feel free to email me at any time.

Regards,

Aniqa Binte Alam

MCS in Human Computer Interaction, Carleton University

2
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Online Invitation

To be posted on Facebook:

Volunteers needed for a study on “Cultural Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of 
Bangladesh”

We are looking for 50 volunteers for an online study. This study aims to increase passwords' usability and
minimize security threats caused by password sharing by incorporating relevant culture-specific practices 
in authentication design. This study involves a pre-screening survey for checking eligibility and one 60 
minutes online interview that will take place in Zoom. The interview can be in Bangla or in English. 

The study aims to understand password sharing attitudes of Bangladeshi people. You will be asked 
several questions regarding your understanding, belief and practices related to password sharing. We will 
not ask you to share your passwords at any stage of our studies.

To be eligible, you must be  a Bangladeshi and at least 18 years old, must speak English or Bangla 
fluently and have sufficient experience with technology devices. You need to fill out the pre-screening 
survey first. Eligible participants will be invited to participate in an online interview session. 

This interview will take place online and should take 60 minutes to complete. The interview can be in 
Bangla or in English. Participation in this study is voluntary, and you may skip any questions that you 
wish during the interview. All interviews will be audio-recorded. If you do not consent to being audio-
recorded you will not be eligible for the study. Once the recording has been transcribed, the audio-
recording will be destroyed.

You may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end of the interview session. If you do choose to 
withdraw, you will still be compensated, and all interview/survey data will be deleted from the study. 
BDT 1000 compensation will be provided for participating in the interview. The compensation will be 
sent (e-transferred) to your bank account/mobile banking account (bKash). The withdrawal will not have 
any impact on the compensation. You will not be compensated for filling out the pre-screening survey.

If you are interested, please fill out the online pre-screening survey at XXXXXXXXX or email Aniqa 
Binte Alam at aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca for more details on participating.

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (Clearance #  114925).

All research data, including audio-recordings and any notes will be kept on a password protected USB 
key. Any hard copies of data including handwritten notes, USB keys, etc. will be kept in a locked cabinet.
Research data will only be accessible by the researcher and the research supervisor.
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Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair, Carleton University 
Research Ethics Board-B by email: ethics@carleton.ca. For all other questions about the study, please 
contact the researcher.
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Email Invitation

Subject: Invitation to participate in a research project on Cultural factors in 
Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh

Date: TBD

Hello,

My name is Aniqa Binte Alam and I am a Master’s student in the School of Computer 
Science at Carleton University. I am working on a research project under the supervision of
Prof. Elizabeth Stobert.

I am writing to you today to invite you to participate in a study on password sharing 
practices in Bangladeshi culture. This study aims to increase passwords' usability and 
minimize security threats caused by password sharing by incorporating relevant culture-
specific practices in authentication design. We will not ask you to share your passwords at 
any stage of our studies.

This study involves a pre-screening survey for checking eligibility and one 60 minute online 
interview that will take place on Zoom. To participate in the pre-screening survey, the 
participants must be at least eighteen years of age and must speak English or Bangla 
fluently. They must use technology devices, including computer/mobile phones, may use 
the internet and social media, and may have previous password sharing experiences. We 
will analyze the pre-screening survey responses and invite suitable candidates for the final 
interview. The interview can be in Bangla or English. Participation in this study is voluntary,
and you may skip any questions that you wish during the interview. All interviews will be 
audio-recorded. If you do not consent to being audio-recorded you will not be eligible for 
the study. Once the recording has been transcribed, the audio-recording will be destroyed.

While this project does not involve any professional or emotional risks, care will be taken to
protect your identity. This will be done by keeping all responses anonymized.

BDT 1000 compensation will be e-transferred to your bank/bKash account for participating 
in the interview. You may withdraw from this study at any time up to the end of the 
interview session. If you do choose to withdraw, you will still be compensated, and all 
interview/survey data will be deleted from the study.You will not be compensated for filling 
out the pre-screening survey. 

All research data, including audio-recordings and any notes will be kept on a password 
protected USB key. Any hard copies of data including handwritten notes, USB keys, etc. will
be kept in a locked cabinet. Research data will only be accessible by the researcher and the
research supervisor.
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This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (Clearance 
#  114925).

Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair, 
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B by email: ethics@carleton.ca. For all other 
questions about the study, please contact the researcher.

If you would like to participate in this research project, or have any questions about the 
research, please contact me at aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca.

Sincerely,

Aniqa Binte Alam
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Email Invitation for Ineligible  Participants

Dear XXX,

Thank you for your interest in this study titled “Cultural factors in Password Sharing: A Case
Study of Bangladesh”! Unfortunately, we cannot invite you to participate in our interview 
session. 

We highly appreciate your interest and time for the study. If you have any queries, feel free
to let me know at aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca. 

Regards,

Aniqa Binte Alam

MCS in Human Computer Interaction

Carleton University
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DEBRIEFING    

Name and Contact Information of Researchers: 

Aniqa Alam, School of Computer Science, Carleton University

Email:  aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca

Supervisor and Contact Information:  

Dr. Elizabeth Stobert, School of Computer Science, Carleton University. 

Email: elizabeth  .stobert@carleton.ca  

Project Title

  Cultural Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh

Project Sponsor and Funder (if any)

The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Discovery Grant           
#111747: Cognition-Informed Authentication 

Carleton University Project Clearance

Clearance #:   114925                                                                   Date of Clearance:   17 February 2021

What are we trying to learn in this research? 

This research examines the culture-specific practices related to password sharing attitudes in Bangladesh. 
You were invited to complete the pre-screening survey because you were at least eighteen years of age, 
must speak English or Bangla fluently, and must use technology devices, including computer/mobile 
phones. The pre-screening questionnaires you completed before this interview assessed your demography 
and level of experience with password sharing. The interview that you completed tried to find out cultural
sensitivity, values and norms that shaped your password sharing behavior. We also asked you to provide 
information on the coping strategies you typically use to share password in different situations. 

We are interested in learning if cultural norms are underrepresented in authentication design and how to 
address these issues for better usability. We are also interested in determining the problems that the users 
from different background (e.g., age, education, gender etc.) face related to password sharing. 

Why is this important to scientists or the general public? 

Passwords are designed to be inherently private and confidential; therefore, password policies strictly 
forbid to share passwords with anyone. But previous studies have shown that passwords “need” to be 
shared to accommodate culture-specific practices in some cultures. In this research project, we are trying 
to understand the cultural sensitivity lying behind password sharing attitudes in Bangladesh.

When password sharing is not permitted by design and policy, but it is a necessity, people usually share 
their passwords for banking, social media, and entertainment accounts following unsecured procedures: 
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writing them down on paper, sending them through SMS, email, and social media. Such unsecured 
practices can result in credential fraud, account compromise, monetary loss, and cyberbullying. In this 
project, we want to increase passwords' usability and minimize security threats caused by password 
sharing by incorporating relevant culture-specific practices in authentication design. 

What are our hypotheses and predictions? 

We predict that people share passwords for several culture specific reasons despite password policy that 
strictly forbids doing so. We also predict that age, gender, education and occupation may have an impact 
on password sharing attitudes and perception. 

Where can I learn more? 

There have been a few previous works on password sharing. Please find some references below: 

[1] Deena Alghamdi, Ivan Flechais, and Marina Jirotka. 2015. Security Practices for Households Bank 
Customers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In Eleventh Symposium On Usable Privacy and Security 
(SOUPS 2015). 297–308.

[2] Joseph Jofish’ Kaye. 2011. Self-reported password sharing strategies. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI 
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 2619–2622.

[3] Supriya Singh, Anuja Cabraal, Catherine Demosthenous, Gunela Astbrink, and Michele Furlong. 
2007. Password sharing: implications for security design based on social practice. In Proceedings of the 
SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 895–904.

What if I have questions later? 

If you have any remaining concerns, questions, or comments about the experiment, please feel free to 
contact Aniqa Alam (Principal Investigator), at: aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca, Dr. Elizabeth Stobert 
(Faculty Sponsor), at: elizabeth  .stobert@carleton.ca  . 

If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the Carleton University Research Ethics 
Board-B by email at ethics@carleton.ca.

Thank you for participating in this research! 
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Research Consent Text for Survey – Bangla (online)

    সমী�ক্ষা�র জন্য	 সম্মতি� পা�ঠ্য	 -  বাং��লা� (অন্যলা�ইন্য)

    গবে�ষকবে�র না	ম ও যো	গ	বে	বেগর তথ্য�:   অতিন্যকা� তিবাংন্যতে� আলামী,  কাতি�উটা�র স�তে�ন্স,  কা�লা�টান্য তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা�; ইতেমীলা: 
aniqabintealam@cmail.carleton.ca

   সু�পা	রভা	ইজা	র এ�� যো	গ	বে	বেগর তথ্য�:   ডঃ এতিলাজ�তেবাংথ স্টো$�বাং�টা� ,  কাতি�উটা�র স�তে�ন্স,  কা�লা�টান্য তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা�; ইতেমীলা: 
elizabethstobert@cunet.carleton.ca

 প্রকবে�র শি�বের	না	ম:       পা�সও��ডঃ� স্টো&��র এর উপার স��স্কৃ( তি�র প্রভা�বাং :      বাং��লা�তেদ্যাতে&র উপার একাতিটা স্টোকাস $�তিডঃ (Cultural 
Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh)

   প্রকবে�র পা�ষ্ঠবেপা	ষক এ�� তহশি�লক	র!:        কা�ন্য�ডঃ�র ন্য	�চা�র�লা স�তে�তেন্সস এবাং� ইতি,তিন্য��তির� তিরস�চা� কা�উতিন্সলা
(এন্যএসইআরতিস)   আতিবাংষ্কা�র গ্রা�ন্ট # ১১১৭৪৭

   ক	বেল"টনা শি�শ্বশি���	লয় প্রক� ছা	ড়পাত্র:

CUREB-B  ছা�ড়পাত্র # ১  ১৪৯২৫ (115924)                                                           ছা�ড়পাতেত্রর ��তিরখ: তিটাতিবাংতিডঃ

আমন্ত্রণ

        অধ্য	�তেন্যর জন্য	 আপান্য�র স্টো;�গ্য	�� তিন্যধ্য��রণ কারতে� আমীর� আপান্য�তেকা প্র�কা-     তি>তিন্য� সমী�ক্ষা�তিটা স�?ণ � কারতে� বাংলাতিছা  ।
                 আপান্য�র বাং�স কামীপাতেক্ষা আঠ্য�তের� বাংছার হতে� হতেবাং এবাং� অবাং&	ই ই�তেরজ� বাং� বাং��লা� অন্যগ্য�লা কাথ� বাংলাতে� হতেবাং। আপান্য�তেকা
  অবাং&	ই কাতি�উটা�র /        স্টোমী�বাং�ইলা স্টোB�ন্য সহ প্র;CতিDগ্য� তিডঃভা�ইসগুতিলা বাং	বাংহ�র কারতে� হতেবাং,     ইন্ট�রতেন্যটা এবাং� স্টোস�&	�লা তিমীতিডঃ��
           বাং	বাংহ�র কারতে� পা�রতে� হতেবাং এবাং� পা�সও��ডঃ� স্টো&��র কার�র আতেগ্যর অতিভাজ্ঞ�� থ�কাতে� পা�তের     । এই সমী�ক্ষা�তিটা কা�লা�টান্য

তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা�,          কাতি�উটা�র তিবাংজ্ঞ�ন্য তিবাংভা�তেগ্যর অধ্য	�পাকা এতিলাজ�তেবাংথ স্টো$�বাং�তেটা� র �ত্ত্বা�বাংধ্য�তেন্য কা�জ কাতের (ইতেমীলা: elizabeth 
stobert@cunet.carleton.ca)  কা�লা�টান্য তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা�,       কাতি�উটা�র তিবাংজ্ঞ�ন্য তিবাংভা�তেগ্যর আতিন্যকা� তিবাংন্যতে� আলামী (ইতেমীলা: 
aniqabintealam@cmail.carleton.ca)   দ্বা�র� পাতিরচা�তিলা� হতেI)  ।

  উবে-�� এ�� সু�শি.প্তসু	র

        পা�সও��ডঃ� অন্ততিন্য�তিহ�ভা�তেবাং বাং	তিDগ্য� এবাং� স্টোগ্য�পান্য�� তিহস�তেবাং তিডঃজ�ইন্য কার� হতে�তেছা; অ�এবাং,    পা�সও��ডঃ� ন্য�তি�গুতিলা কা�রও
      স�তেথ পা�সও��ডঃ� স্টো&��র কারতে� কাতেঠ্য�রভা�তেবাং তিন্যতেKধ্য কাতের          । �তেবাং পা?বাং�বাং�� � গ্যতেবাংKণ�গুতিলাতে� স্টোদ্যাখ� স্টোগ্যতেছা স্টো; তিকাছাC স�স্কৃ( তি�তে�

স�স্কৃ( তি�-       তিন্যতিদ্যা� ষ্ট অন্যC&�লাতেন্যর জন্য	 পা�সও��ডঃ� গুতিলা স্টো&��র কার� "প্রতে��জন্য��"    । এই গ্যতেবাংKণ� প্রকাতেM,   আমীর� বাং��লা�তেদ্যাতে&
          পা�সও��ডঃ� স্টো&��র কার�র মীতেন্য�ভা�তেবাংর তিপাছাতেন্য থ�কা� স��স্কৃ( তি�কা স�তেবাংদ্যান্য&�লা�� স্টোবাং�ঝা�র স্টোচাষ্ট� কারবাং।

            এই জতিরতেপার উতেO&	তিটা হলা আমী�তেদ্যার মী?লা গ্যতেবাংKণ�� অ�& স্টোন্যও��র জন্য	 স্টো;�গ্য	��র মী?লা	��ন্য কার�    । সBলা প্র�থ��তেদ্যার
                 ইতেমীতেলার মী�ধ্য	তেমী মী?লা স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�তের অ�& তিন্যতে� আমীতিQ� কার� হতেবাং। আমী�তেদ্যার অন্যCমী�ন্য স্টো; সমী�ক্ষা�তিটা স্টো&K হতে� প্র�� ৫ তিমীতিন্যটা

 সমী� লা�গ্যতেবাং।

         আপাতিন্য জতিরপা জমী� স্টোদ্যাও��র পাতের ;তিদ্যা আপাতিন্য প্র�	�হ�তেরর তিসদ্ধা�ন্ত স্টোন্যন্য,     আপাতিন্য সমী�ক্ষা�র জমী� স্টোদ্যাও��র ২    তিদ্যাতেন্যর মীতেধ্য	
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             আপাতিন্য ;তিদ্যা গ্যতেবাংKকাতেকা অবাংতিহ� কাতেরন্য �তেবাং আমীর� জতিরপা �থ	 স্টোথতেকা আপান্য�র প্রতি�তিS��গুতিলা সতিরতে� স্টোদ্যাবাং   । আমীর�
           অতিবাংলাতেT জতিরপা অ�&গ্রাহণকা�র�তেদ্যার স্টোডঃটা� মীCতেছা স্টোBলাবাং ;�তেদ্যার স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�তের আমীতিQ� কার� হতেবাং ন্য�।

 আমীর� প্র�কা-               তি>তিন্য� জতিরপা এ পা�ও�� �থ	 তিবাংতেUKণ কারবাং এবাং� চা? ড়�ন্ত স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�তেরর জন্য	 উপা;CD প্র�থ��তেদ্যার আমীQণ কারবাং।
               স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রতিটা বাং��লা� বাং� ই�তেরতিজ হতে� পা�তের। এই গ্যতেবাংKণ�� অ�& স্টোন্যও�� স্টোVI�তেসবাং� এবাং� আপাতিন্য স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�তেরর সমী�

              আপান্য�র স্টো; স্টোকা�ন্যও প্রশ্ন বাং�দ্যা তিদ্যাতে� পা�তেরন্য। সমীস্ত স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�র অতিডঃও স্টোরকাডঃ� কার� হতেবাং। আপাতিন্য অতিডঃও-   স্টোরকাডঃ� হতে�
       সম্মতি� ন্য� তিদ্যাতেলা আপাতিন্য অধ্য	�তেন্যর জন্য	 স্টো;�গ্য	 ন্যন্য।

  ঝুঁ� 1শিক এ�� উপাক	শিরত	

         সমী�ক্ষা� গ্রাহণ স্টোথতেকা আমীর� স্টোকা�ন্যও ঝাC Yতিকা তিন্যতে� প্র�	�&� কাতির ন্য�,          বাং� আমীর� আ&� কাতির ন্য� স্টো; আপাতিন্য স্টোকা�ন্যও উপাকা�র
পা�তেবাংন্য।

সুম্মা	না! 

                 এই সমী�ক্ষা�� আপান্য�র অ�&গ্রাহণ স্টোVI�তেসবাং� এবাং� আপাতিন্য অ�& ন্য� স্টোন্যও��র বাং� স্টোকা�ন্যও প্রতেশ্নর উত্তর ন্য� স্টোদ্যাও�� স্টোবাংতেছা
 তিন্যতে� পা�তেরন্য  । প্র�কা-         তি>তিন্য� জতিরপা পা?রতেণর জন্য	 আপান্য�তেকা সম্ম�ন্য� স্টোদ্যাও�� হতেবাং ন্য�।

   যোগ	পানা!য়ত	 এ�� যো3ট	 যো4	বেরজা

       আমীর� আপান্য�র বাং	তিDগ্য� �থ	তেকা স্টোগ্য�পান্য�� তিহস�তেবাং তিবাংতেবাংচান্য� কারবাং,       ;তিদ্যাও তিন্যখC Y� স্টোগ্য�পান্য����র গ্য	�র�তিন্ট স্টোদ্যাও�� ;�� ন্য�  ।
                 আপান্য�র পাতিরচা� প্রকা�& কাতের এমীন্য স্টোকা�ন্যও �থ	 আপান্য�র তিন্যতিদ্যা� ষ্ট সম্মতি� ছা�ড়� প্রকা�& কার� হতেবাং ন্য�। চালামী�ন্য নৈন্যতি�কা��

              সম্মতি� তিন্যতি\� কার�র জন্য	 কা�তেলা�টান্য তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা� গ্যতেবাংKণ� ন্য�তি�&�স্ত্র কা�(� কা গ্যতেবাংKণ� স্টোরকাডঃ� অ	�তে^স কার� স্টো;তে� পা�তের।
   আপান্য�র স্টোডঃটা� স্টোকা�তে�লাতি_^ (   স�ভা� �র টারতেন্ট�তে� অবাংতি`�)     দ্বা�র� স�রক্ষাণ এবাং� সCরতিক্ষা� হতেবাং,     �তেবাং আদ্যা�লাতে�র আতেদ্যা& বাং�

      স্টোডঃটা� লাঙ্ঘতেন্যর মী�ধ্য	তেমী প্রকা�& কার� স্টো;তে� পা�তের       । এই অধ্য	�তেন্যর Bলা�Bলা প্রকা�তি&� হতে� পা�তের,     �তেবাং �থ	 উপা`�পান্য কার�
        হতেবাং ;�তে� এতিটা আপান্য�তেকা সন্য�D কার� সম্ভবাং ন্য� হ�     । সমীস্ত গ্যতেবাংKণ� স্টোডঃটা� পা�সও��ডঃ� -     সCরতিক্ষা� ইউএসতিবাং ড্রা�ইতেভা র�খ�

হতেবাং।

    আরইশি� পা"	বেল	চনা	 এ�� যো	গ	বে	বেগর তথ্য�

      এই গ্যতেবাংKণ�তিটা কা�লা�টান্য তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা� গ্যতেবাংKণ� ন্য�তি�&�সন্য স্টোবাং�ডঃ� -      তিবাং দ্বা�র� সতিরতে� স্টোদ্যাও�� হতে�তেছা (CUREB -B  তিd��তেরন্স # 
১১৪৯২৫)             । অধ্য	�তেন্যর স�তেথ ;তিদ্যা আপান্য�র স্টোকা�ন্যও নৈন্যতি�কা উতেদ্বাগ্য থ�তেকা �তেবাং দ্যা�� কাতের Ethics@carleton.ca-   এ ইতেমীলা

        কাতের কা�লা�টান্য তিবাংশ্বতিবাংদ্যা	�লা� গ্যতেবাংKণ� ন্য�তি�&�স্ত্র স্টোবাং�তেডঃ� র স�তেথ স্টো;�গ্য�তে;�গ্য কারুন্য।
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 শিনাশিহত সুম্মাশিত

   অন্যলা�ইন্য সমী�ক্ষা� সমী�প্ত কাতের,      আপাতিন্য গ্যতেবাংKণ�� অ�& তিন্যতে� সম্ম� হতেIন্য।

 সুর	সুশির সুম্মাশিত

      আতিমী স্টোVI�� এই গ্যতেবাংKণ�� অ�& তিন্যতে� সম্ম�।

  আতিমী সম্মতি�,    অধ্য	�ন্য শুরু কার� স্টোহ�কা
    আতিমী সম্মতি� তিদ্যাতিI ন্য�,     আতিমী অ�& তিন্যতে� চা�ই ন্য�
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Informed Consent Form 

 সম্মতি� ফর্ম�

    গবে�ষকবে�র না	ম ও যো	গ	বে	বেগর তথ্য�:   অতি	কা� তি�	তে� আলর্ম,  কাতি�উটা�র স�তে�ন্স,  কা�ল�টা	 তি�শ্বতি�দ্যা��ল�; ইতের্মল: 
aniqabintealam@cmail.carleton.ca

   সু�পা	রভা	ইজা	র এ�� যো	গ	বে	বেগর তথ্য�:   ডঃ� এতিলজা�তে�থ স্টো ���টা� ,  কাতি�উটা�র স�তে�ন্স,  কা�ল�টা	 তি�শ্বতি�দ্যা��ল�; ইতের্মল: 
elizabethstobert@cunet.carleton.ca

 প্রকবে�র শি�বের	না	ম:       পা�সও��ডঃ� স্টো#��র এর উপার স�$স্কৃ& তি�র প্রভা�� :      ��$ল�তেদ্যাতে#র উপার একাতিটা স্টোকাস  �তিডঃ (Cultural 
Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh)

   প্রকবে�র পা�ষ্ঠবেপা	ষক এ�� তহশি�লক	র!:        কা�	�ডঃ�র 	��চা�র�ল স�তে�তেন্সস এ�$ ইতি*তি	��তির$ তিরস�চা� কা�উতিন্সল
(এ	এসইআরতিস)   আতি�ষ্কা�র গ্রা�ন্ট # ১১১৭৪৭

   ক	বেল"টনা শি�শ্বশি���	লয় প্রক� ছা	ড়পাত্র:

CUREB-B  ছা�ড়পাত্র # ১  ১৪৯২৫ (115924)                                                           ছা�ড়পাতেত্রর ��তিরখ: তিটাতি�তিডঃ

আমন্ত্রণ

            আপা	�তেকা এই গতে�ষণা� প্রকাতে; অ$# তি	তে� আর্মন্ত্রণা জা�	�তে	� হতে�তেছা কা�রণা আপাতি	 একাজা	 ��$ল�তেদ্যা#>,  অ�#�ই
     স��ল>লভা�তে� ই$তেরতিজা �� ��$ল� �লতে� পা�তের	,         এ�$ প্রযু@তিA তিডঃভা�ইসগুতিলর স�তেথ পাযু��প্ত অতিভাজ্ঞ��র স�তেথ কার্মপাতেE ১৮

   �ছার ��স> হতে� হতে�               । এই ফতের্ম�র �থ�গুতিল আপা	�তেকা আর্মর� আপা	�তেকা যু� তিজাজ্ঞ�স� কারতিছা �� �@ঝতে� সহ���� কার�র
                  জা	� যু�তে� আপাতি	 এই গতে�ষণা�� অ$# তি	তে� সম্ম� হ	 তিকা	� �� আপাতি	 তিসদ্ধা�ন্ত তি	তে� পা�তের	। এই গতে�ষণা�� আপা	�র

                অ$#গ্রাহণা স্টোKচ্ছা�তেস�> এ�$ অ$# 	� স্টো	ও��র তিসদ্ধা�ন্ততিটা আপা	�র তি�রুতেদ্ধা স্টোকা�	ওভা�তে�ই ���হ�র কার� হতে� 	�। আপাতি	 এই
  ফর্ম�তিটা পাড়�র পাতের,       এ�$ অ$# স্টো	ও��র তি�ষতে� তিসদ্ধা�ন্ত স্টো	ও��র পাতের,          দ্যা�� কাতের আপা	�র যু� যু� প্রশ্ন থ�কাতে� পা�তের ��

 তিজাজ্ঞ�স� কারু	,           আপা	�র প্রতে��জা	র্মতে�� সর্ম� তি		 এ�$ তি	তেজার ইচ্ছা�র্ম� অতে	�র স�তেথ পার�র্ম#� কারু	  ।

  গবে�ষণ	 উবে-�� শিক?

        পা�সও��ডঃ� গুতিল অন্ততি	�তিহ�ভা�তে� ��তিAগ� এ�$ স্টোগ�পা	>� তিহস�তে� তিডঃজা�ই	 কার� হতে�তেছা; অ�এ�,   পা�সও��ডঃ� 	>তি�গুতিল
       কা�রও স�তেথ পা�সও��ডঃ� ভা�গ কারতে� কাতেO�রভা�তে� তি	তেষধ কাতের          । �তে� পাQ����� > গতে�ষণা�গুতিলতে� স্টোদ্যাখ� স্টোগতেছা স্টোযু তিকাছা@ পাQ��

 স$স্কৃ& তি�তে� স$স্কৃ& তি�-     তি	তিদ্যা� ষ্ট অ	@#>লতে	র জা	� পা�সও��ডঃ� গুতিল "প্রতে��জা	>�"     ভা�গ কাতের স্টো	ও�� উতিচা� shared  এই গতে�ষণা�
প্রকাতে;,             আর্মর� ��$ল�তেদ্যাতে# পা�সও��ডঃ� ভা�গ কাতের স্টো	ও��র র্মতে	�ভা�তে�র তিপাছাতে	 থ�কা� স�$স্কৃ& তি�কা স$তে�দ্যা	#>ল�� স্টো��ঝ�র

 স্টোচাষ্ট� কার�  ।

    আম	বেক ক! করবেত �ল	 হবে�?

                 আপাতি	 যুতিদ্যা  �তিডঃতে� অ$# তি	তে� সম্ম� হ	 �তে� আর্মর� আপা	�তেকা জা@তের্মর একা ঘন্ট�র দ্যা>ঘ� স�E�ত্কা�তের অ$# তি	তে� �ল�
           স্টোযুখ�তে	 আপা	�তেকা আপা	�র পা�সও��ডঃ� স্টো#��র কাতের স্টো	ও��র আচারণা স�তেকা� তিজাজ্ঞ�স� কার� হতে�   । স�E�ত্কা�তেরর

             স্টোগ�পা	>��� রE�র জা	� স�E�ত্কা�র স্টোদ্যাও��র সর্ম� আপাতি	 একা� থ�কা� গুরুত্বপাQণা �। এতিটা উতেVখ কার�র জা	�,  আর্মর�
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        আর্ম�তেদ্যার গতে�ষণা�র স্টোকা�	ও পাযু��তে� আপা	�র পা�সও��ডঃ� তিজাজ্ঞ�স� কার� 	�       । স�E�ত্কা�রতিটা আপা	�র পাছান্দ অ	@যু��> ��$ল�
                �� ই$তেরতিজাতে� হতে� পা�তের। এই গতে�ষণা�� অ$# স্টো	ও�� স্টোKচ্ছা�তেস�> এ�$ আপাতি	 স�E�ত্কা�তেরর সর্ম� আপা	�র স্টোযু স্টোকা�	ও
           প্রশ্ন ��দ্যা তিদ্যাতে� পা�তের	। সর্মস্ত স�E�ত্কা�র অতিডঃও স্টোরকাডঃ� কার� হতে�। আপাতি	 অতিডঃও-       স্টোরকাডঃ� হতে� সম্মতি� 	� তিদ্যাতেল আপাতি	

    অধ��তে	র জা	� স্টোযু�গ� হতে�	 	�    । সম্ম�	>র পাতিরর্ম�ণা ই-       ট্রা�ন্সফ�র কার�র জা	� আর্ম�তেদ্যার আপা	�র ���$তিকা$ /  তি�কা�#
  অ��কা�উতেন্টর �থ� প্রতে��জা	।

  ঝুঁ� /শিক এ�� অসু�শি�ধা	

          আর্মর� এই গতে�ষণা�� অ$#গ্রাহতেণার জা	� স্টোকা�	ও ঝ@ Zতিকা তি	তে� প্র���#� কাতির 	�       । ��$ল�তেদ্যাতে#র স�র্ম�তিজাকা ও তিলঙ্গ তি	�র্ম��ল>
              তি�তে�চা	� কাতের পা�সও��ডঃ� ভা�গ�ভা�তিগ স�তিকা� � তিকাছা@ তি�ষ� তি	তে� আতেল�চা	� কার�র সর্ম� আপাতি	 তি	তেজাতেকা তি	র�পাত্তা�হ>	 স্টো��ধ

               কারতে� পা�তের	। আর্ম�তেদ্যার অধ��তে	র স্টোযু স্টোকা�	ও পাযু��তে� আপা	�তেকা আপা	�র আসল পা�সও��ডঃ� গুতিল ভা�গ কারতে� �ল� হতে�
                	�। দ্যা�� কাতের র্মতে	 র�খতে�	 স্টোযু গতে�ষণা�তিটা স্টোKচ্ছা�তেস�> এ�$ স�E�ত্কা�রতিটা স্টোগ�পা	>� এ�$ আপা	�র পাতিরচা�তিটা অস্পষ্ট র�খতে�

   স্টোকা�ডঃ কার� হতে�।

 সুম্ভা	�� উপাক	শিরত	

          আপাতি	 এই গতে�ষণা�� আপা	�র অ$#গ্রাহণা স্টোথতেকা সর�সতির স্টোকা�	ও স@তি�ধ� পা�তে�	 	�  ।

সুম্মা	না! 

         স�E�ত্কা�তের অ$# স্টো	ও��র জা	� ১০০০ টা�কা� Eতি�পাQরণা স্টোদ্যাও�� হতে�      । Eতি�পাQরণাতিটা আপা	�র ���$কা অ��কা�উন্ট / 
   স্টোর্ম���ইল ���$তিকা$ অ��কা�উতেন্ট (ই-ট্রা�ন্সফ�র)   স্টোপ্ররণা কার� হতে�           । আপাতি	 এই গতে�ষণা� স্টোথতেকা স�E�ত্কা�র স্টোস#	 স্টো#ষ পাযু�ন্ত স্টোযু

          স্টোকা�	ও সর্ম� সতের স্টোযুতে� পা�তের	। আপাতি	 যুতিদ্যা প্র���হ�র কার� চা�	 কাতের	,       �তে� আপা	�তেকা এখ	ও Eতি�পাQরণা স্টোদ্যাও�� হতে�
       এ�$ সর্মস্ত �থ� অধ��	 স্টোথতেকা র্ম@তেছা স্টোফল� হতে�।

    আপানা	র অশিধাক	বের যোক	না ছা	ড় নায়

                এই ফর্ম�তিটাতে� K�Eর কাতের আপাতি	 স্টোকা�	ও অতিধকা�র ছা�ড়তেছা	 	� �� গতে�ষকাতেদ্যার স্টোকা�	ও দ্যা���দ্ধা�� স্টোথতেকা র্ম@তিA তিদ্যাতেচ্ছা	 	�।

     গবে�ষণ	 যোথ্যবেক সুবের আসু	র উপা	য়

        যুতিদ্যা আপাতি	 স�E�ত্কা�র স্টোস#	 চাল�কা�ল>	 আপা	�র সম্মতি� প্র���হ�র কাতের	,      আপা	�র প্র���হ�তেরর আতেগ আপা	�র কা�ছা
      স্টোথতেকা স$গ&হ>� সর্মস্ত �থ� ��তি�ল কার� হতে�।

যোগ	পানা!য়ত	

          আর্মর� যু� ��ড়���তিড় সম্ভ� অধ��তে	র স্টোডঃটা� স্টোথতেকা স	�Aকা�র> সর্মস্ত �থ� (স্টোযুর্ম	, 	�র্ম,   ইতের্মল তিOকা�	� ই���তিদ্যা)  সতিরতে�
স্টোফল�,       যু� স�E�ত্কা�রতিটা গ্রাহতেণার স�� তিদ্যা	 পাতের হতে�।

       আর্মর� আপা	�র ��তিAগ� �থ�তেকা স্টোগ�পা	>� তিহস�তে� তি�তে�চা	� কার�,       যুতিদ্যাও তি	খ@ Z� স্টোগ�পা	>���র গ��র�তিন্ট স্টোদ্যাও�� যু�� 	�  ।
                  আপা	�র পাতিরচা� প্রকা�# কাতের এর্ম	 স্টোকা�	ও �থ� আপা	�র তি	তিদ্যা� ষ্ট সম্মতি� ছা�ড়�ই প্রকা�# �� প্রকা�# কার� হতে� 	�। চালর্ম�	
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          নৈ	তি�কা�� সম্মতি� তি	তিa� কার�র জা	� কা�তেল�টা	 তি�শ্বতি�দ্যা��ল� গতে�ষণা� 	>তি�#�স্ত্র স্টো��তেডঃ� র (  কা@ তিরর তি�)   গতে�ষণা�র স্টোরকাডঃ� গুতিল
  অ��তেcস কারতে� পা�তের।

           আই	 দ্বা�র� র্ম@তিAর প্রতে��জা	 	� হতেল সর্মস্ত স্টোডঃটা� স্টোগ�পা	>� র�খ� হতে� (   উদ্যা�� তি#শু তি	যু���	,    তি	তেজার �� অতে	�র Eতি�)  ।

               এই অধ��তে	র ফল�ফলগুতিল প্রকা�তি#� হতে� পা�তের �� একাতিটা একা�তেডঃতির্মকা সতেম্মল	 �� সভা�� উপাস্থা�পা	 কার� স্টোযুতে� পা�তের, 
            �তে� �থ� উপাস্থা�পা	 কার� হতে� যু�তে� স্টোকা�	ও অ$#গ্রাহণাকা�র>তেকা স	�A কার� সম্ভ� 	� হ�।

    আর্মর� তি	র>Eতেণার উতেgতে#� আপা	�র 	�র্ম,          অ��কা�উতেন্টর �থ� এ�$ Eতি�পাQরণা তি	তিa�কারণা রতি#দ্যা সহ একাতিটা র্ম� �র ফ�ইল
র�খ�               । র্ম� �র ফ�ইলতিটা একাতিটা পা�সও��ডঃ� স@রতিE� ইউএসতি� তিডঃভা�ইতেস র�খ� হতে� যু� স্টোকা�ল গতে�ষকাতেদ্যার দ্বা�র�

 অ��তেcসতেযু�গ� হতে�।

             আপা	�তেকা একাতিটা স্টোকা�ডঃ �র�g কার� হতে� যু�তে� আপা	�র পাতিরচা� আপাতি	 সর�র�হ কার� স�E�ত্কা�র /    সর্ম>E�র স্টোডঃটা�র স�তেথ
   সর�সতির যু@A 	� হ�              । স্টোকা�তেডঃডঃ �থ� সহ সর্মস্ত অধ��তে	র স্টোডঃটা� তি	র�পাদ্যা কাতি�উটা�তের একাতিটা পা�সও��ডঃ� স@রতিE� ফ�ইতেল

 র�খ� হতে�।

         আপা	�র স�E�ত্কা�তেরর অতিডঃও স্টোরকাতিডঃ� $ স্থা�	>�ভা�তে� গতে�ষতেকার কাতি�উটা�তের স$রEণা কার� হতে�   । অপা�তের#	 স্টোডঃটা�,  স্টোযুর্ম	
   সভা� এ�$ পা�রফরর্ম��ন্স স্টোডঃটা�,             র্ম�তিকা� 	 যু@Aর�তেh অ�তিস্থা� স�ভা� �রগুতিলতে� জা@র্ম দ্বা�র� স$রEণা এ�$ স@রতিE� কার� হতে� �তে�
          এতিটা আদ্যা�লতে�র আতেদ্যা# �� স্টোডঃটা� লঙ্ঘতে	র র্ম�ধ�তের্ম প্রকা�# কার� স্টোযুতে� পা�তের         । আর্মর� স$রEণা �� স্থা�	�ন্তর কাতির স্টোযু স্টোকা�	ও

     গতে�ষণা� স্টোডঃটা� আর্মর� পা�সও��ডঃ� তিটা স@রতিE� কার�।

 তথ্য� ধা	রণ

   অধ��	 সর্ম�প্ত হও��র পাতের,  আপা	�র তিডঃ-          #	�A কার� স্টোডঃটা� ভাতি�ষ�তে�র গতে�ষণা� ���হ�তেরর জা	� ধতের র�খ� হতে�   । আর্মর�
                 অ	@তিলতিপা কার� ফ�ইলতিটা র�খ� �তে� অধ��তে	র একা র্ম�স পার অতিডঃও স্টোরকাতিডঃ� $ 	ষ্ট কার�। সর্মস্ত স্টোডঃটা� পা�সও��ডঃ� স@রতিE�
    ইউএসতি� কা>তে� স$রEণা কার� হতে�।

 	>তি� পাযু��তেল�চা	�

      এই গতে�ষণা�তিটা কা�ল�টা	 তি�শ্বতি�দ্যা��ল� গতে�ষণা� 	>তি�#�স	 স্টো��ডঃ� -      তি� দ্বা�র� সতিরতে� স্টোদ্যাও�� হতে�তেছা (CUREB  তিj��তেরন্স # 
১১৪৯২৫)             । অধ��তে	র স�তেথ যুতিদ্যা আপা	�র স্টোকা�	ও নৈ	তি�কা উতেদ্বাগ থ�তেকা �তে� দ্যা�� কাতের ethics@carleton.ca-   এ ইতের্মল

        কাতের কা�ল�টা	 তি�শ্বতি�দ্যা��ল� গতে�ষণা� 	>তি�#�স্ত্র স্টো��তেডঃ� র স�তেথ স্টোযু�গ�তেযু�গ কারু	  ।

  সম্মতি� তি��&তি� -    তিপ্রন্ট এ�$ স�ই	 	�র্ম

      আতির্ম স্টোKচ্ছা�� এই গতে�ষণা�� অ$# তি	তে� সম্ম�  ।  ___           হ��Z ___ 	�

       আতির্ম স�E�ত্কা�তেরর সর্ম� অতিডঃও স্টোরকাডঃ� কার�তে� সম্ম�         ।               ___           হ��Z ___	�

(দ্রষ্ট��:   অতিডঃও স্টোরকাতিডঃ� $ ��ধ���র্মQলকা) 

________________________ ________________________

 অ$#গ্রাহণাকা�র> K�Eর ��তিরখ
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Research team member who interacted with the participant

             আতির্ম অ$#গ্রাহণাকা�র>তেকা অধ��	তিটা ���খ�� কাতেরতিছা এ�$ ��তেদ্যার স্টোযু স্টোকা�	ও এ�$ সর্মস্ত প্রতেশ্নর উত্তার তিদ্যাতে�তিছা  । অ$#গ্রাহণাকা�র>
              �@ঝতে� এ�$ সম্মতি�তে� উপাতিস্থা� হতে�তেছা। আতির্ম অ$#গ্রাহণাকা�র>তেকা ��তেদ্যার স্টোরফ�তেরতেন্সর জা	� সম্মতি� ফতের্ম�র একাতিটা অ	@তিলতিপা
  সর�র�হ কাতেরতিছা।

____________________________ _____________________

 গতে�ষতেকার K�Eর ��তিরখ
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  নি�য়ো��য়ো�র পো	�স্টা�র - বাং��লা�

 অং�শগ্রহণ করুন  
      পা�সওয়া�র্ড� শেশয়া�র এর উপার স��স্কৃ� তি�র প্রভা�ব : ব��লা�দে�দেশর

   উপার একতি� শেকস স্টা�তির্ড
          এই প্রকল্পনি� বাং��লা�য়ো�য়ো� 	�সও��র্ড� পো���র কর�র ময়ো��ভা�য়োবাংর নি	ছয়ো� থা�ক� স��স্কৃ� নি ক স�য়োবাং���!লা �

 পোবাং�ঝা�র জ�$।

   এই �য়োবাংষণা�� অং�� নি�য়ো ,   আ	��য়োক অংবাং�$ই)

 ব��লা�দে�শ!
  কতি"উ��র /         শে#�ব�ইলা শে%�ন সহ প্রযু'তি( তির্ডভা�ইসগুতিলা ব*বহ�র করদে� পা�দেরন

    ক#পাদে+ ১৮ বছর বয়াস!
       ই�র�জী! ব� ব��লা� ভা�ষা�দে� কথা� বলাদে� পা�দেরন

  এনি� একনি� ৬০-  নিমনি�� অংধ্য$��        । আ	��র পো.��$ � .�চা�ই কর�র জ�$ আ	��য়োক প্র�ক-   নি0নি�� সম!ক্ষা�
  পো�ষ করয়ো হয়োবাং              । আ	নি� .নি� সফলা হ�  য়োবাং আম�য়ো�র জ4ম স�ক্ষা�ত্ক�য়োর অং�� পো�ও��র জ�$ আ	��য়োক

             আমন্ত্রণা জ���য়ো�� হয়োবাং পো.খা�য়ো� আ	��য়োক 	�সও��র্ড� ভা�� কয়োর পো�ও��র স�য়োথা সম্পনিক�  আ	��র নিবাংশ্বা�স
       এবাং� অং�4�!লা�গুনিলা ভা�� কয়োর পো�ও��র জ�$ বাংলা� হয়োবাং।

              এই �য়োবাংষণা�� অং�� পো�ও�� পো;চ্ছা�য়োসবাং! এবাং� আ	নি� পো. পোক��ও প্রশ্ন বাং�� নি�য়ো 	�য়োর� এবাং� /  বাং�
       স�ক্ষা�ত্ক�য়োরর সম� পো. পোক��ও সম� প্র $�হ�র করয়ো 	�য়োর�       । সমস্ত স�ক্ষা�ত্ক�র অংনির্ডও পোরকর্ড� কর� হয়োবাং।

             আ	নি� .নি� প্র $�হ�র করয়ো চা��  য়োবাং আ	��র সরবাংর�হ কর� সমস্ত  থা$ ধ্বং�স হয়ো� .�য়োবাং   । স�ক্ষা�ত্ক�য়োর
         অং�� পো�ও��র জ�$ ১০০০ ��ক� ক্ষানি 	Aরণা আ	��র বাং$��ক /   নিবাংক�� অং$�ক�উয়োC ই-   ট্রা�ন্সফ�র কর� হয়োবাং।

প্র�ক-         নি0নি�� জনির	 	Aরয়োণার জ�$ আ	��য়োক ক্ষানি 	Aরণা পো�ও�� হয়োবাং ��।

           এই অংধ্য$��নি� ক�য়োলা��� নিবাংশ্বানিবাং�$�লা� �য়োবাংষণা� �!নি ��স্ত্র নিবাং নিবাং দ্বা�র� ছ�ড়	ত্র পো	য়ো�য়োছ (  ছ�ড়	ত্র # 
 ১১৪৯২৫ | 114925)।
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 বি � শ্ববি � দ্যা�� লয় /    কো
�ম্পা�বি �র কো��ষণা� পত্রে�র আ মন্ত্রণাপ� - �� �ল�

 প্রকল্পে�র শি�ল্পের�না�ম:       প� সওয়�র্ড� কো� য়�র এর উপর স��স্কৃ বি!র প্রভা� � :      ���ল � ত্রেদ্যা ত্রে�র উপর এ
 বি$ কো
স স্টা�বির্ড (Cultural 
Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh)

   প্রকল্পে�র পৃ�ষ্ঠল্পেপৃ�ষক এবং� তহশিবংলক�র�:        
���র্ড� র ���চা�র� ল স�ত্রেয়ত্রে' স এ�� ইবি)বি�য়�বির� বিরস�চা� 
� উবি' ল (এ�এসইআর বিস) 
  আবি� ষ্কা�র গ্রা�ন্ট # ১১১৭৪৭

   ক�ল্পেল�টনা শিবংশ্বশিবংদ্যা��লয় প্রক� ছা�ড়পৃত্র:

CUREB-B  ছা �ড় প� # ১  ১৪৯ ২৫ (115924)                                                                                        ছা �ড় পত্রে� র !� বি রখ: বি $বি � বি র্ড

হ্যা��ত্রেল�, 

              আম� র ��ম আবি �
� বি ��ত্রে! আ লম এ �� আ বি ম 
�ল �$� বি � শ্ববি � দ্যা�� লত্রেয়র স্কৃ7 ল অফ 
বি ম্পাউ $� র স� ত্রেয়ত্রে' ম�স্টা� ত্রেস �র ছা ��    । আ বি ম অধ্যা ��প

                এবি লজা� ত্রে�থ কোস্টা���ত্রে$� র !ত্ত্বা� �ধ্যা � ত্রে� এ
 বি $ গ ত্রে�ষণা� প্র
 ত্রে@ 
�জা 
 রবি ছা । আ বি ম এ বি �য়� � ইউবি �ভা�বি স �বি $ অফ উই ত্রেমত্রে�র এ
 বি $ প্র� ক্ত� ছা ��

(   ২০১৬ স�ত্রেল র ��� চা)           এ�� 
বি ম্পাউ $� র স� ত্রেয়' এ �� আ ইবি সবি $ত্রে! আম� র স্না �!
 বি র্ডবি গ্রা কো�ষ 
 ত্রেরবি ছা /    আবি ম এসএ সএল ও য়�� রত্রেল স
 বি লবি মত্রে$ত্রের্ড দ্যা7'  �ছা র (২০১৭-২০১৯)      প্রযু7 বি ক্তগ ! সমন্বয়
� রG বি হ্যাস� ত্রে� 
�জা 
 ত্রেরবি ছা ।

               �� �ল� ত্রেদ্যা�G স�স্কৃ বি !ত্রে! প�সও য়� র্ড� কো�য়�র 
র� র অ�7 �G লত্রে� এ
 বি $ গ ত্রে�ষণা� য় অ� � বি �ত্রে! আ প��ত্রে
 আ মন্ত্রণা জা��� ত্রে! আবি ম আজা
 আ প�� ত্রে
 বি লখবি ছা            । এ ই অধ্যা �য়ত্রে�র উত্রেH �� প� সওয়� ত্রের্ড� র ���হ্যা� রত্রেযু�গ�!� ��ড় �ত্রে! এ �� প্রম�ণাG 
 রত্রেণার �
 �� য় প্র�সবি I
 স�স্কৃ বি !-  বি �বি দ্যা� ষ্ট

           অ�7 �Gল�গু বি লত্রে
 অন্তভা7� ক্ত 
 ত্রের প� সও য়�র্ড� কো�য়� র 
র� র 
� রত্রেণা স ষ্ট স7 রক্ষা� হুমবি 
ত্রে
 হ্রা �স 
র�      । আ মর� আ প��ত্রে
 অধ্যা �য়ত্রে�র কো
� �ও
        পযু �� ত্রেয় আ প�� র প� সওয়� র্ড� গু বি ল ভা�গ 
 ত্রের কো�ও য়� র অ�7 ত্রের�ধ্যা 
র� ��।

      এই গত্রে�ষণা� য় কোযু�গ�!� যু�চা�ই 
র� র জা �� প্র� 
-          বি Pবি �� জা বি রপ এ �� জা 7ত্রেমর মত্রেধ্যা � ৬০ বি মবি �ত্রে$র অ�ল� ই� স� ক্ষা� ত্
� র জাবি ড় !  । প্র� 
-বি Pবি ��
  জাবি র ত্রেপ অ� � বি �ত্রে!,                অ� �গ্রা হ্যাণা
�রG ত্রেদ্যার 
 মপত্রেক্ষা আঠা�ত্রের� �ছা র �য়স হ্যাত্রে! হ্যাত্রে� এ �� অ���ই ই�ত্রেরজাG �� �� �ল� অ�গ � ল 
 থ � �লত্রে!

হ্যাত্রে�     । !� ত্রেদ্যার অ���ই 
 বি ম্পাউ$� র /        কোম���ইল কোফ�� সহ্যা প্রযু7 বি ক্তর বি র্ডভা�ইসগুবি ল ���হ্যা� র 
 রত্রে! হ্যাত্রে�,     ইন্ট�রত্রে�$ এ �� কোস���� ল বি মবি র্ডয়�
          ���হ্যা� র 
রত্রে! প� ত্রের এ �� প� সওয়� র্ড� ভা�গ 
র� র আ ত্রেগ র অবি ভা জ্ঞ!� থ �
 ত্রে! প�ত্রের   । আ মর� প্র� 
-     বি Pবি �� জা বি রপ প্রবি !বি Tয়� গু বি ল বি �ত্রেU ষণা

        
র� এ�� চাV ড় � ন্ত স� ক্ষা� ত্
� ত্রেরর জা �� উ পযু7 ক্ত প্র� থ �Gত্রেদ্যার আমন্ত্রণা 
 র�           । স� ক্ষা� ত্
� রবি $ �� �ল� �� ই�ত্রেরবি জা হ্যাত্রে! প�ত্রের। এই গত্রে�ষণা� য় অ� �
                   কো�ও য়� কোWচ্ছা � ম7 ল
 এ �� আ পবি � স� ক্ষা� ত্
� ত্রেরর সময় আ প�� র কোযু কো
��ও প্রশ্ন �� দ্যা বি দ্যাত্রে! প� ত্রের�। সমস্ত স�ক্ষা� ত্
� র অবি র্ডও কোর
র্ড� 
র�

  হ্যাত্রে�। আ পবি � অবি র্ডও-           কোর
র্ড� হ্যাত্রে! সম্মবি ! �� বি দ্যাত্রেল আ পবি � অধ্যা �য়ত্রে�র জা �� কোযু�গ� হ্যাত্রে�� ��      । কোর
বি র্ড� � প্রবি !বি ল বি প হ্যাত্রেয় কোগত্রেল অবি র্ডও-
   কোর
 বি র্ড� � �ষ্ট 
 র� হ্যাত্রে�   ।

         যুবি দ্যাও এই প্র
 ত্রে@ কো
��ও কোপ��দ্যা� র এ�� ম��বি স
 ঝুঁ7 ]বি 
 জা বি ড়! ��,       আ প�� র পবি র চায় র ক্ষা� র জা �� যুত্ন কো�ও য়� হ্যাত্রে�    । সমস্ত প্রবি !বি Tয়�
    কো��� ত্রেম কোরত্রেখ এ বি $ 
 র� হ্যাত্রে�।

             আ পবি � এই গত্রে�ষণা� কোথত্রে
 স�ক্ষা� ত্
�র কোস�� কো�ষ পযু �ন্ত কোযু কো
��ও সময় সত্রের কোযুত্রে! প� ত্রের�       । আ পবি � যুবি দ্যা প্র!�� হ্যা� র 
 র� চায়� 
ত্রের�, !ত্রে�
            আ প�� ত্রে
 এখ �ও ক্ষাবি !পV রণা কোদ্যাওয়� হ্যাত্রে� এ �� সমস্ত !থ � অধ্যা �য়� কোথত্রে
 ম7 ত্রেছা কোফল� হ্যাত্রে�        । স� ক্ষা� ত্
� ত্রের অ� � কো�ও য়� র জা �� ১০০০

        $�
� সম্ম��G কোদ্যাওয়� হ্যাত্রে�। ক্ষাবি !পV রণাবি $ আ প�� র ��� � 
 অ��
� উ ন্ট /    কোম��� ইল ��� �বি 
� অ�� 
�উ ত্রেন্ট (ই-ট্রা� 'ফ�র)   কোপ্ররণা 
র� হ্যাত্রে�  ।
      প্র!��হ্যা� ত্রেরর সম্ম� �G র কো
��ও প্রভা� � কোফলত্রে� ��। প্র�
-         বি Pবি �� জাবি র প পV রত্রেণার জা �� আ প�� ত্রে
 ক্ষাবি !পV রণা কোদ্যাও য়� হ্যাত্রে� �� ।

অবি র্ড ও-               কোর
বি র্ড� � এ�� কো
� �ও কো��$ সহ্যা সমস্ত গত্রে�ষণা� কোর্ড$� এ 
বি $ প� সওয়� র্ড� স7 রবি ক্ষা! ইউএ সবি � 
G ত্রে! র�খ � হ্যাত্রে�   । হ্যাস্ত� ক্ষার কো�� $, 
           ইউ এ সবি � 
G ই!�� বি দ্যাসহ্যা কোর্ড$�গু বি ল র কোযু কো
��ও হ্যা�র্ড� 
বি প ল
 মবি ন্ত্রসভা� য় র�খ � হ্যাত্রে�        । গত্রে�ষণা� !থ � কো
�ল গ ত্রে�ষ
 এ�� গত্রে�ষণা�

   !ত্ত্বা� �ধ্যা � য়
 দ্বা� র� অ�� ত্রেaসত্রেযু� গ� হ্যাত্রে�।
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      এই গত্রে�ষণা�বি $ 
�ল �$� বি � শ্ববি � দ্যা�� লয় গত্রে�ষণা� �Gবি !�� স� কো��র্ড� -      বি � দ্বা� র� সবি র ত্রেয় কোদ্যাও য়� হ্যাত্রেয়ত্রেছা (CUREB -B  বি bয়�ত্রের' # ১১৪৯ ২৫)  ।
           অধ্যা �য়ত্রে�র স� ত্রেথ যুবি দ্যা আ প�� র কো
��ও নৈ�বি !
 উ ত্রেদ্বাগ থ �ত্রে
 !ত্রে� দ্যায়� 
ত্রের Ethics@carleton.ca-      এ ই ত্রেমল 
 ত্রের 
�ল �$� বি �শ্ববি �দ্যা�� লয়

     গত্রে�ষণা� �G বি !��স্ত্র কো��ত্রের্ড� র স� ত্রেথ কোযু�গ�ত্রেযু�গ 
 রু� ।

       আ পবি � যুবি দ্যা এ ই গ ত্রে�ষণা� প্র
 ত্রে@ অ� � বি �ত্রে! চা� �,       �� গত্রে�ষণা� সম্পাত্রে
� কো
��ও প্রশ্ন 
রত্রে! চা� �,      !ত্রে� অ�7 গ্রা হ্যা 
 ত্রের আম� র স�ত্রেথ
aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca   এ কোযু�গ�ত্রেযু�গ 
 রু�।

বি ��G !,
  আবি �
� বি ��ত্রে! আ লম
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Email Invitation for Interview – Bangla

    সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে�� জন্য
 ইরে�ল আ�ন্ত্রণ - বাং��ল�

 প্রি�য় XXX,

      এই গরেবাংষণ�য় আপন্য�� আগ্ররে�� জন্য
 আপন্য�রেকা ধন্য
বাং�দ!         আপপ্রিন্য এই অধ
য়রেন্য� জন্য
 যো �গ
 এবাং� আ��� আপন্য��
   অ�শগ্র�রেণ� জন্য
 অরেপক্ষা� কা�প্রি"          । এই ইরে�লপ্রি$রে% আপন্য�� প্রি&য়�কাল�রেপ� �রেয়�জন্য'য় প্রিন্যরেদ( শ�বাংল'� উপরে� আন্ডা��ল�ইন্য

  কা�� �রেয়রে"।

 অধ্য�য়নে�র ভূ	 মি�কা:

        প�সাওয়�র্ড( গুপ্রিল অন্তপ্রিন্য(প্রি�%ভা�রেবাং বাং
প্রি0গ% এবাং� যোগ�পন্য'য় প্রি�সা�রেবাং প্রির্ডজ�ইন্য কা�� �রেয়রে"; অ%এবাং,   প�সাওয়�র্ড( ন্য'প্রি%গুপ্রিল
       কা��ও সা�রে1 প�সাওয়�র্ড( ভা�গ কা�রে% কারে2��ভা�রেবাং প্রিন্যরেষধ কারে�          । %রেবাং প3বাং(বাং%( ' গরেবাংষণ�গুপ্রিলরে% যোদখা� যোগরে" যো প্রিকা"5 প3বাং(

 সা�স্কৃ7 প্রি%রে% সা�স্কৃ7 প্রি%-     প্রিন্যপ্রিদ( ষ্ট অন্য5শ'লরেন্য� জন্য
 প�সাওয়�র্ড( গুপ্রিল "�রেয়�জন্য'য়"     ভা�গ কারে� যোন্যওয়� উপ্রি9% shared  এই গরেবাংষণ�
�কারে:,             আ��� বাং��ল�রেদরেশ প�সাওয়�র্ড( ভা�গ কারে� যোন্যওয়�� �রেন্য�ভা�রেবাং� প্রিপ"রেন্য 1�কা� সা��স্কৃ7 প্রি%কা সা�রেবাংদন্যশ'ল%� যোবাং�ঝা��

 যো9ষ্ট� কা�বাং।

                 আপপ্রিন্য  প্রিদ স্টা�প্রির্ডরে% অ�শ প্রিন্যরে% সাম্ম% �ন্য %রেবাং আ��� আপন্য�রেকা জ5রে�� একা ঘন্টা�� দ'ঘ( সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে� অ�শ প্রিন্যরে% বাংলবাং
           যো খা�রেন্য আপন্য�রেকা আপন্য�� প�সাওয়�র্ড( ভা�গ কারে� যোন্যওয়�� আ9�ণ সাম্পরেকা( প্রিজজ্ঞা�সা� কা�� �রেবাং   । সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে��

             যোগ�পন্য'য়%� �ক্ষা�� জন্য
 সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�� যোদওয়�� সা�য় আপপ্রিন্য একা� 1�কা� গুরুত্বপ3ণ (। এপ্রি$ উরেDখা কা��� জন্য
,  আ���
        আ��রেদ� গরেবাংষণ�� যোকা�ন্যও প (�রেয় আপন্য�� প�সাওয়�র্ড( প্রিজজ্ঞা�সা� কা�বাং ন্য�      । সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা��প্রি$ আপন্য�� প"ন্দ অন্য5সা�রে� বাং��ল�

                বাং� ই�রে�প্রিজরে% �রে% প�রে�। এই গরেবাংষণ�য় অ�শ যোন্যওয়� যোFচ্ছা�রেসাবাং' এবাং� আপপ্রিন্য সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে�� সা�য় আপন্য�� যো যোকা�ন্যও
           �শ্ন বাং�দ প্রিদরে% প�রে�ন্য। সা�স্ত সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�� অপ্রির্ডও যো�কার্ড( কা�� �রেবাং। আপপ্রিন্য অপ্রির্ডও-       যো�কার্ড( �রে% সাম্মপ্রি% ন্য� প্রিদরেল আপপ্রিন্য

    অধ
য়রেন্য� জন্য
 যো �গ
 �রেবাংন্য ন্য�।

             আপপ্রিন্য এই গরেবাংষণ� যো1রেকা সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�� যোসাশন্য যোশষ প (ন্ত যো যোকা�ন্যও সা�য় সারে� যো রে% প�রে�ন্য      । আপপ্রিন্য  প্রিদ �%
���� কা��
 9য়ন্য কারে�ন্য,              %রেবাং আপন্য�রেকা এখান্যও ক্ষাপ্রি%প3�ণ যোদওয়� �রেবাং এবাং� সা�স্ত %1
 অধ
য়ন্য যো1রেকা �5রে" যোJল� �রেবাং   । সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে�
         অ�শ যোন্যওয়�� জন্য
 ১০০০ $�কা� সাম্ম�ন্য' যোদওয়� �রেবাং। ��কা-         প্রিMপ্রিন্য� জপ্রি�প প3�রেণ� জন্য
 আপন্য�রেকা সাম্ম�ন্য' যোদওয়� �রেবাং

ন্য�।

      এই গরেবাংষণ�প্রি$ কা�ল($ন্য প্রিবাংশ্বপ্রিবাংদ
�লয় গরেবাংষণ� ন্য'প্রি%শ�সান্য যোবাং�র্ড( -      প্রিবাং দ্বা��� সাপ্রি�রেয় যোদওয়� �রেয়রে" (CUREB  প্রিPয়�রে�ন্স # 
১১৪৯২৫)।

 অধ্য�য়নে�র স�য়নেরখা:

     ১ .    F�ক্ষা� কারুন্য সাম্মপ্রি% J�(

    ২.   সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে�� সা�য়সা39' কারুন্য

    ৩.  বাং
��কা /      প্রিবাংকা�শ অ
�কা�উরেন্টা� %1
 ইরে�রেল� ��ধ
রে� জ�ন্য�ন্য

    ৪.        দ3�বাং%( ' 93 ড়া�ন্ত সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�� এবাং� অধ
য়রেন্য� সা�প্রিক্ষাপ্ত প্রিবাংবাং�ণ (   ��য় ৬০ প্রি�প্রিন্য$)

         সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা��প্রি$ যোশষ �রেল আপপ্রিন্য আপন্য�� সা�রেয়� জন্য
 ১০০০ প্রিবাংপ্রির্ডপ্রি$ প�রেবাংন্য  ।
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Version 2019-03-28

 অ���মি� ফর�:

        সাম্মপ্রি% J�(প্রি$ অ
�রেZসা কা�রে% দয়� কারে� এখা�রেন্য প্রি9কা কারুন্য: https://carletonu.az1.qualtrics.com/XXXX    । দয়� কারে�
  এপ্রি$ সা�বাংধ�রেন্য পড়া5 ন্য,     এবাং� %��পরে� প্রির্ডপ্রিজ$�প্রিল F�ক্ষা� কারুন্য        । সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�� অ
�পরেয়ন্টারে�রেন্টা� সা�য় প্রিন্যধ(��রেণ� আরেগ এই

    পদরেক্ষাপপ্রি$ সাম্পন্ন কা�রে% �রেবাং।

  সক্ষাত্কার সেসশনে�র স�য়স	চী�:

            জ5� সাম্পরেকা( আ��রেদ� 93 ড়া�ন্ত সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�� যোসাশরেন্য� জন্য
 আ��রেদ� একাপ্রি$ সা�য় প্রিন্যধ(��ণ কা�রে% �রেবাং   । এই সা�রেয়,  আপ্রি�
           আপন্য�রেকা আপন্য�� প�সাওয়�র্ড( ভা�গ কারে� যোন্যওয়�� আ9�ণ সাম্পপ্রিকা( % কারেয়কাপ্রি$ �শ্ন প্রিজজ্ঞা�সা� কা�বাং     । যোসাশন্যপ্রি$ ��য় ৬০

               প্রি�প্রিন্য$ সা�য় যোন্যরেবাং। দয়� কারে� এ�ন্য সা�য় স্ল$ 9য়ন্য কারুন্য  � এখা�রেন্য আপন্য�� জন্য
 কা�জ কারে�: 
https://cenderly.com/XXXXXX।

 ব্যাং��কা /   মিব্যাংকাশ অ�কাউনে�র �থ্য�:

         সা�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রে� অ�শ যোন্যওয়�� জন্য
 ১০০০ $�কা� ক্ষাপ্রি%প3�ণ যোদওয়� �রেবাং       । ক্ষাপ্রি%প3�ণপ্রি$ আপন্য�� বাং
��কা অ
�কা�উন্টা বাং�
   যো��বাং�ইল বাং
��প্রিকা� অ
�কা�উরেন্টা (ই-ট্রা�ন্সJ��)   যো��ণ কা�� �রেবাং         ।  প্রিদ আপপ্রিন্য ক্ষাপ্রি%প3�ণপ্রি$ আপন্য�� বাং
�ঙ্ক অ
�কা�উরেন্টা যো��ণ

        কা�রে% 9�ন্য %রেবাং দয়� কারে� আ��রেদ�রেকা আল�দ� ইরে�ইরেল (  ইরে�ল প্রিশরে��ন্য��:  আপন্য�� ন্য��_  প�সাওয়�র্ড( যোশয়�প্রি��)  আপন্য��
ন্য��,   বাং
�ঙ্ক অ
�কা�উন্টা ন্যম্ব�,   বাং
�ঙ্ক অ
�কা�উরেন্টা� ন্য��,        বাং
�রেঙ্ক� ন্য�� এবাং� বাং
��রেকা� শ�খা�� ন্য�� যো��ণ কারুন্য    । আপপ্রিন্য  প্রিদ

                প্রিবাংকা�শ স্থা�ন্য�ন্ত� 9�ন্য %রেবাং দয়� কারে� ইরে�রেল� ��ধ
রে� আ��রেদ� আপন্য�� অ
�কা�উরেন্টা� ন্য�� এবাং� প্রিবাংকা�শ অ
�কা�উন্টা যোJ�ন্য
  ন্যম্ব� যো��ণ কারুন্য।

  আ��� বাং
বাং���কা��'� ন্য��,             অ
�কা�উন্টা ন্যম্ব� এবাং� অ1( ��প্রিপ্ত� প্রিন্যপ্রিa%কা�ণ ইরে�ল সা� একাপ্রি$ ��স্টা�� J�ইল বাংজ�য় ��খাবাং  ।
  ��স্টা�� J�ইলপ্রি$ প�সাওয়�র্ড( -     সা5�প্রিক্ষা% যোপন্যড্রা�ইরেভা সা��ক্ষাণ কা�� �রেবাং,       � যোকাবাংল গরেবাংষকারেদ� দ্বা��� অ
�রেZসারে �গ
 �রেবাং।

                 উপরে�� যো যোকা�ন্যও সাম্পরেকা( আপন্য��  প্রিদ যোকা�ন্যও �শ্ন 1�রেকা %রেবাং যো রেকা�ন্য সা�য় আ��রেকা ইরে�ল কা�রে% প্রিদ্বাধ� যোবাং�ধ
কা�রেবাংন্যন্য�।

শুরেভাচ্ছা�,

  আপ্রিন্যকা� প্রিবাংন্যরে% আল�

এ�প্রিসাএসা,   প্রি�উ�
�ন্য কাপ্রিম্পউ$�� ইন্টা�রে�রেdশন্য,  কা�রেল($ন্য প্রিবাংশ্বপ্রিবাংদ
�লয়

2
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Online Invitation - Bangla

  অনলা�ইন আমন্ত্রণ - বাং��লা�

   ফেসবাং�কে� ফে��স্ট �রা�রা জন�:

"      পা�সওয়া�র্ড� শে	য়া�র কর�র শে�ত্রে� স��স্কৃ� তি�র অবদা�ন:    ব��লা�ত্রেদাত্রে	র একতি� শেকস স্টা�তির্ড"     	�র্ষ�ক একতি� গত্রেবর্ষণা�র জন!
 শে"চ্ছা�ত্রেসব�ত্রেদার প্রত্রেয়া�জন" 

         আমরা� এ�টি� অনলা�ইন অধ্য�য়কেনরা জন� ৫০ জন ফে�চ্ছা�কেসবাং রা সন্ধা�ন �রাটি"      । এই অধ্য�য়কেনরা উকে%শ্য� ��সওয়�কে() রা
      বাং�বাংহা�রাকে+�গ্য�তা� বাং�ড়া�কেতা এবাং� প্রম�ণ �রাকেণরা ন�শ্য�য় প্র�সটি0� স�স্কৃ2 টিতা-     টিনটি3) ষ্ট অন�শ্য লানগুটিলাকে� অন্তর্ভু�) ক্ত �কেরা ��সওয়�()

        র্ভু�গ্য �কেরা ফেনওয়�রা ��রাকেণ স2ষ্ট স�রাক্ষা� হুমটি�কে� হ্রা�স �রা�        । এই গ্যকেবাংষণ�য় ফে+�গ্য�তা� +�চা�ই �রা�রা জন� প্র��-   টি>টিন� জটিরা�
        এবাং� জ�কেমরা মকেধ্য� এ� ৬০ টিমটিনকে�রা অনলা�ইন স�ক্ষা�ত্��রা জটিড়াতা       । স�ক্ষা�ত্��রাটি� বাং��লা� বাং� ই�কেরাটিজকেতা হাকেতা ��কেরা।

       সম ক্ষা�টি�রা লাক্ষা� বাং��লা�কে3টিশ্যকে3রা ��সওয়�() ফেশ্যয়�রা �রা�রা মকেন�র্ভু�বাং ফেবাং�ঝা�    । আ�ন�কে� আ�ন�রা ফেবাং�ঝা��ড়া�,   টিবাংশ্বা�স এবাং�
           ��সওয়�() র্ভু�গ্য �কেরা ফেনওয়�রা সম্পটি�) তা অন�শ্য লান সম্পটি�) তা �কেয়�টি� প্রশ্ন টিজজ্ঞা�স� �রা� হাকেবাং    । আমরা� আ�ন�কে�

         অধ্য�য়কেনরা ফে��নও �+)�কেয় আ�ন�রা ��সওয়�() ফেশ্যয়�রা �রা�রা অন�কেরা�ধ্য �রাবাং ন�।

              ফে+�গ্য� হাওয়�রা জন� আ�ন�কে� অবাংশ্য�ই বাং��লা�কে3শ্য হাকেতা হাকেবাং এবাং� �ম�কেক্ষা ১৮ বাং"রা বাংয়স হাকেতা হাকেবাং,  অবাংশ্য�ই
             স�বাংলা লার্ভু�কেবাং ই�কেরাটিজ বাং� বাং��লা� বাংলাকেতা হাকেবাং এবাং� প্র+�টিক্ত টি(র্ভু�ইসগুটিলারা স�কেH �+)�প্ত অটির্ভুজ্ঞাতা� H��কেতা হাকেবাং  । আ�ন�কে�

 প্রHকেম প্র��-     টি>টিন� জটিরা�টি� �Jরাণ �রাকেতা হাকেবাং         । ফে+�গ্য� অ�শ্যগ্রহাণ��রা কে3রা এ�টি� অনলা�ইন স�ক্ষা�ত্��রা ফেসশ্যকেন অ�শ্য টিনকেতা
   আমন্ত্রণ জ�ন�কেন� হাকেবাং।

             এই স�ক্ষা�ত্��রাটি� অনলা�ইকেন অন�টিLতা হাকেবাং এবাং� এটি� ফেশ্যষ হাকেতা ৬০ টিমটিনকে�রা সময় ফেনওয়� উটিচাতা    । স�ক্ষা�ত্��রাটি� বাং��লা� বাং�
                ই�কেরাটিজকেতা হাকেতা ��কেরা। এই গ্যকেবাংষণ�য় অ�শ্য ফেনওয়� ফে�চ্ছা�কেসবাং এবাং� আ�টিন স�ক্ষা�ত্��কেরারা সময় আ�ন�রা ফে+ ফে��নও প্রশ্ন

          বাং�3 টি3কেতা ��কেরান। সমস্ত স�ক্ষা�ত্��রা অটি(ও ফেরা�() �রা� হাকেবাং। আ�টিন অটি(ও-       ফেরা�() হাকেতা সম্মটিতা ন� টি3কেলা আ�টিন
    অধ্য�য়কেনরা জন� ফে+�গ্য� হাকেবাংন ন�     । ফেরা�টি() � প্রটিতাটিলাটি� হাকেয় ফেগ্যকেলা, অটি(ও-    ফেরা�টি() � নষ্ট হাকেয় +�য়।

             আ�টিন এই গ্যকেবাংষণ� ফেHকে� স�ক্ষা�ত্��রা ফেসশ্যন ফেশ্যষ �+)ন্ত ফে+ ফে��নও সময় সকেরা ফে+কেতা ��কেরান      । আ�টিন +টি3 প্রতা��হা�রা �রা�
 চায়ন �কেরান,          তাকেবাং আ�ন�কে� এখনও ক্ষাটিতা�Jরাণ ফে3ওয়� হাকেবাং এবাং� সমস্ত স�ক্ষা�ত্��রা /      সম ক্ষা�রা ফে(�� অধ্য�য়ন ফেHকে� ম�কে"
 ফেলা� হাকেবাং                । স�ক্ষা�ত্��কেরা অ�শ্য ফেনওয়�রা জন� ১০০০ ���� সম্ম�ন ফে3ওয়� হাকেবাং। সম্ম�ন টি� আ�ন�রা বাং���� অ����উন্ট / 

   ফেম�বাং�ইলা বাং���টি�� অ����উকেন্ট (ই-ট্রা�ন্স�রা)   ফেপ্ররাণ �রা� হাকেবাং        । প্রতা��হা�কেরারা সম্ম�ন রা ফে��নও প্রর্ভু�বাং �ড়াকেবাং ন�। প্র��-  টি>টিন�
       জটিরা� �Jরাকেণরা জন� আ�ন�কে� ক্ষাটিতা�Jরাণ ফে3ওয়� হাকেবাং ন�  ।

   আ�টিন +টি3 আগ্রহা হান,         তাকেবাং অ�শ্যগ্রহাকেণরা টিবাংষকেয় আরাও তাকেH�রা জন� অন�গ্রহা �কেরা XXXXXXXXXX-   এ অনলা�ইন
প্র��-         টি>টিন� জটিরা�টি� �Jরাণ �রুন বাং� আটিন�� টিবাংনকেতা আলামকে� aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca   এ ইকেমলা �রুন   । এই

     গ্যকেবাংষণ�টি� ��লা)�ন টিবাংশ্বাটিবাং3��লায় গ্যকেবাংষণ� ন টিতাশ্য�সন ফেবাং�() -     টিবাং দ্বা�রা� "�ড়া�ত্র ফে�কেয়কে" (  "�ড়া�ত্র # ১১৪৯২৫)।
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অটি(ও-               ফেরা�টি() � এবাং� ফে��নও ফেন�� সহা সমস্ত গ্যকেবাংষণ� ফে(�� এ�টি� ��সওয়�() স�রাটিক্ষাতা ইউএসটিবাং � কেতা রা�খ� হাকেবাং  ।
 হাস্ত�ক্ষারা ফেন��,            ইউএসটিবাং � ইতা��টি3সহা ফে(��গুটিলারা ফে+ ফে��নও হা�() �টি� লা� মটিন্ত্রসর্ভু�য় রা�খ� হাকেবাং     । গ্যকেবাংষণ� তাH� ফে�বাংলা
      গ্যকেবাংষ� এবাং� গ্যকেবাংষণ� তাত্ত্বা�বাংধ্য�য়� দ্বা�রা� অ��কেZসকে+�গ্য� হাকেবাং।

            অধ্য�য়কেনরা স�কেH আ�ন�রা +টি3 ফে��নও নৈনটিতা� উকেদ্বাগ্য H�কে� তাকেবাং 3য়� �কেরা আরাইটিবাং ফেচায়�রা,    ��লা)�ন টিবাংশ্বাটিবাং3��লায় গ্যকেবাংষণ�
 ন টিতাশ্য�স্ত্র ফেবাং�() -      টিবাং স�কেH ইকেমকেলারা ম�ধ্য�কেম ফে+�গ্য�কে+�গ্য �রুন: ethics@carleton.ca       । গ্যকেবাংষণ� সম্পকে�) অন��ন� সমস্ত প্রকেশ্নরা

জন�,      3য়� �কেরা গ্যকেবাংষকে�রা স�কেH ফে+�গ্য�কে+�গ্য �রুন  ।
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Email Invitation – Bangla
  ইমে�ল আ�ন্ত্রণ - বাং	
ল	

 প্রকল্পে�র শি�ল্পের�না�ম:       পা	সওয়া	র্ড� শে�য়া	র এর উপার স	
স্কৃ� তি�র প্রভা	বাং :      বাং	
ল	মে�মে�র উপার একতি� শেকস স্টা	তির্ড (Cultural 
Factors in Password Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh)

   প্রকল্পে�র পৃ�ষ্ঠল্পেপৃ�ষক এবং� তহশিবংলক�র�:        ক	না	র্ড	র না!	চা	র	ল স	মেয়ামে#স এবাং
 ইতি$তিনায়া	তির
 তিরস	চা� ক	উতি#ল (এনাএসইআরতিস) 
  আতিবাংষ্কা	র গ্রা	ন্ট # ১১১৭৪৭

   ক�ল্পেল�টনা শিবংশ্বশিবংদ্যা��লয় প্রক� ছা�ড়পৃত্র:

CUREB-B  ছা	ড়পাত্র # ১  ১৪৯২৫ (115924)                                                                                        ছা	ড়পামেত্রর �	তিরখ: তি�তিবাংতির্ড

হ্যা!	মেল	, 

              আ�	র না	� আতিনাক	 তিবাংনামে� আল� এবাং
 আতি� ক	ল��না তিবাংশ্বতিবাং�!	লমেয়ার স্কৃ4 ল অফ কতি7উ�	র স	মেয়ামে# �	স্টা	মেস�র ছা	ত্র    । আতি� অধ্যা!	পাক
        এতিলজা	মেবাংথ শেস্টা	বাং	মে�� র �ত্ত্বা	বাংধ্যা	মেনা একতি� গমেবাংষণ	 প্রকমে? ক	জা করতিছা।

               বাং	
ল	মে��@ স
স্কৃ� তি�মে� পা	সওয়া	র্ড� শে�য়া	র কর	র অনা4�@লমেনা একতি� গমেবাংষণ	য়া অ
� তিনামে� আপানা	মেক আ�ন্ত্রণ জা	না	মে� আতি� আজা
 আপানা	মেক তিলখতিছা            । এই অধ্যা!য়ামেনার উমেA�! পা	সওয়া	মের্ড� র বাং!বাংহ্যা	রমেB	গ!�	 বাং	ড়	মে� এবাং
 প্র�	ণ@করমেণর নাক�	য়া প্র	সতিCক স
স্কৃ� তি�-  তিনাতি�� ষ্ট

           অনা4�@লনাগুতিলমেক অন্তভা4� ক্ত কমের পা	সওয়া	র্ড� শে�য়া	র কর	র ক	রমেণ স�ষ্ট স4রক্ষা	 হু�তিকমেক হ্রা	স কর	      । আ�র	 আপানা	মেক অধ্যা!য়ামেনার শেক	নাও
        পাB�	মেয়া আপানা	র পা	সওয়া	র্ড� গুতিল ভা	গ কমের শেনাওয়া	র অনা4মের	ধ্যা করবাং না	।

      এই গমেবাংষণ	য়া শেB	গ!�	 B	চা	ই কর	র জানা! প্র	ক-          তিKতিনা
 জাতিরপা এবাং
 জা4মে�র �মেধ্যা! ৬০ তি�তিনামে�র অনাল	ইনা স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	র জাতিড়�  । প্র	ক-তিKতিনা

  জাতিরমেপা অ
� তিনামে�,                অ
�গ্রাহ্যাণক	র@মে�র ক�পামেক্ষা আঠা	মের	 বাংছার বাংয়াস হ্যামে� হ্যামেবাং এবাং
 অবাং�!ই ই
মেরজা@ বাং	 বাং	
ল	 অনাগ�ল কথ	 বাংলমে�

হ্যামেবাং     । �	মে�র অবাং�!ই কতি7উ�	র /        শে�	বাং	ইল শেফ	না সহ্যা প্রB4তিক্তর তির্ডভা	ইসগুতিল বাং!বাংহ্যা	র করমে� হ্যামেবাং,     ইন্ট	রমেনা� এবাং
 শেস	�!	ল তি�তির্ডয়া	
          বাং!বাংহ্যা	র করমে� পা	মের এবাং
 পা	সওয়া	র্ড� ভা	গ কর	র আমেগর অতিভাজ্ঞ�	 থ	কমে� পা	মের   । আ�র	 প্র	ক-     তিKতিনা
 জাতিরপা প্রতি�তিQয়া	গুতিল তিবাংমেRষণ

        করবাং এবাং
 চাS ড়	ন্ত স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	মেরর জানা! উপাB4ক্ত প্র	থ�@মে�র আ�ন্ত্রণ করবাং           । স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	রতি� বাং	
ল	 বাং	 ই
মেরতিজা হ্যামে� পা	মের। এই গমেবাংষণ	য়া অ
�
                   শেনাওয়া	 শেTচ্ছা	�4লক এবাং
 আপাতিনা স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	মেরর স�য়া আপানা	র শেB শেক	নাও প্রশ্ন বাং	� তি�মে� পা	মেরনা। স�স্ত স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	র অতির্ডও শেরকর্ড� কর	

  হ্যামেবাং। আপাতিনা অতির্ডও-           শেরকর্ড� হ্যামে� সম্মতি� না	 তি�মেল আপাতিনা অধ্যা!য়ামেনার জানা! শেB	গ! হ্যামেবাংনা না	      । শেরকতির্ড� 
 প্রতি�তিলতিপা হ্যামেয়া শেগমেল অতির্ডও-
   শেরকতির্ড� 
 নাষ্ট কর	 হ্যামেবাং   ।

         Bতি�ও এই প্রকমে? শেক	নাও শেপা�	�	র এবাং
 �	নাতিসক ঝুঁ4 Zতিক জাতিড়� না	,       আপানা	র পাতিরচায়া রক্ষা	র জানা! Bত্ন শেনাওয়া	 হ্যামেবাং    । স�স্ত প্রতি�তিQয়া	
    শেবাংনা	মে� শেরমেখ এতি� কর	 হ্যামেবাং।

             আপাতিনা এই গমেবাংষণ	 শেথমেক স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	র শেস�না শে�ষ পাB�ন্ত শেB শেক	নাও স�য়া সমের শেBমে� পা	মেরনা       । আপাতিনা Bতি� প্র�!	হ্যা	র কর	 চায়ানা কমেরনা, �মেবাং
            আপানা	মেক এখনাও ক্ষাতি�পাSরণ শে�ওয়া	 হ্যামেবাং এবাং
 স�স্ত �থ! অধ্যা!য়ানা শেথমেক �4মেছা শেফল	 হ্যামেবাং        । স	ক্ষা	ত্ক	মের অ
� শেনাওয়া	র জানা! ১০০০

        �	ক	 সম্ম	না@ শে�ওয়া	 হ্যামেবাং। ক্ষাতি�পাSরণতি� আপানা	র বাং!	
ক অ!	ক	উন্ট /    শে�	বাং	ইল বাং!	
তিক
 অ!	ক	উমেন্ট (ই-ট্রা	#ফ	র)   শেপ্ররণ কর	 হ্যামেবাং  ।
      প্র�!	হ্যা	মেরর সম্ম	না@র শেক	নাও প্রভা	বাং শেফলমেবাং না	। প্র	ক-         তিKতিনা
 জাতিরপা পাSরমেণর জানা! আপানা	মেক ক্ষাতি�পাSরণ শে�ওয়া	 হ্যামেবাং না	।

অতির্ডও-               শেরকতির্ড� 
 এবাং
 শেক	নাও শেনা	� সহ্যা স�স্ত গমেবাংষণ	 শের্ড�	 একতি� পা	সওয়া	র্ড� স4রতিক্ষা� ইউএসতিবাং ক@মে� র	খ	 হ্যামেবাং   । হ্যাস্ত	ক্ষার শেনা	�, 
           ইউএসতিবাং ক@ ই�!	তি�সহ্যা শের্ড�	গুতিলর শেB শেক	নাও হ্যা	র্ড� কতিপা লক �তিন্ত্রসভা	য়া র	খ	 হ্যামেবাং        । গমেবাংষণ	 �থ! শেকবাংল গমেবাংষক এবাং
 গমেবাংষণ	
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   �ত্ত্বা	বাংধ্যা	য়াক দ্বা	র	 অ!	মে^সমেB	গ! হ্যামেবাং।

      এই গমেবাংষণ	তি� ক	ল��না তিবাংশ্বতিবাং�!	লয়া গমেবাংষণ	 না@তি��	সনা শেবাং	র্ড� -      তিবাং দ্বা	র	 সতিরমেয়া শে�ওয়া	 হ্যামেয়ামেছা (CUREB -B  তি_য়া	মের# # ১১৪৯২৫)  ।
           অধ্যা!য়ামেনার স	মেথ Bতি� আপানা	র শেক	নাও নৈনাতি�ক উমেদ্বাগ থ	মেক �মেবাং �য়া	 কমের Ethics@carleton.ca-      এ ইমে�ল কমের ক	ল��না তিবাংশ্বতিবাং�!	লয়া

     গমেবাংষণ	 না@তি��	স্ত্র শেবাং	মের্ড� র স	মেথ শেB	গ	মেB	গ করুনা।

       আপাতিনা Bতি� এই গমেবাংষণ	 প্রকমে? অ
� তিনামে� চা	না,       বাং	 গমেবাংষণ	 স7মেক� শেক	নাও প্রশ্ন করমে� চা	না,      �মেবাং অনা4গ্রাহ্যা কমের আ�	র স	মেথ
aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca   এ শেB	গ	মেB	গ করুনা।

তিবাংনা@�,
  আতিনাক	 তিবাংনামে� আল� 
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Email Invitation for Ineligible  Participants – Bangla

    অযো��গ্য� অ�শগ্রহণকা�রী�যো�রী জন্য� ইযো�ল - বাং��ল�

 প্রি�য় XXX,

      পা�সওয়�র্ড� শেশয়�রী এরী উপারী স��স্কৃ" প্রি#রী �ভা�বাং :      বাং��ল�যো�যোশরী উপারী একাপ্রি% শেকাস স্টা�প্রির্ড (Cultural Factors in Password 
Sharing: A Case Study of Bangladesh )         শ�র্ষ�কা এই গ্যযোবাংর্ষণ�য় আপান্য�রী আগ্রযোহরী জন্য� আপান্য�যোকা ধন্য�বাং��! 
�*ভা� �গ্য�ক্রযো�,           আ�রী� আপান্য�যোকা আ��যো�রী স�ক্ষা�ত্কা�রী শেসশযোন্য অ�শ প্রিন্যযো# আ�ন্ত্রণ জ�ন্য�যো# পা�প্রিরী ন্য�।

         আ�রী� আপান্য�রী আগ্রহ এবাং� অধ�য়যোন্যরী জন্য� স�য়যোকা অ#�ন্ত �শ�স� কাপ্রিরী          । আপনার যদি	 ক�ানও প্রশ্ন থাকে� তকে� দিনদি���ধায় আমাকে�
aniqa.bintealam@carleton.ca  এ জ�ন্য�ন্য।

শুযোভাচ্ছা�,

  আপ্রিন্যকা� প্রিবাংন্যযো# আল�

এ�প্রিসএস,   প্রিহউ���ন্য কাপ্রি2উ%�রী ইন্টা�রীঅ��কাশন্য

 কা�ল�%ন্য প্রিবাংশ্বপ্রিবাং���লয়
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